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Dear Mr. Riska:

This is in reply to your letter dated August 29, 1997
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project, Find Supplemental Environmental Impact”Statement (FSEIS),
dated July, 1997. The concerns stated @ your letter are
addressed in this report. Specifically, impacts of dredged
material disposal on horseshoe crabs is discussed in Sections
3.3.2.7 and 9.1.5; on sport fisheries in Sections 9.1.5 and
9.2.4; on shellfish beds in Sections 8.3 and 9.3; and on
groundwater supplies in Section 7.o. Impacts to shortnose
sturgeon are discussed in Section 10.4.2 and 10.5.2. An
evaluation of the project under the Clean Water Act is presented
in Section 1.2. The impacts of blasting to remove bedrock is
discussed in Section 13.0. An evaluation of sediment quality of
the dredged material is presented in Section 4.0.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

The project will benefit the State of Delaware by providing
clean sand material from the Delaware Bay portion of the project
to be used for nourishing of nearby beaches. Also, using dredged
material a wetland restoration project will be constructed at
Kelly Island in vicinity of Port Mahon. A plan has been
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developed to contain the erosion process and to create intertidal
habitat. The deepened channel will reduce the magnitude of
lightening operations that normally occur on a regular basis in
the Delaware Bay and the related environmental risks that
accompany this operation. Indirect economic benefits in terms of
jobs, wages and revenues will also accrue during construction of
the project.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

Thank you for your comments and interest in this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division
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PlanningDivision,Army CorpsofEngineers
WanamakerBuilding
100PennSquareEast
Philadelphia,PA 19107-3390

DearMr.Brady:

TheDelawareNatureSocietyrespectfidlyrequeststhatapublichearingbeheldonthe
proposedDelawareRiverMainChannelDeepeningProjectbytheArmy CorpsofEngineers
beforehugesumsofpublicmoniesarespentontheproject.Asyouknow,theprojectpropoqes
todredgethe main channel of the Delaware River from the Camden/Philadelphia area to Cape
May. The concerns of the Delaware Nature Society areas follows:

. Disposal of dredge spoils both underwater and on land may threaten, horseshoe’crabs, sport
fisheries,shellfish beds, and groundwater supplies.

o Issues affecting the federally endangered Short-nosed Sturgeon have not been adequately
addressed.

● The project does not meet the standards of the Clean Water Act.

● The project will require blasting of subaqueous bedrock off Claymont with deleterious effects
on fish, shellfish, benthic organisms, watefiowl, and wading birds.

o Dredging will redistribute bottom sediments, including PCBS and heavy metals, and resuspend
silt and toxic substances in the water column.

. The project will cost $300 million with little economic benefit to Delaware.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this project. Please do not hesitate to call at (302)
239-2334 if you have any questions.

&k&b
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Dear Mr. Roof:

Thank you for your letter dated September 29,1997 concerning
comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

Thank you for your comments and interest in this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division
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Attn:Mr.Mm Brady
100 Penn SquareEast
PhiIadelphi4 PA 19107-3390 :

Mr. Bmdy,
Re the Dredging Project scheduled

and dump them along the Delaware Coast:
vehemently opposed 10such actions. This i
unconcerned on soiling someone elses.

About 25% of our ?axidermybusir
striped bass poprrmions arc @t beginning
equalling those of tic early L9?0’s.Slaugh
useasa dump, arc especially fertile fishing

K an enfj,ronmcn’~1in@ct study 1
would surprise me. 1[is especially galling:
neftious actions. If, but for a momcn< yol
this situation reversed? :

This deeisions impact willhavea
waterfowl, and recreatiomd watercrafi. In
One day, you will retire. What do you inte
refuse in the lot next to your house?

Sincere

MGeorge

(302) 69

I George Donahue, President

I John MiAc, Vice President
i George Roof, Scc.flreasurer
~
c

September 29:
1’
$phia

~

~

1997

I
i~removesediment from the headwaitersof the Delawm Bay
Naughter Beach. Our organization is deeply ebncerned and
#solutely a case of a dog not soiling its bed. but
*

s directly relates to the bays and estuaries of this state. The
&ver and d-msca irout have again rcappegred in numbers.
r!Bcachand the Bmadkill slough areas your office intends to

+unrk for the lower Delaware peninsula. . .

~ ever given anything other than a bureaucratic waiver, it
;ordyavenue of political relief to be negated by such

emove your business hat, would you feel any different were “’”
j

&tating impact on eommerci~ arrd recrrxtioml fishing,
flstrongest pl~ we ask for public hearings on the issue.
~ do if the individual who replaces you, deeides 10dumphis

1
I
%1.,

R“%,Secrets T er, DTA
s~sBranch Road
~E, 19962
.%06
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Odessa, Delaware 19730-0505

Dear Mr. Martin:

This is in response to your letter dated September 25, 1997
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS),
dated July, 1997.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

As part of the existing Federal Navigation Channel Project,
the District is consulting with Delaware on measures to combat
erosion of Pea Patch Island.

Regarding the Kelly Island project, it is correct that, tO
our knowledge, projects of this nature have not been attempted in
an environment such as the Delaware Bay. In particular, wetland
restoration projects have not been constructed using the proposed
volume of dredged material in an environment with the wave energy
and water level fluctuations of the Delaware Bay.

Your comment on the Corpst statement about the geotextile ’
tube groins is correct. However, the success of the Kelly Island
project does not depend on the performance of the geotextile
tubes. The recommendation to use the geotextile tube groins was
based on our uncertainty in the prediction of longshore sand
transport. We estimated that about 35,000 cubic yards of sand
could potentially be transported from the Kelly Island site
without groins and the design is based on that value. In case
the transport is significantly higher than predicted after
construction, the groins would be initially present to prevent
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sand from leaving the area too rapidly. The groins would provide
sufficient time to take appropriate actions for modifications to
the project or alterations in maintenance plans. If the
transport is at or below 35,000 cubic yards per year, then the
groins are just an extra element in the project design.

We expect sand that is transported away from the project to
remain close to the shoreline based on the fact that natural
pockets of sand can be found along the shoreline. That is, the
sand does not appear to move into deeper water. This would limit
its effect on the benthic communities except in the areas very
near the shoreline. If our estimates of bank erosion are
accurate, then the bay bottom near the shoreline is relatively
new considering that erosion is causing the bank line to recede
at an estimated 20 feet per year, so that many of the benthic
communities that would be impacted are relatively recent in
origin. Another consideration is that if one mile of shoreline
erodes 20 feet and the bank is five feet high, a total of 19,000
cubic yards of material will be released into the bay per year.
This sediment is finer than sand and will stay suspended longer
creating higher turbidity over a larger region. If one considers
the many miles of eroding shoreline in the Delaware Bay and the
total volume of sediment contributed from normal erosion into bay
waters, the potential input of material from the Kelly Island
project is minor.

The Port Mahon Feasibility Study is independent of the
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project and must be
justified independently, or on its own merits (i.e. benefits must
outweigh costs) as required by Corps of Enginee~ regulations.
The Port Mahon plan would utilize sandy material from selected
portions of the existing 40-foot Delaware River channel as a sand
borrow source. The proposed use of the existing Delaware River
Navigation Channel as a sand borrow source was selected to
minimize disturbance to undisturbed potential sand sources in the
Bay. The Final Port Mahon Feasibility Report further clarifies
that the Kelly Island feature proposed as part of the Delaware
River Main Channel Deepening Project would have no adverse or
beneficial effects on the Port Mahon shoreline regardless of
whether or not the Kelly Island site is constructed. The
selected plan at Port Mahon follows the Council on Environmental
Quality guidelines for the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) as they relate to plan formulation and development.

It is correct that the Port Mahon and the Kelly Island
projects will introduce sediment “beyond the present input~lto
the system, because there is essentially no input of sandy
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sediment to the system at present. This deficit of sediment
contributes to the existence of the highest rate of shoreline and
wetland erosion of any location in Delaware Bay. Kelly Island
and Port Mahon have experienced shoreline retreat rates over at
least the past century which average between 15 and 20 feet per
year. Along 5,000 lineal feet of Port Mahon shoreline, a retreat
rate conservatively averaged as 15 feet per year results in the
loss of 3.44 acres of wetlands per year, or approximately 344
acres of wetlands in the past century. Thus the 300 plus acres
of shallow estuarine habitat adjacent to the Kelly Island and
Port Mahon project areas have been created over 100 years at the
expense of 300 plus acres of wetlands. If no action is taken, at
Kelly Island in particular, this conversion of wetlands to
shallow estuarine habitat will continue into the future. There
are many other locations within Delaware Bay where erosion is
presently causing shoreline retreat and loss of wetlands, and
creating new shallow estuarine habitat. However, there are no
locations where wetlands are experiencing a natural net gain.
Therefore, the combined impacts of the Port Mahon Project and the
Kelly Island Wetland Restoration Project will not have a
significant adverse impact on the shallow water habitat of
Delaware Bay.

It is not correct to say that there was no quantitative
analysis used to evaluate the benthic communities. Twelve
potential sites were compared to background conditions in the
Delaware Bay to determine any particular attributes that would
assist in the beneficial use site selection process. The
candidate sites were evaluated on the basis of four attributes:
(1) physical characteristics, (2) presence of “unique” species,
i.e., species which were not collected at other sites or in the
surrounding Delaware Bay, (3) presence of commercially or
recreationally important species, and (4) condition of the
benthic macroinvertebrate community. This data is presented in
Section 8 of the FSEIS. Based on field testing, no significant
differences were found between any candidate site and background
conditions in Delaware Bay that would preclude its selection as a
beneficial use site. As a result, it was concluded that no
significant impact will occur to either the diversity or overall
populations of benthic resources due to the use of any of these
sites as either wetland restorations or sand stockpiles.

The resource agencies mandated the dredged material from the
Delaware Bay portion of the channel deepening project be used for
beneficial use purposes such as wetland creation/protection,
beach nourishment, etc. Typically the normal least cost disposal
option would be for the dredged material be disposed adjacent to
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the navigation channel. Obviously, this option does not meet the
objectives of the beneficial use of dredged material. Various
areas were screened for beneficial use of dredged material
considering economic and environmental data. Our economic
analysis concluded that the least costly beneficial use option
would be to protect the wetlands at Kelly Island and Egg Island
Point and sand stockpile material in the vicinity of Broadkill
and Slaughter Beaches in the State of Delaware.

Concerning Pea Patch Island, the Philadelphia District
evaluated the potential for increased shoreline erosion.
Although the hydraulic analyses predict a slight increase of
approximately 4% in wave height as a result of deepening the
channel from 40 to 45 feet, the resulting impact on the present
erosion rate would not be significant. A review of hydrographic
data adjacent to Pea Patch Island show that the majority of
channel depths are well below the depth of 45 feet.
Consequently, the improved channel will not significantly affect
the existing channel side-slope profiles and will not result in a
movement of the Federal navigation channel closer to the island.

Nonetheless, in an attempt to avoid the potential for an
adverse effect on Pea Patch Island, and to ensure the integrity
of the resource, the District will be sending a Notification of
Adverse Effect and requesting the comments of the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation. The District anticipates that
completion of shoreline stabilization prior to the proposed
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening activities will avoid or
mitigate erosion impacts.

The current operation and maintenance of the existing 40
foot navigation channel, in conjunction with the failure of the
shoreline seawall on Federal property, is having an adverse
effect. To that end, the District is conducting an evaluation of
alternatives for shoreline stabilization at Pea Patch Island in
connection with the ongoing operation and maintenance of the
Delaware River 40 foot Federal Navigation Project and has met

kwith the State~Delaware and their consulting firm to review
alternative plans. The Corps has requested funds to perform this
remedial work as part of the operation and maintenance of the
existing 40 foot project. At this point, no funding has been
appropriated to perform the necessary repairs.

$’Costs for development of kelly” Island wetland restoration
using dredged material are beyond the normal disposal costs.
First, the dredged material from the channel is transported over
a longer distance than placement adjacent to the navigation
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channel. Secondly, due to the wetland restoration nature of the
project, the design features must take into account ecological
concerns, containment and management of dredged material, and
shoreline protection in order to achieve the beneficial use
purposes. This requires placement of geotextile tubes, pumping
of sand into tubes and construction of interior and exterior sand
dikes, groins, outlet works, etc. which also adds to the project
cost .

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

As part of final project design, numerous meetings were held
with Federal and State resource agencies and interested groups.
Their input and review of completed work efforts were used in the
refinement of the various features of the recommended project. A
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement was prepared in
January 1997. This document was made available to all resource
agencies, interested groups and individuals for comment.
Responses to all comments were incorporated in the July 1997
Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement. As a result,
I believe that adequate coordination was undertaken to involve
the environmental groups, while following the NEPA process.

The ‘Incidental take statementli fo~$Sndangered shortnose
sturgeon was developed by the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) as part of their biological opinion for Philadelphia
District dredging projects. It limits the number of sturgeon
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that can be ‘~incidentally taken~~to three individuals before
further consultation would have to occur with NMFS.

Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division
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(215)656-6543

Mr.RobertCallegari

EnvironmentalResourcesBranch

U. S.Army CorpsofEngineers

Wanamaker Building

100PennSquareEast

Philadelphia,PA 19107-3390

DearMr.Callegari

Thislettercontainscommentsregardingthereporttitled

DelawareRiverMain ChannelDeeDenhw Proiect:Sumlemental

ImpactStatement,July.1997.

Thankyou fortheextensionofthecommentingperiod.Ifound

thereviewtaskextremelycumbersomeduetothedifficultyinlocating

changesfromthepreviousdocument(DraftSEISdatedJanuary,1997).

The PCOE couldfacilitatefhtureendeavorsofthistypeby identi~ing

allchangesand/oradditionsfrompreviousdocumentsofthesametitle.

I will direct my comments to the same concerns and your
responses to those concerns that I expressed in my letter of March
1997 (includedinAppendixD ofthesubjectreport).

ReaqestforPublicHearing
\
.<‘

1,

Your comment regarding a request for a Public Hearing directed
me to your responses to Representative Shirley A. Price. In light of the
current (September, 1997) situation, your response is misleading and
not accurate and certainly not obiective (a NEPA requirement). Indeed
substantial interest has been exmessed in holding Public Hearinm.
Delaware Mobile Surf Fishermen, Inc. are forwarding a petition for a
Public Hearing with an excess of 1,800 signatures (personal
communication). Senator Roth of the Delaware Congressional
delegation has requested a Public Hearing. In addition, both Senator
Bunting and Representative Shirley A. Price of the State of Delaware

315 MAIN STREET ● P.O. BOX 505 “ ODESSA, DELAWARE 19730-0505 ● TEL: (302) 378-2736 ● FAX: (302) 378-3629



Mr. Robert Callegari
Page Two
September 25, 1997

Legislature have requested Public Hearings. In addition, I believe the U. S.

Congress maintains final jurisdiction over this project since they must authorize
release of the $200 million Federal share for this project. Senator Roth is
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee.

You also state that you met with “a number of fishing groups to discuss
their concerns”. I am not aware of the meetings you reference. The only meeting
in Delaware was held on July 10 at the U-niversity of Delaware College of Marine

Studies, Lewes, Delaware. As far as I am aware only two fishing groups received
Army Corps invitation to this meeting, and your invitation requested that these tivo
groups “limit” attendance. A notice of this meeting provided by DNREC appeared
in the Wilmington News Journal on the morning of July 10 (Wilmington is over 90
miles from Lewes, Delaware) and in a Lewes newspaper (Cape Gazette) on July
11, 1997---one day afler the meeting. It should be noted that the PCOE and
DNREC participants in this meeting contributed to around one-third of the
attendees. A considerable portion of the meeting was concerned with the
significance of the meeting. None of the attendees, including DNREC, were
satisfied with the PCOE explanations. This meeting had no legal standing within
the NEPA procedures. It was at this meeting that Senator Bunting requested a
Public Hearing and an administrative assistant to Senator Roth announced that
Senator Roth would request a Public Hearing.

You also state “The purpose of this Supplemental EIS is to reaffirm
conclusions.. .“. NEPA 1502.2, however, states, “Environmental impact statements
shall serve as the means of assessing the environmental impact of proposed agency
actions, RATHER THAN JUSTIFYING DEC1S1ONS ALREADY MADE.”

Once again, I request a Public Hearing.

Pea Patch Island

My personal communication with the Delaware SHPO indicates conflicting
viewpoints. It is the SHPO contention that ship wake is makinz a sia ificant

= On the Fofi Delaware historical site. A promiseto resolve this conflict at a
future date does not seem appropriate.

I
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Page Three
September 25, 1997

1 KellyIsland

On May 21-24, 1997, a Shorebird Management Workshop was conducted at
Bombay Hook National Wildlife Refige. Representatives of the PCOE and Army

Corps Design Branch were present and provided a briefing of the Kelly Island
project as updated in the July, 1997 SEIS. Some of my present comments reflect
information presented at that meeting.

The beach created by the project greatly exceeds the beach as it appears in
historical photographs. This beach will require periodic replenishment on a 7 to 10
year cycle or less if impacted by severe storms. The representative of the Army
Corps Design Branch indicated the following:

1. Projects of this nature have not been attempted in environments such as
the Delaware Bay. In particular, the large range of tides presents a unique design
challenge.

2. The geotextile groins were at the least desirable orientation in terms of
exposure to potential damage. This potential design flaw (geotextile groins) could
result in failure at the least desirable time--during severe winter nor’caster storms
and could result in massive loss of the created beach. This design requires re-
examination and should be changed to a more structurally sound groin design.

I
The Kelly Island created beach will result in an estimated amual input of

35,000 cubic yards of material into the aquatic system and benthic community.
Another project proposed by the PCOE involves the creation of beach at Port
Mahon, an area adjacent to and south of Kelly Island. This project would result in
an estimated annual input of 21,428 cubic yards of material. Cumulative annual
input of material is 56,428 cubic yards. Obviously, these projects are linked
ecologically in terms of impact on the adjacent benthic community. The
combination of these projects represents a significant input of materials beyond the
present input to the benthic/aquatic system. Failure to link the Port Mahon project
and the Kelly Island project is not in conform itv with NEPA as it is piecemealing
of known or foreseeable projects. Neither project presents a quantitative analysis
of the benthic community but rather contends that the benthic community is an
abundant resource that is expanding due to rise in sea level. A DNREC benthic
specialist, during the July 10 meeting at the College of Marine Studies, indicated
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Page Four
September 25, 1997

that the benthic samulinz method used in the PCOE studv-bottom mabs—was
inadequate to quanti~ benthic communities, especially in “patchy” biotic
distributions. In addition, the “no significant impact” conclusion assumes that all

benthic communities are nearly equal in quality and fimction. The “no significant
impact” conclusion is not sutm orted by any quantitative investigations.

I am somewhat perplexed by your cost benefit analysis. During the
Shorebird Management Workshop, May 21-24, 1997, Mr. Brady indicated that the
Kelly Island project would cost $15 million beyond normal disposal costs of the -
spoils utilized in the project. Copies of Section 204, Water Resources
Development Act of 1992 were passed out. The implication was that the $15
million project cost would be generated under this provision of PL 102-580. Our
experience in purchase of tidal wetlands along the Delaware Coast yields an
average price of $500 per acre. $15 million would purchase approximately 30.000
acres of tidal wetlands. This project generates onlv 60 acres of wetlands and 5,000
feet of beach. This is not a wise expenditure of taxpayer dollars. Your cost benefit
ratio is way out of line.

Sand Stockpiles

The proposed sand stockpiles have drawn numerous adverse comments
from the EPA, NOAA, and USF&WS. Recently the DCMP has withdrawn
support for sand stockpiles (personal communication by letter copy). Concerns
ranged from the excessive amount of material (in relation to potential beneficial
use requirements) to concerns regarding adverse impact to benthic community.
Neither issue has been adequately addressed by the PCOE. Further, PCOE
representatives during the July 10, 1997 meeting at the College of Marine Studies
in Lewes, Delaware indicated that as much as 50°/0 of the material would migrate
from the stockpile sites in a 10-year period resulting in additional destruction of
adjacent benthic habitat. My previous comments regarding lack of quantitative
supportive data for “no significant impact” apply.

My comment regarding the stockpiles action as a potential impediment to
shoreward horseshoe crab migration was a result of personal communication with
Dr. Carl Shuster, also an expert on horseshoe crabs.
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NEPA

I have received a copy ofl NEPA. THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF

E~ G ERS AND DEEPE G THE SH PPING CHA LOFT
DELAWARE RIVER AND BAY by James 1.Dennis, 111and his cover letter to
the PCOE dated July 8, 1997. The document was submitted to the faculty of the
University of Delaware to meet requirements for the degree Master of Marine
Policy. His conclusion that the “Corps is not doing a very good job of involving
environmental interest groups (NGO’S) in the process” seems to ring true in light
of the recent increase in adverse public comment regarding the project. I can’t
help but to believe that a more pro-active and timely involvement of the public and
NGO’S (i.e., prior to Congressional authorization) would result in a much more
viable project. This is constructive criticism and should be included in “lessons
learned” for development of fdmre projects. Unfortunately, I see the PCOE
committing the same errors with the Port Mahon project proposal.

Shortnose Sturgeon

How will classification of the Shortnose Sturgeon as an endangered species
affect the “Incidental Take Statement” (10.5 .2.4)?

Sincerely,

Y4ii- .
PeterS.Martin

PsM/ssc
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Mr. Richard S. Fischer
President
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400 East Cape Shores
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Dear Mr. Fischer:

Thank you for letters dated July 30, and September 26, 1997
on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final Supplemental
Impact Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

The Cape Shores and Port Lewes beaches are located to the
east of the Delaware River and Bay Authority’s Cape May-Lewes
Ferry Terminal breakwater and is outside the area identified in
the Roosevelt Inlet-Lewes Beach, Delaware Interim Feasibility
Study . However, a technical analysis conducted at the end of the
study concluded that no Federal project in the area, including
the Inner and Outer Harbor of Refuge Breakwaters and the
Roosevelt Inlet jetties, has caused adverse impacts (ie. erosion)
to the beaches in the Breakwater Harbor area.

With regard to the proposed Delaware River Main Channel
Deepening Project, the placement of sand material to a specific
area is primarily driven by the availability of an adequate sand
source located within a close proximity of a given beach
community. Considering the transport distance and associated
environmental impacts, our economic analysis indicated that the
least cost option is to place sand material at the two selected
sand stockpile areas (Broadkill and Slaughter) for subsequent use
in beach nourishment. o

However, during the review of the draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement for the Delaware River Main
Channel Deepening Project, concerns were raised about potential
impacts to bottom dwelling organisms at the sand stockpile
locations. As a result a re-evaluation of this project feature
to place the sand directly on Delaware Bay beaches without
sacrificing the economic or environmental integrity of the
project was made. Indications are that with a cost increase,
the sand material designated for the stockpiles can be placed
directly on Delaware Bay beaches with no significant
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environmental impact. The beach placement plan would be
finalized as part of the Plans and Specifications for this
channel segment of the Deepening Project, and we can review your
request for beach placement at that time.

Thank you for your comments and interest in this project.
If you have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division



HomeownersAssociation
400East Cape Shores ● Lewes, DE 19958

(302) 645-1992 ● Fax 302-645-9761

September 26, 1997

Mr. Robert L. Callegari, Chief, Planning Division
Environmental Resources Branch
Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers-Philadelphia District
Wanamaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390

RE: Omission of the public beach at Cape Shores and Port Lewes from
EIS and Feasibility ”Studyof erosion cause by federal breakwaters

Dear Mr, Callegari:

the Corps’ Bay Dredging ..-

This letter is a follow-up to my July 30 correspondence on behalf of the Cape Shores
Homeowners Association and Port Lewes Association of Condominium Owners regarding the
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project Draft and Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement for the Delaware River, dated Janumy 1997 and July 1997 respectively.

In that letter we requested you consider the public beach in front of our communities
(located in the Breakwater Harbor between the Cape May- Lewes Feny and the Delaware State
Park) as a “beneficial use area” for the initial project and the maintenance dredging. As part of
the justification of that requesL I noted that the sand starved condition of the public beach
bordering our property is caused by the interruption of the southward littoral flow of sand
resulting from the Feny breakwater. This is only partially correct.

Now an August 15, 1997-repofi in the Cape Gazette regtiding the Corps’ feasibility
study to reverse the erosion of Lewes’ Delaware Bay beaches appears t.ocorroborate our own .
findings which reveals that federally constructed breakwaters are major factors responsible for
the erosion and sand starved condition of our beaches.

While we are pleased that the dredging project will create an opportunity for beach
nourishment, and that the Corps’ study has identified that Federal navigation projects at Lewes
are the primary cause of the shore problems on Lewes’ beaches, we are extremely concerned that
the mile long stretch of public beach next to Cape Shores and Port Lewes has been ignored in
both Corps studies as a potential benefici~. Moreover, neither study appears to provide any
justification for such discrimination against this section of beach. The purpose of this letter is to
bring this omission to your attention, ask for the inclusion of the public beach at Cape Shores
and Port Lewes in any beach nourishment and remedial activities undertaken by the Coqx, and
encourage you to treat this beach in the same manner as the other beaches which Federal
navigation projects have adversely affected.
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As you consider our concerns, we ask that you keep the follow”ng factors in mind:

● The mile long beach is a public resource near two private developments that have
an estimated $90 million property value.

e The beach is strategically situate, bordering Cape Henlopen State Park and
providing direct beach access to the magnificent junction of the Delaware Bay
and the Atlantic Ocean.

● It is an important breeding ground for horseshoe crabs and therefore a critically
important location for migratory birds that feed on them and their eggs.

● Perhaps what is most important, the beach is eroding at an alarming rate because
Federal navigation projects are obstructing the natural flow of sand.

... ....

Agai~ we wouId appreciate your consideration of the omission of the public beach at
Cape Shores and Port Lewes from two recent federal studies and ask that you treatthem in the
same manner as other affected beaches as potential beneficiaries. If we can be of any help, or
you need fi.uther infonnatiou please do not hesitate to call us at (302)645-1992.

RespectfWy yours:

. -’#’--2i”4A2J—---
Richard S. Fischer, President
Cape Shores Homeowners Assn.

cc: Governor Thomas R. Carper
Lt. Governor Ruth Ann Mimer
Senator William V. Roth, Jr.
Senator Joseph R. Biden
Congressman Michael N. Castle
Senator Robert J. Voshell
Representative John R. Schroeder
Mayor George H.P. Smith
T. Pratt, DNREC
D. Lemmon, Port Lewes

..:.
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HomeownersAssociation
400 East Cape Shores “ Lewes, DE 19958

(302) 645-9751 “ Fax 302-645-9761

July 30,1997

Mr. Robert L. Callegari, Chie~ Planning Division
Environmental Resources Branch
Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers - Philadelphia District
Wanarnaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphi~ PA 19107-3390

Dear Mr. Callegari:

Thank youfor sending us the Draft and Final Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement for the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project dated July 1997. We have
read both voluminous reports completely. It seems to us that the Statement has been well
prepared and presented leaving no addressable questions unanswered.

I am President of the Cape Shores Homeowners Association and have been asked by the
Port Lewes Association of Condominium Owners to reply to the Statement. Cape Shores is a
single family residential community of two hundred and twenty-two (222) lots and Port Lewes is
an adjoining condominium community, on our western property line, consisting of one hundred
and twenty units (120) units. We are beacldiont communities on Delaware Bay situated
between the Cape May Lewes Feny and Cape Henlopen State Park in Lewes Delaware. The
combined property values including the improvements are more than ninety million dollars
($90,000,000.). Our beach frontage is more than one mile.

The public beach in fkont of our communities is eroding at an alarming rate, so much that
we are in fear of losing our property. The sand starved beach condition is caused by the
interruption of the southward littoral flow of sand by the jetty of the Cape May Lewes Ferry.
The accretion of sand on the north side of the jetty attests to this problem and is evidenced by
aerial photographs.

The Delaware State Legislature has identified its bay and ocean beaches as one of the
State’s most important natural resources and should be protected by sand nourishment. We are
located south five and one-half (5-1/2) miles from the proposed two hundred and thirty (230)
acre Broadkill Beach L-5 disposal site.

We would like you to designate our location a “beneficial use area” similar to Slaughter
Beach and Broadkill Beach for both the initial Project and the required maintenance dredging.
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The dredged material is suitable, the beach is in dire need of nourishment, we are close
to the Project and why not put the disposal material where it is really needed? It seems to us
that you will have an excess of material and it would be a win situation for our communities, the
State of Delaware, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

! Please telephoneus at (302)645-1992if we can be of any help, if you have any questions,
or write us at 400 East Cape Shores Drive, Lewes, DE 19958.

Respectfidly yours:

.4’24?!?)2---
Richard S. Fischer
President
Cape ShoresHomeowners
Association

cc: D. Lernmon, Port Lewes Association
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Planning Divi.si.on

Honorable Michael N. Castle
Representative in Congress
J. Allen Frear Federal Building
300 S. New Street
Dover, Delaware 19904

1 Dear Mr. Castle:

(kYThis is in reference to your letter dated December B~SUVl%$
on behalf of Mr. Richard Fischer concerning beach erosion and
placement of sand near the Cape Shores and Port Lewes beachKRbfil?R
communities in Delaware.

Mr. Fischer’s property is located to the east of the
Delaware River and Bay Authorityrs Cape May-Lewes Ferry Terminal
breakwater and is outside the study area identified in the
Roosevelt Inlet-Lewes Beach, Delaware Interim Feasibility Study.
However, a technical analysis conducted at the end of the study
concluded that no Federal project in the area, including the
Inner and Outer Harbor of Refuge Breakwaters and the Roosevelt
Inlet jetties, has caused adverse impacts (i.e. erosion) to the
beach in the Breakwater Harbor area.

With regard to the proposed Delaware River Main Channel
Deepening Project, the placement of sand material to a specific
area is primarily driven by the availability of an adequate sand
source located within close proximity of a given beach community.
Considering the transport distance and associated environmental
impacts, our economic analysis indicated that the least cost
option is to place sand material at two selected sand stockpile
areas (Broadkill and Slaughter) for subsequent use in beach
nourishment.

However, during the review of the draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement for the Delaware River Main
Channel Deepening Project, concerns were raised about potential
impacts to bottom dwelling organisms at the sand stockpile
locations. As a result, a re-evaluation of this project feature,
to place the sand directly on Delaware Bay beaches without
sacrificing the economic or environmental integrity of the
project, was made. Indications are that, with a cost increase,
the sand material designated for the stockpiles can be placed
directly on Delaware Bay beaches with no significant
environmental impact. The beach placement plan will be finalized
during Plans and Specifications for this channel segment of the
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Deepening Project and we can review your request for beach
placement then.

I hope this information is helpful for your needs. Should
you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to
contact me.

Sincerely,

Robert B. Keyser
Lieutenant Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District Engineer

Copy Furnished:

Honorable Michael N. Castle
House of Representatives
1227 Longsworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-0801

CENAD-PA
CENAP-DE
CENAP-PAO
CENAD-ET-P
DAEN-CWZ
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MICHAELN. CASTLE
DELAWARE, AT-LARGE

1227 LONGWORrn HOUSE OFFICE BUILCW.SG

WASHINGTON, DC 2051E-OBO1

(202) 22S4165

I
COMMITTEES:

BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES (Umgmfi of tht IEMtedji5tatu
CHAIR*

I SU8COMMIUEE ON 00 MESTIC ANO
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY POLICY %lo~$e of’ ~eprtxmtiitiom

EDUCATION AND THE WORKFORCE
~il$till~ton, ?i?& 20$15-0801

VICE CH.AIRMAW

SUBCOMM~EE ON EARLY CHILOHOOO,
YOUTH, ANO FAMILIES December 5, 1997

SELECT COMMllTEE ON INTELLIGENCE
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THREE CHRIS?ENACEN?RE

SUKE 107

201 N. WALNUT STREET

WILMINGTON, 05 19B01

(302) 42&1902

J. ALLEN FREAR FEOERAL BUILCSNG

300 S. NEW STREST

Down, DE 16S04
(3021736-1666 WSNT)

(302) B=3334 (SUSSEXJ

deleware@hr.house.gov
-.houee.govkasiel

Lt. Colonel Robert B. Keyser
Commander, Philadelphia District
United States Army Corps of Engineers
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390

Dear Colonel Keyser:

Recently, I was contacted by a constituent Richard S. Fischer, President of the Cape Shores
Homeowners Association regarding his concern about beach erosion along the public beaches in
Breakwater Harbor at the Cape Shores and Port Lewes beachfront communities.

According to Mr. Fischer, the beach erosion along Cape Shores and Port Lewe: is the result of
two federally funded breakwaters located at the mouth of the Delaware Bay. 1understand the Army
Corps of Engineers(ACOE) has done a feasibility study to reverse beach erosion on western Lewes
beaches, but nothing has been studied concerning Cape Shores and Port Lewes beaches. Can you
please inform me of any measures the ACOE is currently reviewing to decide whether Cape Shores
and Port Lewes beaches are being considered for sand nourishment or other remedial activities as part
of the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening project?

As you know, several other issues have the potential to be negatively impacted by beach
erosion h this area. The Cape Henlopen area has been a longtimebreeding ground for horseshoe crabs
and serves as a feeding stop for migratory birds. Without the appropriate amount of sand along the
beachfront, the horseshoe crabs may have some diff]cuky in breeding and in turn impact the migratory
bird population. Many other areas are impacted by this issue as well, including tourism, housing and
recreation.

Iwould appreciate your reviewing this situation and letting me know whether the Cape Shores
and Port Lewes beachfront areas are being considered for beach nourishment along with other areas in
the Breakwater Harbor. Please forward all correspondence on this issue directly to Kate Johnson of
my staff at 300 S. New Street, Dover, DE 19901.

Thank you in’advance for your help and cooperation with this request. I look forward to
hearing from you in the near I%ture.

%ebs=
Michael N. Castle

cc: Mr. Richard S. Fischer, President, Cape Shores Homeowners Association, 400 East Cape
Shores, Lewes, DE 19958

FIIINIEOONRECYCLEDPAPER
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Environmental Resources Branch

Mr. Don Kirchhoffer
New Jersey Conservation Foundation
Project Manager
Bamboo Brook
170 Longview Road
Far Hills, New Jersey 07931
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Dear Mr. Kirchhoffer:

Thank you for your letter dated August 28,1997 concerning
COIUIIentS on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

A management system will be developed that will provide
wetland habitat on portions of all of the four new disposal areas
(including 15D and 15G) , and is described in detail in Section
3.2.3 of the SEIS. An additional 372 acres of adjacent
undeveloped area that includes some high quality fresh water
tidal marsh (including portions the nationally and state
significant areas) will be purchased and maintained in its
natural state. These actions will enhance the nationally and
state significant tidal wetlands adjacent to disposal areas 15D
and 15G.

Concerning runoff from site 15G to Oldmans Creek, the
sediment load will be monitored and controlled in order to meet
all State of New Jersey effluent standards. Sediment load will
be controlled by elevating the pending level within the disposal
area during disposal of dredged material. The elevated water
levels create an increased retention time for the slurry,
allowing sediment to settle to the bottom and remain within the
confined disposal facility (CDF). Excessive silt laden
discharges into Oldmans Creek is not allowed by New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection regulations, nor is it the
practice of the Philadelphia District to operate the CDFS in this
manner.

Pertaining to the toxicity of the dredged material and ~b
effect on plant and animal species, the District concurs with
your recommendation for monitoring of the dredged material as
they are discharged into sites 15G and 15D. Specifically, the
Philadelphia District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the

—... .
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New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection will form a
working group to develop appropriate coordinated sediment
sampling and testing programs, surface water discharge monitoring
plans and ground water monitoring wells.

Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project. If you have any questions, please
contact John Brady of my staff at 215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division
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Mr. Robert Callcgari
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August 28.1997

Environmental Resources Branch
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Wanamaker Bu;lding, 1r Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA, 19107-3390

Dear Mr. Callegari,

The New Jersey Conservation Foundation has the following comments on the
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project Final Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement dated 25 July 1997. Our comments are limited to the sites at the.
mouth of the Raccoon and Oldmans creeks.

We are concerned that the ACOE still has not adequately addressed the effe t of
isites 15 D and 15 G on the tidal habitat upstream of these two sites. As is docur& id in

the ACOE and other repor@ these two sites are of state and national importance as
resting and migratory stops for waterfowl, shore birds and raptors.

Of specific concern is the stated plan to have the runoff of site 15 G (Oldmans
Creek) directed into Oldmans Creek. We propose that the runoff be redirected back
into the Delaware rather than into Oldmans Creek. The effect of long term silt laden
discharge into the tidal portion of the creek is unknown.

We are still not satisfied that you have addressed the toxicity of the spoils an&
their effect on the plant and animal species in the vicinity. We propose a periodic. :
monitoring of the spoils as they are discharged to the site. This would allow corrective
action be taken if your assumptions about the levels of contaminants in the dredged
material are incorrect.

Because of the proximity of two outstanding habitats so close to proposed sites 15
D and G. it is extremely important that the construction of the sites be done according
to specifications. We propose the employment of an independent environmental firm to
monitor all construction while in progress.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this projec[.



Environmental Resources Branch
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Delaware Riverkeeper Network
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Dear Ms. Van Rossum:

Thank you for your letters dated August 21, September 5, and
September 8,1997 concerning comments on the Delaware River Main
Channel Deepening Project, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

As part of the hydrodynamic and salinity model development,
workshop meetings were held to scope out the work efforts and to
solicit input and review of completed efforts. Agencies and
experts in salinity modelling were invited to participate
throughout the model development and review of results. At the
completion of this effort, model results were made available to
all participants at the workshop meetings and a summary of the
results was documented in the SEIS in Section 5.0. The SEIS was
distributed to all Federal agencies and to all individuals that
attended our workshop meetings. As a result, through the
workshop meetings and coordination of the SEIS, the data was made
available for review and comment by others.

All of the four ‘tnew~tupland disposal areas are former
confined dredged material disposal facilities (CDF). The
management and development of the new upland disposal areas which
will result in portions being wetlands has been coordinated with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Environmental Protection
Agency, and New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), and is supported by these agencies. The NJDEP has
approved this project feature as part of their coastal zone
consistency determination. The habitat that will be used for
dredged material disposal has been described as IImostlypoor
quality wildlife habitat and that once the construction process
is over habitat will be enhanced through wetlands creation in the
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CDFs. ..lt(Kerlingerr Paul. Review of Delaware River Main Channel
Deepening Project (Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware), Draft Supplemental
Impact Statement. February 8, 1997). The nationally significant
resources are the wetland/upland complexes that surround these
areas, 372 acres of which will be protected by this project.

It is true that these proposed disposal areas provide
considerable habitat value as they are, as described in Section
6.3 of the FSEIS; however, these areas are needed to construct
and maintain the project. By implementing the management system
that will provide wetland habitat on portions of the disposal
areas, by purchasing an additional 372 acres of adjacent
undeveloped area that includes some high quality fresh water
tidal marsh, and maintaining this area in its natural state, and
by restoring 135 acres of intertidal wetlands at Egg Island
Point, the overall wetland/wildlife value in New Jersey will be
improved.

During discharges of effluent into Oldmans and Raccoon
Creeks, the sediment load will be monitored and controlled in
order to meet all State of New Jersey effluent standards.
Sediment load is simply controlled by elevating the pending level
within the disposal area during disposal of dredged material.
The elevated water levels will create an increased retention time
for the slurry, allowing sediment to settle to the bottom and
remain within the confined disposal facility.

Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division



August 21, 1997

Robert L. Callegari
ATTN: Environmental Resources Branch
U.S. Army Coi-psof Engineers
Wanamaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390

Dear Mr. Callegari, ,.

I am writing with a preliminary set of comments from the Delaware Riverkeeper Network orI the -
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project Supplemental Environmental Impact .;, ~.
Statement dated July 1997.

Once againtheby CorpsofEngineers,hasreleasedamassivedocument,inchesthick,andis
expectingindividuals,organizationsandagenciestoread,comprehend,digestandrespondtothe
documentwithcommentsinonly30days.Thisisunacceptableandrisestothelevelofdenying
publiccommentbymakingthetaskanalmostimpossibleone.We requestthattheCOrpS extend

the commentperiodregardingthisveryimportantandcontroversialproject.

We also, again, request that the Corps hold a public hearing to discuss the project and the most
recent SEIS. The”’Corpsclaims that because this project is not “controversial” a hearing is not
warranted. This is clearly a faulty conclusion and ch~acterization. The Main Channel
Deepening project is highly controversial. Individuals throughout the watershed are concerned ....
about the ramifications of this project on the River, water quality, the salt line, wetlands, uplands,
aquatic species.to name a few. “fhe Corps claims that only 1 state representative, 7 organizations
and 3 individuals requested a public hearing..

●

●

The Corps fails to recognize that organizations such as Riverkeeper should not be considered
as single entities – they represent whole, and large, constituencies. Riverkeeper alone.has
welIover2,000 members, a large number of which have expressed concern about the
proposed dredging project and relief that we have been involved in the comment process.

The Corp fails to note that the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control requested a hearing.

-.’

Tel: 215-369-1188 Fax: 215-369-1181 E-mail: drkn@libertynet. org WW%W http://www.libertynet. org/-drkn

DELAWARE RIVERKEEPER NETWORK, P.0, BOX 326, WASHINGTON CROSSING. PA 18977-0326

An American Littoral Sociep Project

“u
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● The Corps fails to note that each of the comment periods for the recent SEIS’ have been so
short that they have discouraged the public from actually attempting to participate in the
process and issue comment (Riverkeeper only heard about the extension of the last comment
period when it was %to % over - hardly providing us the ability to take advantage of extra
time given.)

Hearings held in 1993 and/or more recently with local organizations but without widespread
notice of the meetings do not rise to the level of providing adequate opportunity for public input
on the recent Corps findings and proposals regarding the project and found in the latest SEIS
documents. ..

Once again, we demand that the Corps hold a public hearing regarding this matter providing
enough time for interested individuals to properly review and consider the SEIS that has been
issued.

At this time we also want to point out that Corps responses to comments given to the previous
SEIS are sorely inadequate and unresponsive. By way of example:

● Riverkeeper’s expressed concern that the Corps has ftiled to make the data used to support-
the argument that the proposed dredging activities will not impact the River’s salt line ,. ..
available to others (including other experts and agencies) for review, consideration and .~ ‘;
comment. :: F r

. The Corps’ response fails to acknowledge this point. It simply states that its present model is
more accurate that other models used in the past (a point disputed by other experts) and that
the SEIS presents a sfiary of what they believe to be the model’s most significant
findings. They do not offer to make the underlying data actually available to others for
review and analysis. The Corps has clearly ignored the comment and failed to respond
appropriately - i.e. to make the underlying data available for review, consideration and
comment by others.

Riverkeeper hopes to be able to provide additional comment on this SEIS. Unfortunately, the
short corm-gentperiod is greatly inhibiting our ability to properly and honestly do so.

Respectfidly submitted, -

Maya K. van Rossum
Delaware Riverkeeper

. .

..

m



September 5, 1997

Robert L. Callwgari
ATTN: Environmental Resources Branch

~ U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
YVanamakerBuilding
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390

Dear Mr. Callegari,

I am writing with some additional comments from the Delaware Riverkeeper Network on
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement dated July 1997.

the .

. .. . .

[
::

While we appreciate the COWSextending the comment period an additional 30 daYSWestill ‘=’-““
demand tha~a public hearing be held on the proposed project – a hearing where full and
comprehensive presentations, including recorded testimony, are given to an audience of&l the
stakeholders and affected community. Hearings held to date have been limited to specific
communities with testimony on a limited number of issues, depriving all participants information
about the varying public perspectives, findings, questions and information. It is important that
hearings be held where all interested parties are able to attend, speak and listen.

Inthissetofcommentswe wouldliketodiscusssomeofthewetlandsissuesraisedbythe >
project.TheCorpsresponsetopreviouscommentsmaderegardingtothewetlandsissuesfrom
Riverkeeperandothershavebeeneitherunresponsiveordismissive...

Our laws are written to protect wetlands for a reason, because they are essential for a healthy
environment. Our laws, environmental health, and communities al1demand that our country’s
wetlands be protected – this protection takes precedence over an environmentally unsound and
economically indefensible project. Corps arguments to the contrary remain unpersuasive.

According to the SEIS the project is going to disturb and destroy valuable wedtinds habitat in the
Delaware River watershed. The Corps justifies this wetlands destruction by smting that “these
areas are needed to construct and maintain the projec[.” (response [o Oldmwls (~reck Wawrshed
Assn comments.) What the Corps is arguing is ‘we need [o do it thercli)re YOUhuve to let us do
it.”. This kind of rationale is meaningless and totally unacceptable.



TheCorps also justifies destruction of some of the wcdands by ch:lracterizing thcm as “poor
qu~]ity”. Wetlands have value for wn[cr quality and wilcilifc:theycxkiinlocations\vhur(I1c
environment deems they are needed; once L~:NIWCdor aikrcci tiwir fut~lreis uncertain. Wetlands.
regardless of our characterization, mus[ be protected in tiwir naturai sta[e. \Vlmt criteria Icaci lIIC

Corps to the characterization of “poor quaiit y“? i:or the environmcmt. \vatcr quality and wildlilc

any wetlands is better than no wetlands.

The Corps discusses creating wetlands to mitigate for the ones that ~Viilbe destroyed. “fle jur} is

still out on whether or not wetlands creation really works. Until we ~nOW for sure that wetlands
restoration projects are successful, we cannot risk destroying tile fel~ lvetiands that remain on this
gamble.

On a number of occasions, a number of organizations and individuals have questioned the Corps
about how and why wetlands of national and international significance can be (and are being)
destroyed by this project. The Corps response is always the same: we will be mitigating the
destruction with creation elsewhere, we are not really destroying those wetlands, we will actuall!
be enhancing the wetlands, in total there Wili be a wetlands qualiw gain in the watershed. Afier
reading all of the comments, the SEIS’S, and the Corps’ responses. ~vestill do not feel the Corps
is being truly responsive to the wetlands issues and concerns being raised. The fact of the matter
is that the SEIS itself states that hundreds of acres of wetlands will be destroyed and/or impacted
by this project. The fact is that many of these have received national and international
recognition. In one place we would like to see a comprehensive explanation for why the Cor@ . -. .
feels this wetlands destruction is acceptable, appropriate and legal (and simply saying that otl& “

..
,[

agencies are generally supportive is not going to cut it) and why destruction of these wetlands
will not adversely and irreversibly impact water quality, wildlife and habitat along the Delaware
River.

Respectfully submitted,

-5 L iC L.c-- ‘——

Maya K. van Rossum
Delaware Riverkeeper
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September 8.1997

Robert.L. Callegari
ATTN: EnvironmentalResourcesBranch
U.S.Amly CorpsofEngineers
WanarnakerBuilding
100Pem SquareEast
Philadelphia,PA 19107-3390

I Dear Mr. Callegari,

I am writing with some additional comments from the Delaware Riverkeeper h’et~vorkon the
Delaware RiverMainChannelDeepeningProjectSupplementalEnvironmentalImpact -
StatementdatedJuly1997. -...

[TheCorpshasnotbeenclearaboutthesedimentcontrolstobeusedduringthe dredgespoil‘Z :

.<,.,.

dewateringprocess.

I We are concernedabouthow theCorpsplanstoensurethatexcessivesedimentloadsarenot
dischargedintoOldmansCreekastheresultofthedewateringprocess.

Excess sediment loadings and associated water quality issues are already a large problem for the
Delaware River and its tributary streams.

If excessive sediment is discharged during (or as the result of) dewatering on an incoming tide -
the sediment will be pushed up Oldrnans Creek clouding the waters, impacting aquatic habitats,
carrying associated toxics, and generally adversely impacting the Creek’s water quality.

The SEIS does not adequately address this issu: or explain the strategy for dealing with it.

Respectftlily submitted.

.+= ‘c”’”“ ‘-
Maya K. van Rossum
Dclawm-eRiverkeepcr
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Environmental Resources Branch

Ms. Leah L. Roedel
DR&BS Council
1212 Foulk Road, Apt. lD
Wilmington, Delaware 19803

Dear Ms. Roedel:

lMAR051998

CENAP-PL-E
6554/am

25 FEBRUARY 1998

CALLEGARI

Thank you for your letter dated August 25,1997 concerning
comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next.- An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome th~ oppor~unity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

Section 404(r) is a portion of the Clean Water Act, 33 USC
466 et seq. It exempts Federal projects from obtaining a water
quality certification if the project has been authorized by
Congress, and an environmental impact statement, that includes an
evaluation of the Section 404(b) (1) guidelines, has been
submitted to Congress before the actual discharge of dredged or
fill material in connection with the construction of the project
and prior to either authorization or appropriation of funds for
the project. These conditions were met with the submission of
the final EIS in February, 1992 and subsequent authorization in
October, 1992 as part of the Water Resources Development Act of
1992. The Section 404(r) waiver was concurred in by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency in their comment letter dated
March 17, 1997. A copy of this letter is attached.

The Final SEIS also documents that (Section 4.0), based on
field sampling and subsequent data analysis, no significant
impacts to the aquatic ecosystem are expected from dredging and
the disposal of dredged material. None of the sediment samples
taken revealed significant levels of contaminants. The fine-
grained material from the industrial northern portion of the
project area will be placed in upland, confined dredged material
disposal facilities, away from the river. The sediment toxicity
data from this project was reviewed by the Corps of Engineers?
Waterway Experiment Stationr the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Marine
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Fisheries Service, the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection, the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control, and the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency in a letter dated 17 March 1997 stated that ~s....EPA
continues to believe that there will be no adverse impacts
associated with the disposal of sediments generated by the
project~l. In addition, in their letter of 12 September 1997, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency stated that ‘r...we have
concluded that the proposed project would not result in
significant adverse environmental impacts; EPA has no objection
to the implementation of the proposed project.” Neither the U.S.
Department of the Interior (parent agency of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service) in their letter of September 11, 1997, nor the
U.S. Department of Commerce (parent agency of the National Marine
Fisher@ervice) in their letter of September 29, 1997, have
expressed any concern about contaminants in the dredged material.
Furthermore, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the states of
Delaware and New Jersey have reviewed the sediment data as part
of their coastal zone management consistency review. Each
concluded that this project was consistent with the Coastal Zone
Management Act.

Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

Attachment
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$-$ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION2
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290 BROADWAY
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NEWYORK,NY, 10007-1866
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M/!1317 1997,

Robert L. Callegari, Chief Class: EC-2
Planning Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers . ...

Wanamaker Builder
_-

100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia; PA 19107-3390 .’,

,, Dear Mr. Callegari:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the draft
supplemental enviro~ental impact statement (SEIS) for the
Delaware River mai”n channel .deepeningp ro-ject. This review was
conducted in accordance with Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 7609 12[a] 84 Stat. 1709), and the National
Environmental Policy Act. Since the proposed project would . ‘
affect both EPA Regions II and III, this letter incorporates the
results of both Regional Offices’ reviews of the draft SEIS.

,

This project is being proposed in response to Congressional
Resolutions; the Army Corps of”Engineers (ACE) is seeking an
exemption’ from the Section 404 permitting requirements, pursuant
to. Section 404(r) of the Clean Water Act. Under Section 404(r),
the requirement to obtain a Section 404 permit is waived provided
information is presented.in an EIS to demonstrate that the
effects of the discharge of dredge and fill materials, including
consideration of the Section 404(b) (1) Guidelines~ were

, evaluated. with this in,mind, this comment letter includes EPA’s
evaluation of the project’s consistency with the Section
404(b) (1) Guidelines.

In 1990, the ACE proposed to widen and deepen the existing
Delaware River shipping,..channel..Under that proposal, the ACE
would have dredged a total of 50.1 million cubic yards (CY) of
material, with the channel requiring 6,156,000 CY annual
maintenance dredging. Based”on a review of the project’s draft
EIS, EPA raised environmental concerns regarding incomplete
sediment analysis, designation of several environmentally
sensitive disposal sites, and inadequate information on public ,
water supply wells; The ACE coordinated closely with EPA to
“correci these ‘deficiencies and to ensure that our concerns were
addressed in the final EIS. As a result, a comment letter on the
final EIS withdrew our objections, based on”the ACE commitment to
comprehensively evaluate a variety of “environmental issues and
prepare site-specific environmental assessments for the upland
disposal sites, as part of the preconstruction, engineering, and

.
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design (PED) phase of the project. The draft SEIS discusses the
results of the completed PED studies. ‘

The current federal channel depths restrict efficient use” of both
present and future” tankers, dry bulk carriers, and container
vessels. “The recommended plan of improvement involves deepening
the existing navigation channel from 40 to 45 feet below mean low ~~
water (MLW), with an.allowable “dredging over-depth of one foot.
The modified channel would follow the existing channel ,alignment
from Delaware Bay to Philadelphia Harbor and Beckett Street -
Terminal, Camden, New Jersey, with no change in channel widths.,
The plan also includes channel bend widenings, ‘as well as partial
deepening of the Marcus Hook Anchorage to 45. feet.

The ACE now proposes to dredge 33.4 million CY’of material; plus
229,000 CY of rock, a reduction from the original proposal; The
45-foot channel would require approximately 6,007,000 CY annual
maintenance dredging. In the riverine portion of the project
area, dredged material would be placed in upland disposal sites.
A portion of the dredged material from the Delaware Bay section
of the project has been designated for beneficial use purposes;
the rest of the material would go to the existing open water
site, Buoy 10, near the mouth of the Bay.

Ari interagency meeting was held by the ACE on .February 7, 1997,”
to answer outstanding questions about the project, and to present
additional information. Based on our review of the document and
the information obtained at this meeting, we offer the following
coniments.

Much of the dredged material from the Delaware Bay portion of the
project area was designated for beneficial use purposes. In,
particular, wetland restoration sites have been proposed at Kelly
Island, Port Mahon, Delaware, and at Egg Island Point, New
Jersey. The tidal marshes in these areas had been impacted by
severe erosion. The proposed plan would dispose of the dredged’
material behind a berm to allow,the re-establishment of the salt
marsh (Egg Island Point) or to manage the area as an impoundment
for waterfowl (Kelly Island). Approximately 225 acres of mostly
subtidal habitat would be’restored to intertidal habitat.

Since the release of the draft SEIS, additional sampling of :
channel sediments reveal a significant decrease in the amount of
silt that would be available for the Kelly Island restoration
site. Specifically,. the ,quantity of silt has:been reduced from -
approximately 1 million cubic yards (CY) to 200,000 CY, with a.
concomitant increase in “the amount of sand. Based on this change.
in available material, the ACE designed a new site plan whi.ch ’was
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presented at the aforementioned interagency meeting. ‘The design
plan creates a sand berm using one.geotextile tube to enclose the
site. The sand berm will provide more horseshoe crab habitat
than the original design.

Based on our review of this plan, it is unclear if the.Kelly’-
Island site is to be managed as,an impoundment or tidal marsh.
We ‘would prefer that it be managed for salt marsh restoration, as
that would provide more valuable wetlands and coastal aquatic
functions and values. It’is also not clear if the ACE, the U.S. “’
Fish & Wildlife Service (USF&WS), or the Delaware Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Control will be managing

The final SEIS should include”a management planwater levels.
for the.new site design clarifying the environmental resource
management objectives for the site, identifying the responsible
agency, and containing a project schedule to achieve the stated”
goals.

.

Results of modeling show that there are no expected impacts on:
oyster survivability or growth during normal or storm conditions
except possibly “at Kelly Island during the month of August. The
final .SEIS should include a contingency plan that will, address
repairs to any breach or potential breach at the Kelly Island
site. With regard to the Egg Island Point site, we have no
concerns regarding its use as a wetlands restoration site. It is
understood that the ACE will implement a monitoring plan for both
sites to prevent impacts to nearby seed and leased oyster beds.
EPA requests the opportunity to review the operation and
maintenance manuals, which will include the monitoring plans.

The other beneficial use of the dredged material would be the ~~
nourishment of Slaughter and Broadkill Beaches in Delaware. The
material would be placed in stockpiles less than 0.5 mile’s from
shore. This stockpiled sand will be made available for beach
nourishment purposes when the situation permits. Sand that
migrates from the stockpile sites willmove predominantly
shoreward, providing nourishment for the beaches.

The draft’SEIS contains a ’thorough analysis of the benthic
assemblages and the impacts of the project on these resources.
Both the Slaughter Beach and Broadkill Beach benthic communities
would be affected in the short- and long-term by use as sand
stockpile sites. The area of bay bottom and its benthic
communi.ti.es that will be impacted is approximately 730 acr”es.
The Broadkill Beach site will change from a muddy sediment

.

habitat to a coarse sand habitat. At both sites, benthic
assemblages will be buri’ed from emplacement of dredged material.
If the areas are used for future beach nourislynent projects, the
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repeated disturbances could result in long-term impacts.
The ACE prepared a feasibility plan in September 1996 for shore’
protection for Broadkill Beach that included beach fill. The
final”SEIS should address the placement of dredged material
directly on Broadki.11 Beach. This would reduce the amount of.
material to be stockpiled, and eliminate the need for-the dotile
handling of material and its associated environmental ”lmpacts.
If this i.s not feasible, other opportunities for beneficial uses
should be” explored, including direct placement of sand on beaches
for shore protection, or placing more sand at the’ wetland
restoration sites.

The draft SEIS states’ that dredged material from the Delaware
River would be disposed of in existing federal disposal areas,
along with four proposed disposal sites, all of which are located
in New Jersey. Approximately.396 acres of wetland, dominated by ~
Phra gmites australis, will be impacted on the” four sites by the
disposal of dredged material. In order to minimize impacts to
wetlands/wildlife habitat in the upland dredged material disposal
areas, the ACE has developed a management plan, in conjunction
with the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP). Part of the plan entails dividing each of the four new.

disposal sites into cells and, through the use of water control “
structures and contouring, manipulating the variety and type of
“habitat that will occur. The ACE estimates a net increase from
this project of 200 acres of wetlands over the life of the
project as a result of the management plan’. The ACE will also
purchase 372 acres of high quality wildlife ’habitat, including
some tidal marshes, which will be maintained as undeveloped land.
We. concur with the ACE plan for the use of-the upland dredged
material disposal sites.

The PED studies included follow-up sediment sampling that
indicates the sediments that would be disposed of at the upland

sites were compared to the NJDEP Residential, Non-Residential and .,
Impacts to Groundwater Soil Cleanup Criteria; additional bioassay
tests were performed on sediments that would be disposed of at :
the beneficial use sites. These tests showed no toxicity or
bioaccumulation of any significance; therefore, EPA continues to
believe that there will be no adverse impacts associated with the:.
disposal of sediments generated by the project.

At the time of the draft EIS, we expressed concerns ’about salt
water intrusion and possible impacts on drinking water quality ~
and aquatic ecosystems. One of the PED studies was a three- :
dimensional hydrodynamic modeling of the Delaware Estuary to
evaluate potential changes in salinity and circulation patterns.
The study ‘uses the CH3D-WES hydrodynamic model to investigate the

I
.
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impacts of the deepening of the navigation channel on-water uses
and living resources. The “model was verified with one year of
field data and data from the June-November 1965 portion of the
drought of record. The model ‘successfully reproduced the drought
event and predicted that a maximum penetration of the salt line :
of from 1.4 to 4.0 miles would, result from the deepened” channel
and a recurrence of the drought of record. : .,

).,
Our review indicates’ thatthe’ predictive capability of the model ‘
is very good. With the new channel in place’, the EPA criteria
for chlorides and the New Jersey standards for sodium in drinking
water will not be violated in the areas of water withdrawals for -
municipal needs. ~The computed chlorinity undermost adverse
conditions will remain well below the current and projected
Delaware River Basin Comrnissi.on (DRBC) water quality standards ‘
for.’designated locations for natural and regulated flow patterns. “
Therefore, it appears that ,the water supply in Philadelphia,
among other uses, will not be adversely affected. Also, the
chlorinity standard established by the DRBC to protect the.
Potomac-Raritan-Magothy aqui,fer will not be exceeded.

..
Based”on the model results, we concur that the predicted
increases in salinity/chlorinity attributable to.the channel
deepening will probably have insignificant impacts to drinking
water, ground water, and environmental resources.

In are,lated”matter, the proposed project is located within the
New Jersey Coastal Plain Aquifer System, which has”been
designated as a sole source aquifer (SSA), pursuant to the’ Safe
Drinking Water Act (SDWA). Based on our”review, we do not
anticipate that “this project will result “in significant adverse
impacts to ground water quality. Accordingly, the project
satisfies the requirements of Section 1424(e) of. the SDwA.

In our comment letter on.the final EIS, we requested that a
coiuiitment regarding’ oil spill response be’ reflected in the
Record of Decision. The draft SEIS states that aMarine ‘spill’
~alysis System has been developed by.the ACE, NJDEP, USF&WS, and -
the ‘Environmental‘Systems Research -Institute. We concur that ‘
this system, and the response network in place, is ade~ate.

In conclusion, based on’our review and in accordance with,EPA .
policy, we have”rated this draft SEIS as EC-2, ”indicating that,wk ~~ ,
have environmental concerns .(EC) about the design and monitoring .
plan for Kelly Island, and the ‘stockpiling of sand at Slaughter
and Broadkill Beaches. Accordingly, additional information (Z)-t
as” outlined in this letter, should be presented in. the final SEIS
to address these issues.- We concur with the Secti.on 404(b)(l)
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Guidelines analysis which states that the proposed project is
consistent with”the Guidelines. ,,

I would like to commend the ACE ‘for i,tsextensive effort and ,
cooperative spirit in resolving EPA’s environmental concerns
abovt the project. I look forward to our continued, coordination
in the subsequent phases of this project. In the inte-rim, if you
have any questions; please ”callDeborah Freeman,.of my staff; at
(212) 637-373o. “.,

Sincerely yours,

Rober’t W. Hargrove, Chief
Strategic Planning and Multi-Media’progrirnS Branch

cc: J. Brady,

,’

ACE /

-.
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Mr Robert L Callegari
ATTN: Environmental Resources Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390

AUG 25, 1997

Dear Mr Callegari,

Thank you for sending the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement for the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project.
We regret the short time allowed for response and do wish to request
a public hearing in which the public may receive an explanation of
the need for the project as well as possible public benefits. We
enclose preliminary comments.

The scale of the Main Channel Deepening Project is unprecedented in
terms of volume of dredge material to be removed. In our opinion this
constitutes a burdensome impact on the Delaware River Basin; itts
waters, it’s shorelines, itts historical and natural resources.

We are dismayed that the US Army Corps of Engineers was granted an
exemption on water quality certification for this project. HOW cQuld
this be possible? Why should federal law be set aside in ..thisparticular
case? Our immediate concern is the impending redistribution of -bottom
sediments including PCB’S and heavy metals. This disturbance wi.~“.-”

irecirculate dangerous chemicals and elements throughout the Delaw “ke
River Basin; it’s natural environment, it’s water, it’s fish, and it’s
wildlife. J

The Delaware Estuary has shown an outstanding recovery under the
implementation of the Federal Clean Water Act. This remarkable progress
has been most encouraging to residents, businesses regional and local
governments who have contributed substantial public and private
investments. We believe the time has come to protect and enhance our
quality of life in the Delaware River Basin. We do not agree that we
should declare deleterious effects to be acceptable.

..

We look forw”ard toward an open public hearing within the near future
where the.rcan be full discussion of pertinent iss’ues.

Most sincerely yours,

Leah L Roedel
DR&BS Council
1212 Foulk Rd Apt lD
Wilm. De 19803

.



Environmental Resources Branch

Mr. Joseph W. Turner, Co/Chair
Pennsylvania Sierra Club
Water Resources Committee
P.O. BOX 723
Langhorne, PA 19047-0723
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I Dear Mr. Turner:

Thank you for your letters dated August 24 and 28,1997
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS),
dated July, 1997.

CALLEGARI

Sediment cores were collected from the seven industrial
facilities and port terminals that would benefit from the
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project. These cores were
subjected to bulk sediment analyses to quantify chemical
contaminant concentrations in berthing area sediments. A total
of 35 sediment samples were analyzed. The results of this
investigation are presented in Section 4.5 of the FSEIS. The
sediment tests indicated that berthing area sediments were
similar to navigation channel sediments with respect to
contaminant levels. Overall, test results suggest that sediments
within the seven industrial and port facility berthing areas are
sufficiently clean to conclude that dredging and upland dredged
material disposal operations would not result in any significant
environmental impacts.

As for all Corps of Engineers projects, the 45-foot channel
deepening has been subject to a very rigorous technical,
economic, and environmental review. The Corps! cost-benefit
analysis in the feasibility report was reviewed and approved by
the Secretary of the Army and the Office of Management and Budget
prior to authorization by Congress. This procedure reflects the
longstanding detailed approach which characterizes Corps’ studies
and the standard independent review process. The benefit-cost
ratio for the project is 1.4 to 1.

Each foot of additional depth adds to the competitiveness of
the Delaware River ports. The Corps applied a stringent
optimization approach to determine that net benefits are
maximized at the 45 foot depth. Incremental benefits would
continue to accrue at depths beyond 45 feet but at a lower
magnitude than incremental costs.
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As described in Section 3.3.3.2 of the FSEIS, the Kelly
Island wetland restoration site has been re-designed, which
greatly reduces the possibility of silt escaping and reaching the
oyster bed areas. The amount of silt being placed in Kelly
Island has been reduced from over 900,000 cubic yards to under
200,000 cubic yards. The silt will be enclosed in a containment
area by a sand berm with a geotextile tube core for extra
protection. The berm will not be overtopped except by the most
severe storms that are only expected to occur once in 100 years.
Tidal inundation will be controlled by outlet structures. The
entire Kelly Island structure will be monitored, repaired and
maintained, as necessary. The silt within the containment
structure will be mixed with and covered by an additional 500,000
cubic yards of sand which will become vegetated and will provide
an extra measure of protection. Because of all of the measures
that are mentioned above, it is extremely unlikely that nearby
oyster beds and lease areas in Delaware would be adversely
impacted by silt escaping from the Kelly Island wetland
restoration; and even more unlikely that the oYster areas in New
Jersey, which are more than 4 miles away, will be impacted.
Section 9.0 of the FSEIS documents the analyses performed to
address impacts associated with proposed beneficial use sites.
Specifically with regard to oyster resources, our analyses
indicate that the predominant direction of sediment transport
(essentially 100% sand) from the wetland restoration and sand
stockpile sites will be landward and alongshore, away from the
nearest oyster habitats.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach constmction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

As part of the hydrodynamic and salinity model development,
workshop meetings were held to scope out the work efforts and to
solicit input and review of completed efforts. Agencies and
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experts in salinity modelling were invited to participate
throughout the model development and review of results. At the
completion of this effort, model results were made available to
all participants at the workshop meetings and a summary was
provided in the FSEIS. The FSEIS was distributed to all Federal
agencies and to all individuals that attended our workshop
meeting. As a result, through the workshop meetings and
coordination of the FSEIS, the data was made available for review
and comment by others.

The hydrodynamic/salinity modeling performed as part of the
final project design, to date demonstrated that the predicted
salinity impacts of the deepened channel are small enough to be
considered negligible with respect to water quality and living
resources. The FSEIS, Section 5.0, presents a summary of the
findings of the hydrodynamic/salinity modeling. The modeling was
performed over a period of about two years during which periodic
open-invitation workshops were held in order to guide the focus
of the modeling and to present results.

In addition, there is evidence from recent investigations by~c
U.S. Geological Survey that the present Delaware River Basin
Commission chlorinity standards for River Mile 98 are overly
conservative with respect to possible impacts on ground water
quality in the Camden County area recharged by Delaware River
groundwater. Further, there are many possible alternate drought
management strategies which could be implemented to conserve
basin storage for optimal repulsion of salinity/chlorinity in the
vicinity of River Mile 98 during drought conditions.

The hydrodynamic/salinity modeling demonstrated the range of
potential salinity impacts due to the proposed deepening under a
range of conditions, including a recurrence of the drought of
record, the typical “transition” period at the end of the spring
high-flow period, and also “average” inflow conditions. The use
of the model to address concerns regarding salinity distribution
was viewed as the most appropriate approach to apply in this
matter. This approach was confirmed through coordination
workshops held prior to and during the conduct of the modeling.
In fact, modeling is the only valid approach which permits a
direct and objective assessment of salinity impacts attributable
to changes such as channel deepening. Even the most ambitious
pre- to post-deepening monitoring effort would not be able to
unambiguously determine if observed salinity differences or
oyster population changes were the result of channel deepening,
or as a result of some other cause. This is in part due to the
dynamic natural range in salinity at most locations throughout
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the estuary, and in part due to the many variables other than
salinity which affect the distribution and health of the oyster
population.

The knowledgeable scientific community recognizes that the
existing circulation and salinity regimes of the Delaware Estuary
are highly dynamic, with large changes in flow velocity, flow
direction, and salinity occurring naturally in response to
variations in fresh water inflow distribution, both in time and
space, wind, tides, and adjacent ocean boundary salinity. These
changes occur over periods as short as several hours, such as
during storm events, over periods of 12.4 hours, the duration of
the average tidal cycle, and over periods of seasons and years.
The modeling has demonstrated over a wide range of hydrological
conditions that the changes induced by channel deepening are a
small fraction of the natural dynamic variability in flow and
salinity for the estuary, and that no detectable adverse impacts
will be associated with the proposed deepening.

The District coordinated findings from the salinity model
with Rutgers University oyster researcher Dr. Eric Powell. Dr.
Powell is a nationally recognized expert on oyster ecology, and
concluded that the range of salinity changes predicted by the
model would pose no adverse impact on oyster resources. It is
our view that Dr. Powell’s findings are valid and should be
accepted as a reliable indicator of “no significant impact” on
oysters in the Delaware Estuary. In addition, in their letter of
March 17, 1997, the Environmental Protection Agency stated that
their review of the model indicates that its predictive
capability was very good; and that, based on the model results~
concurred that the predicted increases in salinity/chlorinity
attributable to the project will probably have insignificant
impacts to drinking water, ground water, and environmental
resources. In summary, we believe that the model is the best
available tool to predict salinity changes, and additional
testing/monitoring, solely for salinity, is not necessary or
practicable. N

Nevertheless, the Corps in cooperation with the state of New
Jersey and the Haskins Shellfish Research Laboratory will
develop and implement a monitoring plan to commence when
construction begins, designed to examine the health and
productivity of oyster populations on the natural seed beds in
the Delaware Bay to confirm that the project would not
significantly impact the oyster resource.

I
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The Philadelphia District is using dredged material for
beneficial uses wherever possible. Consideration of beneficial
uses has been investigated by the Corps. Beneficial uses of

I dredged material has been recommended in the Delaware bay where
most of the dredged material is sand. In the upper portion of
the project area (i.e. Wilmington to Philadelphia), the dredged
material contains a higher proportion of fine grained material
and must be confined to pre~ent water quality degradation. The
District is exploring alternatives to the upland disposal sites,
and in some cases has been successful. For example, dredged
material is being used to build a new runway at the Philadelphia
International Airport. However, not all dredged material is
suitable for construction because of differing physical
properties.

All of the four “new” upland disposal areas are former
confined dredged material disposal facilities (CDF), as described
in Section 6..3 of the FSEIS. The management and development of
the new upland disposal areas (See Section 3.2 of the FSEIS)
which will result in portions being wetlands was coordinated with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Environmental Protection
Agency, and New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), and is generally supported by these agencies. The NJDEP
has approved this project feature as part of their coastal zone
consistency determination. The habitat that will be used for
dredged material disposal has been described as IImostlypoor
quality wildlife habitat and that once the construction process
is over habitat will be enhanced through wetlands creation in the
CDFs. ..’~(Kerlinger, Paul. Review of Delaware River Main Channel
Deepening Project (Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware), Draft Supplemental
Impact Statement. February 8, 1997). The nationally significant
resources are the wetland/upland complexes that surround these
areas, 372 acres of which will be protected by this project.

It is true that these proposed disposal areas provide
considerable habitat value as they are; however, by implementing
the management system that will provide wetland habitat on
portions of the disposal areas, by purchasing an additional 372
acres of adjacent undeveloped area that includes some high
quality fresh water tidal marsh, and maintaining this area in its
natural state, and by restoring 135 acres of intertidal wetlands
at Egg Island Point, the overall wetland/wildlife value in New
Jersey will be improved.

The FSEIS acknowledged that there are still contaminant
problems with bald eagles and peregrine falcons in Sections
10.1.1.1 and 10.1.1.2, respectively. The USFWS has stated in
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their Biological Opinion that this project is not likely to
adversely effect federally listed species under their
jurisdiction, including the bald eagle.

The proposed project is not expected to cause additional
adverse impacts to the heronry at”Pea Patch Island. This is
discussed in Section 10.4.3.6 of the FSEIS.

In summary, all of the issues that are mentioned in your
letter have been addressed in the FSEIS, and have been considered
by the states of New Jersey, Delaware, and Pennsylvania in their
coastal zone management consistency determinations. Coastal zone
management consistency was granted by each of the three states.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division
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I Robert L. Callegari
ATTN: Environmental Resources Branch
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Wanamaiwr Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390

DearMr.Callegarl,

I am writing on behalf of the Pennsylvania Sierra Club, Water Resources Committee concerning
the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement dated July 1997. Pennsylvania Sierra Club represents approximately 20,000 members
in the commonwealth.

.

We object to the rather short time,(30 days) being given by the Army Corps of Engineers, for @e
review and comment period of the rather massive document produced in connection with the .:
Delaware River Dredge Project. -.. /’“

We request the comment period be extended for at least an additional thirty days. You expect
citizens to rea~ understand, and then respond within this rather short time frame. Your imposed
time limit is nothing short of an attempt to limit citizen involvement.

Pemsylvania Sierra Club is concerned over the lack of public hearings to discuss the dredging .
and the most recent SEIS. The Main Channel Deepening project is highly controversial and, -
at a mjnimum should have hearings in each of the affected states. Citizens throughout the L
wateishedareconcernedwiththeramificationsofthisprojectontheRiver, water quality, the
salt line, wetlands, uplands, aquatics ec” s to name a few.

~ ‘:p~
P.O. Box 723
Langhorne. Pa. 19047-0723
~15-945-\3~9

jtumer’@oiccnet.com



Robert L. Callegari
ATTN: Environmental Resources Branch
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Wanamaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390

Dear Mr. Callegari,

28 AUgUSL1997

The Pennsylvania Chapter of Sierra Club, Water Resources Committee is concerned about the
lack of a public hearing and the short time period given for commentingon the DelawareRiver
Main ChannelDeepeningProject supplementalEIS. Your imposed time limitation is not
sufficent to allow the public to review, digest and prepare usefi.dcomments on this ve~ dense, -
technical and complicated document. Providing a time frame which is inadequate for allowing
the public to consider and comment on the proposal at hand, here the SEIS, is essentially the ; ~~

fsame as denying the opportunity altogether. This fact is reinforced by the Delaware Estumy ‘= -
Program’s CCMP (Action W7, page 139) wherein it states that one measure of success of
dredging in the Delaware River is to have “an informed public on the continued maintenance and
proposed dredging process in the Estuary.” fie Pa. Sierra Club believes it is imperative that the
comment period be extended and public briefings and hearings be held on the SEIS. The public
musthaveatrueopportunitytoparticipateinthispublicprocess.

At this time, we would also like to submit some preliminary comments on the SEIS.

1. Private docks and berths along the Delaware area potential haven for toxics. Once the main -
channel of the Delaware River is dredged, channels to the private docks and berths will have to
be dredged to accommodate the larger ships. Such action is an unavoidable consequence of the
main channel deepening. Therefore the associated environmental impacts must also be studied,
considered and reviewed. Without this review, the EIS and SEIS cannot be said to have fully
considered all associated environmental impacts and consequences of the project.

2. The basic premise that the dredge is necessary to ensure that the Delaware River pens stay
competitive with other ports on the east coast has not been adequately analyzed or supported. [t
seems to be a generally accepted premise, but one that is not documented. For example. what
about the fact that other nearby rivers have 50 tbot channels: ifcompet[ttveness is the r[ltionalc.
how can \ve remain competitive \vith a 45 foot channel when other nearby ports :lrc ulrcwly at 50
feel’?

I
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3. We continue to be concerned about potential imp~cts to oys[cr beds’ particularly the

acknowledged possibility of impacts resulting from sand s[ockpi Iing und rcs[oration work
conducted on and around Kelly Island and Egg Island point. While the S13S acknowlecigcs the
possibility of long-term, adverse impacts there is not a concrete plan in plaec for preventing

these impacts, only a promise of future monitoring and some unspecified contingency plan. l~c
feel the Corps response to these potential impacts is unacceptable.

4. The Corps proposes to stockpile sand offshore for later reuse in beach renourishnmtt
projects, The SEIS does not adequate] y j ustify the need for s[ockpil ing and later reuse,
double-handling, which will result in repeated disturbance of local benthic communities and
fisheries. . .

5. Pa Sierra WRC, is particularly concerned about proposed beneficial use site MS- 19B to be
used for sand stockpiling. The SEIS describes site MS-19B as having “one of the highest qua]i~
benthic community among the 12 potential beneficial use sites and would be expected to sustain
greater impacts due to the lower recovery potential of its benthic community. ” The SEIS then
states “thatin spite of this site’s ‘,’speciesrichness,” and high “abundance of equilibrium species a
indicative of a stable, diverse, mature community,” because the background conditions of the site
are not significantly different from the rest of the Bay it may still be used for sand stockpiling
Clearly this site is different from the rest of the Bay, that is why its benthic community thrives. -
The Corps’justification for using this site is not supportable by the evidence provided nor does,it
make any sense. The site is home to a healthy benthic community with a high frequency of j ‘:.”

fequilibrium species. The site’s benthic community would suffer long-term, perhaps irreparable: h
impacts if the site is disturbed for the proposed use. The site should therefore be removed from
the list of beneficial use sites.

6. A significant number of agencies, individuals and organizations raised concerns during the
FEIS comment period regarding the potential for alteration of the River’s salt line and intrusion
into upriver drinking water supplies. Through modeling the Corps has determined that there will
not be any impacts to drinking water aquifers from the movement of the salt line. According to .
expefis, the SEIS fails to provide the data which would allow others to verifi the Corps’ findings L
and ccinclusions. As a result, the public is unable to properly comment on this finding.
Additionally, what if the Corps is wrong? The SEIS fails to provide a plan for dealing with this
very real possibility.

7. Dredging the shipping channel another five feet is going to impact the circulation patterns and
salinity line of the River.The SEIS indicates that these alterations will not be significant enough
to impact benthic invertebrates and fish. While other agencies, that lack the expertise to make
such analyses, are willing to defer to the Corps on this point with the stipulation that the Corps
monitor the actual impacts in the future, we do not ~gree that we should be taking such a risk.
We need to ensure that the data is correct before we act. Once the patterns have changed und the
benthic and tish “populations have reacted, fulfilling agency requests that maintenance dredging
he halted and [he channel be allowed to rc’tumto 40 feet will not be so cusy, and it will
necessarily result in another habitat dtemion that will once iqyin impact our Iwn[hiu and Iish
populations.

II
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8. Residents along the River are already subject to massive dredge spoii piles which have

become home to large phrab~ites populations. pedric~st~wn is a prime c~awl~: dredw spoils
piled up50 feet from previous dredging effo~s block the town’s historic view Oftllc River. “1’hc
SEIS discusses spoil piles 100 feet high. A better plan has to be laid for the dr~dge spoils betbrc
this project goes forward.

9. Site 15G has been designated as priority wetlands pursuant to the Emergency Wetlands
Resource Act, and sites 15G, 15D and Raccoon Island have received wetlands recognition under

otherlawsincludingtheClean waterActand the NAWMP. It is wholly inappropriate, and in
contradiction with our nation’s environmental protection laws, to allow these sites to be used as

disposal sites for dredge spoils. How can the Corps justify such action’?

10. There is a contradiction between the SEIS conclusion regarding the health of bald eagle .
populations in the estuary ‘ascompared to the Delaware Estuaty CCMP. The SEIS says the
populations are doing well, while the CCMP indicates they are still being impacted by toxics,
along with other important bird populations including osprey and peregrine falcons.

11. What will the impacts of the project be on Pea Patch Island and its heronry? The SEIS does
not appear to address this question except indirectly by stating that no breeding areas are located
in the project. The Pennsylvania Chapter of Sierra Club representing approximately 20,000
members request that the Army Corps of Engineers extend the comment period on the SEIS and -
hold a pubIic hearings to allow all the residents of the watershed the time and attention needed to
thoroughly review and understand the proposed project, its impacts and the SEIS. . .

f
.,.----

.V
Si e ly,

‘ r
,.*/y

eph W. Turner, Co/Chair
Water Resources Committee
Pennsylvania Sierra Club
P.O. BOX-723
Langhome; Pa. 19047-0723
~]5-945-] 329

jt umer@voicenet.com
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Ms. Vivian Newman, Chair
National Marine Wildlife & Habitat Committee
Sierra Club
11194 Douglas Avenue
Marriottsville, Maryland 21104

LULEWICZ

CALLEGARI

Dear Ms. Newman:

Thank you for your letters dated September 30,1997
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS),
dated, July, 1997.

Section 404(r) is a portion of the Clean Water Act, 33 USC
466 et seq. It exempts Federal projects from obtaining a water
quality certification if the project has been authorized by
Congress, and an environmental impact statement, that includes an
evaluation of the Section 404(b) (1) guidelines, has been
submitted to Congress before the actual discharge of dredged or
fill material in connection with the construction of the project
and prior to either authorization or appropriation of funds for
the project. These conditions were met with the submission of
the final EIS in February, 1992 and subsequent authorization in
October, 1992 as part of the Water Resources Development Act of
1992. The Section 404(r) waiver was concurred in by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency in their comment letter dated
March 17, 1997. A copy of this letter is attached.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.
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The FSEIS documents in detail the impacts of the specific
project proposed for construction, i.e., deepening the main
navigation channel of the Delaware River from its present
authorized depth of 40 feet to 45 feet. The FSEIS provides a
comprehensive review of all aspects of the project, including
dredging and dredged sediment disposal plans, salinity and
circulation changes, water quality, sediment quality, natural
resources, and Endangered Species. The assessment of past and
current dredging of the Delaware River and Bay has been addressed
in environmental documents that were prepared for the operation
and maintenance of the existing Delaware River Federal Navigation
40-foot Channel Project; the foreseeable impacts have been
addressed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement (1992) and
the FSEIS document. We believe that these environmental
documents fulfill the requirements of the National Environmental
Policy Act.

There is an existing shoreline erosion problem at Pea Patch
Island which is the cumulative result of a number of causes,
including sea level rise, tidal currents, wind and storm waves,
ship wakes, and lack of maintenance to the seawall. It is not
possible to accurately quantify the relative role of these, and
perhaps other, factors in causing shoreline erosion on Pea Patch
Island. We evaluated the potential increase in vessel wake
heights due to deeper draft ships using the navigation channel,
and found that vessel wake heights would increase on the order of
4% for design vessels operating with a five foot increase in
draft, reflecting the increase in project depth from 40 to 45
feet. We do not view the impacts of increased vessel wake
heights to represent a significant change compared to existing
conditions, given that vessel wake is only one of many factors
which contribute to the problem. However, as part of the
existing Delaware River Federal Navigation 40-foot Channel
Project, the District is consulting with Delaware on measures to
combat erosion of Pea Patch Island.

It is true that Pea Patch Island is a Ramsar Convention
site, as are many of the private and publicly owned wetlands
adjacent to Delaware Bay. The sites where wetland restoration
will occur, Kelly Island (Bombay Hook National Wildlife Refuge)
and Egg Island Point State (New Jersey) Wildlife Management Area
are both Ramsar sites. The beneficial use of dredged material
will benefit these sites, as has been recognized by the states of
Delaware and New Jersey, and is reflected in their issuing a
coastal zone consistency determination for this project.
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Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. h appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

Attachment
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Mr.JohnBrady,ProjectManager
U.S. ArmyCorps of Engineers
PhiladelphiaDistrict
WanarnakerBuilding
100Penn SquareEast
Philadelphi~PA 19107-3390 September30, 1997

DearMr.Brady, Re:DelawareRiver~1 Deepenu@royxt
. . . .

1Envir~act StatemnLhdy.1997

Thefollowingco=entsaresubmittedonbehalfoftheSierraClub’sNationalMarineWildMe
andHabhatCommitteeandreflectourconcernsaboutbothregionalandnationalenvironmental
policyinrelationtopublicparticipationindecisionsaffectingaquaticecosystems.

We specificallycallforpublichearingstobeheldinPennsylvania,New Jersey,andDelaware.
ReferencesintheSEISandthepresspointtoagrowingcontroversyoverthisprojectthatcanbest
beaddressedbyadheringtorequirementsoftheNatiomlEnvironmentalPolicyAct.We would
alsodrawyourattentiontorecentanalysesoftheNEPA processbytheCouncilonEnvironmental
QualitythatstresstheimportanceofpublicinvohwmentopportunitiesthatgobeyondtheStandard
publichearingformatandexceedlegalrequirementsinordertoimprovethequalityofprojectsand
reduceimpactstotheenvironment.

We are especiallydisturbedbytheletterfromtheEnvironmentalProtectionAgency
(Callegari,COE,fromHargrove,EPA,3/17/97)thatappearstowaiveallSection404reviewsfor
thisproject.Ifourinterpretationofthisiscorrect,weprotestitandrequestaretractioninwriting.

TheSEISdocumentfailstoassessdrect,secondary,andcumulativeimpactsfrompast,current,
andforeseeablehydromodificationprojectsaffkctingthisportionofthemid-Atlanticseaboard.
Theimpactstofisheries,inbothenvironmentalandeconomiccontexts,warrantconsiderablymore
attentionandtheuseofthebestscienceandtechnicaltoolstoaccomplishthisassessment.

TheDelawareRiverandBayhaveacriticalecologicalfunctionforourfisheries.Becausethe
NationalMarineFkheriesServicehasyettopublishfinalregulationsforEssentialFishHabitat
(EFH)asrequiredundertheMagnuson/StevensFisheriesConservation& ManagementActof
1996,werequestthattheCorpsconsidertheseregulationsas“newinformation”tobeaddressed
inthepublichearings.

We requestthatyouprovidedueconsiderationtoproblemsofshorelineerosioncausedbyship
wakesandsealevelrise,particularlyastheywouldaffectthehistoricpreservationofFort
Delaware,locatedonPeaPatchWnd intheDelawareBay.

@ Reqclad Paper with soybean Ink
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We also requestthat you explicitlyrecognizethat Pea Patch Island andother sites in theDelaware
Bay are designatedWetlandsof Internatioml Significanceunderthe Ramsar Convention.The
UnitedStatesGovernmentbecamea signatoryto the Conventionin 1987, and at the Conferenceof
Parties in Brisbane,Australia in 1996reiterated its commitmentto nationalactionto fhrtherthe
Convention’smission. Moreover,the BrisbaneConferenceadoptednewguidelinesfor interpreting
changein the ecologicalcharacterof Ramsar sitesand on the importanceof wetlandsto fish. Yet
we findno mentionof Ramsar in this document

Welookforwardtoexpandeddiscussionoftheseandothertopicsatthepublichearings.

Sincerely,

(1
.

“ &4--- (-h-u-”w_Q-A/
VivianNewmaq Chair Replyto
NationalMarineWildlifeandHabitatCommittee 11194DouglasAvenue

MarriottsvilleMD21104
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Dear Mr. Craven:

This is in reply tq your letter dated August 26,1997
regarding the concern #@_- - Pea Patch Island from the proposed
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project.

Our current design of the deepened channel in the vicinity of
Pea Patch Island should not impact the Civil War era dock that is
located on the east side of the island. As part of Plans and
Specifications, we will further address this concern and if
needed make the necessary design refinements.

The current operation and maintenance of the existing 40
foot navigation channel, in conjunction with the failure of the
shoreline seawall on Federal property, is having an adverse
effect on the shoreline erosion on Pea Patch Island. To that
end, the District is conducting an evaluation of alternatives for
shoreline stabilization at Pea Patch Island in connection with
the ongoing operation and maintenance of the Delaware River 40
foot Federal Navigation Project and has met with the State of
Delaware and their consulting firm to review alternative plans.
The Corps has requested funds to initiate the repairs as part of
the operation and maintenance of the existing 40 foot project;
funding has not been made available.

I hope that this information has addressed your concerns.
Please do not hesitate to contact Mr. Michael Swanda,
Environmental Branch at (215) 656-6556, if you have any further
questions.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division



P.O. Box 553 . Delaware City,DE 19706 ● (302)834-1630
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August 26, 1997

Mr. Robert L. Callegari
Environmental Resources Branch
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Wanamaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philaclelphia, PA 19107-3390

Ref: Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement, July, 1997

Dear Mr. Callegari,

On behalf of the Fort Delaware Society, I thank you for placing
the Society on the mailing list to receive the subject EIS.

We are pleased to see sections of the EIS which address our
concerns that were described in our comment letter of Feb. 13, 1997.

We note that the EIS acknowledges that Pea Patch Island is
suffering from continuing erosion which has exposed, and continues
to expose, archaeological material and foundations related to the
historic military occupation of Fort Delaware. Also, the Philadelphia
District is working closely with the Delaware State Parks and
their contractor, S. T. Hudson Engineers, Inc., to review plans
and specifications for the placement of shoreline protection and
to secure funding for the work under the existing federal project.
In another paragraph, it is acknowledged that higher ship generated
waves resulting from deeper draft vessels could increase shoreline
erosion of his[oric archaeological deposits.

i,

The report states that the ship generated waves would be four
percent higher than at present and this would have no significant
impact on Pea Patch Island erosion. We assume that this is correct
only if the shoreline of Pea Patch Island has had the present sea
wall gap repaired.

We also note that the EIS states that the majority of existing
channel depths adjacent to Pea Patch Island are well below the
proposed new dredging depth of 45 feet, meaning only minimal new
dredging in isolated high spots will occur in the vicinity of
Pea Patch Island. Also, the existing channel side-slope profiles
would not be significantly affected and would not result in a
movement of.the federal channel closer to the island. Are we
correct in assuming that the remains of the Civil War era dock on
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the east side of Pea Patch Island will not be disturbed?

We appreciate your expansion of the EIS to include possible
affects on all of Pea Patch Island, including the historic areas
and the herony on the north end of the island.

The Fort Delaware Society is still concerned that a project
for the placement of shoreline protection on Pea Patch island
has not yet been funded and approved. We believe the shoreline
should be protected prior to the Channel Deepening Project.

Very truly yours,
for the Officers and Directors of the Fort Delaware Society

William E. Craven
Chairman of the Board
Fort Delaware Society

cc : The Hon. Joseph R. Biden, Jr., United States Senator
The Hon. William V. Roth, Jr., United States Senator
The Hon. Michael N. Castle, United States Congressman
Christopher A. G. Tulou, Secretary, D. E. N. R. E. C.

.— .



Planning Division

Mr. John C. Newcomb
Maritrans, Inc.
One Logan Square
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

Dear Mr. Newcomb:

This isinreplytoletterdatedSeptember30,1997concerningyourcommentsontheFinal
SupplementalEnvironmentalImpactStatementfortheproposedDelawareRiverMainChannel
DeepeningProject,datedJuly1997.

Two documents accompanied your letter. Responses to your two documents: namely,
“Comments to the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project-Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement” and the “Critique of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Business Plan for the Delaware River Port Authority’s Ownership and Operation Of Dredge
Spoils Sites-Business Plan-Environmental Issues” are attached.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chiefi Planning Division

Attachment

MFlk Input to responses were provided by EconomicsBr.,EnvironmentalBr.Civiland
StructuralandGeotechnicalSections.DistrictCounsel(BarryGale)reviewedtheattached
responses.
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DELAWARE RIVER MAIN CHANNEL DEEPENING PROJECT

RESPONSES

TO

COMMENTS

OF

MARITRANS, INC.

“ DELAWARE RIVER MAIN CHANNEL DEEPENING PROJECT
FINAL SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT “

AllVACHWiVT



1. COMMENT SECTION II. A. PAGE 3

The CorpsFailedtoConsiderAllAlternativestotheDisposalofDredgedSpoilsinWetlands
LocatedinSouthern,New JerseyWithinItsSection404(b)EvaluationfortheProject.

The Final Interim Feasibility Report, dated February, 1992 contains a discussion of alternatives,
including the “nobuild” alternative, as well as a Clean Water Act Section 404 (b)(l) analysis, as
required. Also, alternatives to disposal of dredged material were evaluated as part of this report. The
report concluded that the most viable 50-year disposal plan for the river portion of the project is to
place material at upland disposal sites. Concerning disposal of dredged material in Pennsylvania
abandoned coal mines, this option would be more costly over the long term 50-year period then the
recommended disposal plan.

2. COMMENT SECTION II. B. PAGE 4

The CorpsOverstatesthePositionsofthePurportedBeneficiariesoftheProject.

Based on interviews conducted with potential beneficiaries, it was determined that six refineries will
accrue benefits if the refinery berths are deepened commensurate with the main channel. This
determination involved a combination of discussions with the refineries and consideration of present
and fiture tanker characteristics and operations for both with and without the deepened channel. The
refinery, which Tosco re-opened in May 1997, is included as part of the six refineries to benefit.
Tosco’s discussion with the project sponsor indicated the presence of a mix of vessel sizes that
currently operate at the facility. As stated in the comment, smaller vessels in its fleet will not lighter,
or benefit from the channel deepening project. However, Tosco indicated that larger vessels in its
fleet mix, carrying crude oil up to 1 million barrels each, will benefit from reduced lightening with
the main channel deepened. Thus, Tosco will accrue benefits from the project.

3. COMMENT SECTION II. C. PAGE 6

The Corps Has ImproperlyExcludedActionsWhich Are Part of theProjectFrom
EnvironmentalReviewintheFEIS andFSEIS.

By law,CorpsofEngineers projects require a non-Federal sponsor. The Corps does not undertake
studies or investigations without the request of the sponsor and the appropriation of study funds by
Congress. The Delaware River Port Authority (DRPA) is the sponsor of the 45-foot Delaware River
deepening project. DRPA has expressed continued interest and support for the project. The sponsor
is responsible for procuring funding sources for the non-Federal share of project cost.

For many Corps projects, the sponsor coordinates with the Corps for advice on how to raise their
share of the project costs. This is a normal activity that the Corps provides to the sponsor. As a
result, a business plan was prepared to illustrate revenue sources that could potentially be pursued
by the project sponsor, if it chose to do so. The business plan offered various options and

. 1



6. COMMENT SECTION IL F. PAGE 11

The ProjectWillDisplaceanExistingPrivateWetlandsMitigationBank andReduceWetland
CreationinSouthernlYewJersey.

Regarding the private wetland banking, the proposed business plan calls for use of areas adjacent
to the four proposed upland disposal sites. The private wetland banking is not included in the areas
proposed for wetland banking in the business plan. Consequently, the proposed plan would not
destroy or impact the existing wetland barking plan that is being developed by a private company
adjacent to the proposed Site 17G. Wetland banking ventures in the State of New Jersey have been
subject to a very rigorous review process that has been established by the New Jersey Mitigation
Council. For the most part, wetland banking involves creation of new wetlands or
restoration/enhancement of existing wetkinds to be used as credits for mitigation purposes for
various development projects, such as highways, etc. The business plan presents various wetland
banking options and revenues that could be realized adjacent to the proposed disposal areas. All
proposed mitigation plans are subject to the approval by the New Jersey Mitigation Council and may “
be subject to Federal and State regulatory approval. Again, this is a possible revenue source, subject
to DRPA’s assessment of its potential and the limitations of their compact.

7. COMMENT SECTION H. G. PAGE 13

In Analyzing Sediment Quality, the FSEIS Minimizes the Risks Posed by the Contaminants
in the Dredged Spoils by Using Mean Concentrations Rather Than Actual Concentrations.

There is no mandatory protocol for evaluating sediment quality data with regard to dredging projects.
There are no sediment quality criteria that must be met by Federal or State regulation. The NJDEP
has been using the Residential and Non-Residential Surface Soil Standards as guidelines when
evaluating bulk sediment data collected in conjunction with dredging activities. These criteria
provide a point of comparison, but do not carry any regulatory weight. The Surface Soil Standards
are not referenced in the NJDEP 1996 draft technical manual “The Management and Regulation of
Dredging Activities and Dredged Material in New Jersey’s Tidal Waters”. In addition, the 1996
manual does not outline any required procedure for evaluating sediment quality data.

The analysis presented in the FSEIS was intended to reduce a very large data set down to something
that could be easily reviewe~ while providing sufficient data for the reviewer to see the fill picture.
Means are appropriate because material dredged from a waterway is well mixed in an upland
dredged material disposal site. However, means were not the only values presented. The analysis
also provided the number of samples, the number of detections of each contaminant, and the
concentration range of the actual detections. The Surface Soil Standards were used to provide the
reviewer with a point of comparison, and because N.JDEPhad indicated that they used these criteria
as a guide. We were not required by regulation to use these criteria, or to meet them.

3



8. COMMENT SECTION II. G. PAGE 13, Sub-Section 1,

The SedimentQualityData Collectedby theCorpsAre Not SuitableforCompliance
AveragingUndertheNJDEP Guidance.

The procedure described in this section does not apply to the evaluation of sediment quality data
associated with dredging activities. Dredging activities are not regulated by NJDEP Technical
Requirements for Site Remediation. The procedure is not discussed in the NJDEP 1996 draft
technical manual “The Management and Regulation of Dredging Activities and Dredged Material
in New Jersey’s Tidal Waters”.

9. COMMENT SECTION II. G. PAGE 15, Sub-Section 2

The CorpsCannotUseComplianceAveragingtoDemonstrateComplianceWithNJDEP Soil
CleanupStandardsforArsenic,Beryllium,Thallium,andBenzo(a)pyrene.

Again, this requirement does not apply to the evaluation of sediment quality data associated with
dredging activities. Exceedances of the NJDEP Surface Soil Standards were not masked in the
FSEIS. Maximum detected concentrations were presented in the bulk sediment tables.

10. COMMENT SECTION II. H. PAGE 16.

The CorpsHas AgreedtoPerformAdditionalEnvironmentalAnalysisWhich WillNotBe
SubjecttotheRequiredPublicReviewandComment.

As previously stated, the requirements identified by Maritrans for evaluating sediment quality data
associated with dredging activities are not included in the referenced draft guidance manual. The
sediment quality analysis presented in the FSEIS was completed prior to the availability of the
manual. It was not possible to redo the complete analysis because of a new draft guidance
document. The additional sampling articulated in the Corps/NJDEP agreement is for the purpose
of monitoring sediment quality and the impact of actual dredging operations associated with the
existing project, and the deepening project. If the monitoring identified a problem, it would be
addressed through modification of the operation. The Corps has monitored many dredging projects,
and intends to continue collecting data on the Philadelphia to the Sea Delaware River (40 foot)
navigation channel and its dredging operation to insure that conditions do not change in the future,
which could result in unacceptable environmental impacts. This type of data collection would not
be subject to NEPA review requirements.



11.COMMENT SECTION II. G. PAGE 18

The CorpsDid Not AdequatelyConsidertheImpactThatHeavy MetalsPresentinthe
DelawareRiverSedimentsWillHaveonGroundwaterWhen theSedimentsAreDisposedof
inaDredgedMaterialDisposalFacility.

Section 7 of the final SEIS indicates that the U.S. Geological Survey was tasked with performing
an evaluation of potential contaminant travel times from the proposed project disposal sites to nearby
drinking water and industrial production wells. The report entitled “Evaluation of Groundwater Flow
from Dredged Material Disposal Sites in Gloucester and Salem Counties, New Jersey” (USGS,
1995), determined that the disposal sites would not impact local wells as the sites provide a very
small percentage of well recharge and potential contaminant travel times were on the order of fifly
to one hundred years.

12. COMMENT SECTION II. H. PAGE 19

The CorpsIgnoresRecentDataWhich DemonstratesThattheDelawareRiverSediments
ContainSignificantLevelsofContaminants.

The Corps’ conclusions with regard to sediment contamination and potential environmental impacts
associated with dredging are based on sampling of locations within the project area. The A.D. Little
study sampled locations outside of the project area. The high resolution PCB analyses conducted
by Versar are a good example of the differences that can exist between the two areas (i.e., locations
that are periodically dredged can be cleaner than undisturbed mea.s). The Versar study collected data
on PCB congeners because there was no congener data for the navigation channel. The Versar study
did not collect data on heavy metals, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides and their metabolizes
because sufficient information had already been collected to draw conclusions regarding these
parameters. The FSEIS does include sediment quality data collected from channel bends and private
berthing areas. These data were similar to that collected in the navigation channel. While no PCB
congener data were collected, all samples were tested for heavy metals, polyaromatic hydrocarbons,
pesticides and PCB arochlors.
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13. COMMENT SECTION II. I. PAGE 21

The CorpsImproperlyFailedtoPerformaBioaccumulationStudyforSedimentsDredged
From ReachesA,B,C,andD.

Bioaccumulation testing is a tool that can be used to evaluate potential adverse effects of sediment
contamination. This tool is not required by any regulation. The testing that was conducted, which
did include bioassays throughout the project area and bioaccun-mlationtesting in Delaware Bay, was
developed based on concerns expressed by Federal and State resource agencies. Section 7
coordination, as required by the Endangered Species Act, was conducted with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service relative to threatened and endangered species under their jurisdiction. Based on a
review of the sediment quality data, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was able to conclude that the
project would not likely impact the bald eagle or peregrine falcon. As such, bioaccumulation testing
was not necessary.
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1 1. COMMENT SECTION I PAGE 4

ThereWillBe A NetLossofWetlandsInNew JerseyFrom TheDredgingProject.

As stated in our response to your comment on the drafl SEIS, the management of the proposed
confined upland sites has been supported by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP). Furthermore, NJDEP has indicated that this project, including the management of the
new upland dredged material disposal facilities, is consistent with the Coastal Zone Management
Act. Most of the existing wetlands in the proposed confined upland sites are poor quality Phramnites
marsh. By implementing the management system that will provide wetland habitat on portions of
the disposal areas, by purchasing an additional 372 acres of adjacent undeveloped area that includes
some high quality fresh water tidal marsh, and maintaining this area in its natural state or developing
it as a wetland bank, and by restoring 135 acres of intertidal wetlands at Egg Island Point, the overall
wetlad wildlife value in New Jersey will be improved.

2. COMMENT SECTION II PAGE 6

The DredgingProjectWould ReduceWetlandsCreationinSouthernNew Jersey.

In regard to mitigation banking, the Corps is not building any mitigation banks as part of this project.
The sponsor is investigating the possible use of mitigation banking on land adjacent to the proposed
upland disposal sites that they will own. Before these banks are constructed, they would need to
receive approval from the NJDEP, and would need to demonstrate that it is beneficial to the
wetlandhvildlife habitat of the area.

The proposed upland site designated as 17G is displayed on Plate 20 of the FSEIS. The site is
located adjacent and riverward of the mitigation bank. This site will not reduce wetland creation in
Southern New Jersey since mitigation will be done at other locations as required by state and Federal
law. As mentioned above, this project will actually create a net increase in the overall
wetkmdhildlife value in the area.

3. COMMENT SECTION III PAGE 8

The BusinessPlanProposesThatContaminatedDredgedMaterialFrom The PortofNew
York andNew JerseyBe DisposedOf InSouthernNew Jersey.

The Delaware River Port Authority has evaluated the viability of this option. As a result of their
evaluation, they are not considering disposing out-of-region dredged material in Southern New
Jersey. The disposal plan presented in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement does
not recommend the use of the dredged material disposal areas for disposal of dredged material fi-om
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places other than the Delaware River.

4. COMMENT SECTION IV PAGE 11

TheBusinessPlanImproperlyReliesOn RevenuesAssociatedWithTheDisposalOf Dredged
SpoilsFrom The PortofMaryland.

The Delaware River Port Authority is not considering this option. The tipping fee was based on
disposing of clean material. The disposal plan presented in the Final Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement does not recommend the use of the dredged material disposal areas for disposal
of dredged material from places other than the Delaware River.

5. COMMENT SECTION V PAGE 13

The ACOE Has IncorrectlyConcludedThatThe ContaminantsIn The DelawareRiver “
SedimentsDo NotPoseAny EnvironmentalRisks.

./

.,//

There is no mandatory protocol for evaluating sediment quality data with regard to dredging projects.
No specific data evaluation procedures are outlined in the NJDEP 1996 draft technical manual” The
Management and Regulation of Dredging Activities and Dredged Material in New Jersey’s Tidal
Waters”. The analysis presented in the FSEIS was intended to reduce a very large data set down to
something that could be easily reviewed, while providing sufficient data for the reviewer to see the
fill picture. Means were not the only values presented. The analysis also provided the number of
samples, the number of detections of each contaminant, and the concentration range of the actual
detections. Maximum detected concentrations were presented in the bulk sediment tables. As such,
the presentation did not mask these concentrations.

Section 7 of the final SEIS indicates that the U.S. Geological Survey was tasked with petiorming
an evaluation of potential contaminant travel times from the proposed project disposal sites to nearby
drinking water and industrial production wells. The report entitled” Evaluation of Groundwater Flow
from Dredged Material Disposal Sites in Gloucester and Salem Counties, New Jersey” (USGS,
1995), determined that the disposal sites would not impact local wells as the sites provide a very
small percentage of well recharge and potential contaminant travel times were on the order of fifty
to one hundred years.

Consideration of environmental effects of the activities related to the business plan were not included
as part of the FSEIS, as the business plan isnota component of the proposed Federal project. The
FSEIS has evaluated environmental impacts of Federal channel dredging activities, the dredging of
the benefiting berthing areas, and subsequent disposal. As a result, the FSEIS has considered
corresponding impacts of the activities along with the channel.
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The additional sampling articulated in the Corps/NJDEP agreement is for the purpose of monitoring
sediment quality and the impact of actual dredging operations associated with the existing project,
and the deepening project. If the monitoring identified a problem, it would be addressed through
modification of the operation. The Corps has monitored many dredging projects, and intends to
continue collecting data on the Philadelphia to the Sea Delaware River navigation channel and its
dredging operation to insure that conditions do not change in the fiture, which could result in
unacceptable environmental impacts. This type of data collection would not be subject to NEPA
review requirements.

6. COMMENT SECTION VI Page 15

A recentStudyofDelawareRiverSedimentsDemonstratesThatContaminantsAreWidely
DistributedAnd Can GetIntoThe FoodChain.

The Corps’ conclusions with regard to sediment contamination and potential environmental impacts
associated with dredging are based on sampling of locations within the project area, including the -
navigation channel, bend widening locations, and berthing areas associated with various port
facilities. Chemical analyses of sediments included PCBS, pesticides, polyaromatic hydrocarbons,
heavy metals, and a number of other volatile and semi-volatile organic parameters. It is incorrect to
say that the Corps did not address the presence of a complete set of chemical contaminants in the
SEIS. The conclusion drawn from the sediment analyses is that sediments in the project area do not
contain chemical contaminants at a level that warrant the concerns expressed in the comment. The
sediment data was coordinated with the appr~priate Federal and State resource agencies. These
agencies included the U.S. Fish and Wildlife S&wice..whichreviewed the data in conjunction with
Section 7 consultation, as required by the Endangered Species Act, with regard to threatened and
endangered species under their jurisdiction. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service concurred with the
Cor@’ conclusion.

7. COMMENT SECTION VII PAGE 18

DredgedSpoilStockpilingAtLocationsOffshoreOfDelawareBeachesMay CauseAdverse
EnvironmentalImpacts.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore locations in the vicinity of Broadkill
Beach and Slaughter Beach, Sussex County, Delaware for fiture beach replenishment.
Comments on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the sites identified and
approved for interim placement of sandy dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential
impacts at these locations, the District has begun the design and cost evaluation process to shift
placement of this dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as Broadkill
Beach. The District will develop site specific data as part of the Plans and Specifications for the
lower Delaware Bay portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate environmental
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documents, prior to actual beach construction. The initial assessment indicates this modification
is both economically and environmentally feasible.

Delaware Bay sediments proposed for sand stockpiling and habitat creation were tested using bulk
sediment and biological effects based testing. The bulk sediment data were compared to guidelines
developed to assess the potential for sediment contaminants to adversely effect benthic communities.
This comparison suggested a low possibility of Delaware Bay sediments having an adverse effect.
The biological effects based testing included water column bioassays, whole sediment bioassays, and
bioaccumulation tests. Again, these tests did not identifi any environmental concerns. This
information is presented in Section 4 of the final SEIS.

The District has evaluated the potential for groundwater contamination from the disposal areas along
the Delaware River and found the impact to be negligible. The material to be disposed is not “highly
contaminated”. In fact the material is essentially considered “clean”. This determination is supported
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in their letter dated March 17, 1997. To fhrther assure
the local community that the groundwater will not be impacted from the disposal operations, -
monitoring wells will be installed at the proposed upland sites.

COMMENT SECTION VIII-PAGE 19

The DredgingProjectCreatesAdditionalEnvironmentalConcerns.

We disagreewithyourstatementthat“thechangeinthehydraulicsoftheDelawareBayresulting
from the proposedprojecthas not been adequatelyaddressed”.Vhtuallythe entire
hydrodynamic/salinitymodelingeffort,includingtheone-yearprototypemonitoringprogramfrom
October,1992toOctober,1993,wasstructuredtodothis.Thesalinitymodelingstudiesandthe
resultsarediscussedinSection5oftheFinalSupplementalEnvironmentalImpactStatement.

The Star Enterprise refinery has not expressed interest in benefiting from the project and, thus, was
not included in the benefit analysis.

4



m~MARITRANS
One LoganSquare
Philadelphia, PA 19103
215-864-1200
800-523-451 I

Via Hand Delivew

September 30, 1997

Mr. Robert L. Callegari
Attn: Environmental Resources Branch
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Wanamaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphi~ PA 19107-3397

Re:Delaware River Main Chatiel Dee~enin~ Proiect

Dear Mr. Callegari:

Maritrans Inc. transmits herewith the attached comments on the Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers - Philadelphia
District for the proposed Delaware River Main Charnel Deepening Project. Our comments are
submitted in the two documents that are enclosed; namely, “Comments to the Delaware River
Main Channel Deepening Project-Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement” and the
“Critique of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Business Plan for the Delaware River Port
Authority’s Ownership And Operation Of Dredge Spoils Disposal Sites - Business Plan -
Environmental Issues.” We request that both documents, along with the comments to the DraR
Supplemental Environmental Statement transmitted to you via cover letter February 18, 1997, be
included in the administrative record developed for the project.

Our outside counsel is still waiting for a final response from the Corps’ Office of the
General Counsel to an administrative appeal of several Freedom of Information Act requests. We
reserve the right to supplement these comments with any information that will be provided to us
by the Corps in the fbture.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments.

Enclosures
m:haumenhnko
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Environmental Resources Branch

Ms. Leslie G. Savage
Board of Directors
Delaware Audubon Society
Chapter of National Audubon
Box 1713
Wilmington, Delaware 19899

MAR 05 19%

CENAP-PL-E
6554/am
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CALLEGARI

Dear Ms. Savage:

Thank you for your letter dated August 26,1997 on the
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

The proposed upland disposal Site 15G was originally tidal
wetlands but was used for the disposal of dredged material from
maintenance of the existing Delaware River Federal 40 foot
navigation channel for many years, until about 20 years ago. As
stated in the SEIS, the site has 20 to 40 feet of fine -grained
material from past dredging, and this material will greatly
impede the flow of water from this area and significantly
increase the travel time between site 15G and the wells.

As stated in response to your letter of February 11, 1997,
sediments from Reach B were analyzed for all of the contaminants
provided in your list, but the majority of these contaminants
were either not found or found in only one or two of the samples.
Heavy metals were frequently detected in Reach B sediments.
Except for thallium, all of the metals were below New Jersey
,Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) Residential
Surface Soil Standards. This means that the material is suitable
for use as “clean fi.llt~for residential development With regard
to thallium, as discussed in the FSEIS the mean concentration is
elevated because of the high detectio ~levels achieved in the
first round of sampling. In two subsequent rounds of sa~pling,
40 additional sediment samples show that the actual concentration
of thallium in channel sediments is less than 0.4 ppm, which is
well below the NJDEP Residential Standard of 2.0 ppm. The only
pesticide detected in Reach B sediments was endosulfan. This
contaminant was,only detected in one of 49 samples. Likewise,
PCB-1254 and PCB-1248 were the only PCB~s detected. These were
again only detected in one of the 49 samples. Several PAHJS were
detected in Reach B, but in only two of the 49 samples. There
were similar results for phthalates, except for di-n-butyl
phthalate, which was detected in 20 of 28 samples. The highest
concentration of di-n-butyl phthalate detected in Reach B
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sediments was 1.51 ppm, which is well below the NJDEP Residential
surface Soil Standard of 5,7oo ppm. The remaining groups of
volatile and semi-volatile organic contaminants were primarily
undetected in the entire river. This information is presented in
Section 4.0 of the FSEIS. Based on the data it is concluded that
Reach B sediments are clean, and would not have an adverse impact
on water quality in the area.

Although the FSEIS states that the placement of contaminated
dredged material at upland disposal areas can result in long-term
impacts such as groundwater contamination and direct uptake of
contaminants by plants and animals, this would not occur from
the material that will be dredged to deepen the Delaware River
main channel. The sediment toxicity data from this project was
reviewed by the Corps of Engineers’ Waterway Experiment Station,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, the National Marine Fisheries Service, the New
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, the Delaware
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control, and
the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in a letter dated 17 March
1997 stated that ‘I....EPA continues to believe that there will be
no adverse impacts associated with the disposal of sediments
generated by the project$t. In addition, in their letter of 12
September 1997, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency stated
that IJ...we have concluded that the proposed project would not
result in significant adverse environmental impacts; EPA has no
objection to the implementation of the proposed project.”
Neither the U.S. Department of the Interior (parent agency of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service)in their letter of September 11,
1997, nor the U.S. Department of Commerce (parent agency of the
National Marine Fisher~Service) in their letter of September 29,
1997, have expressed any concern about contaminants in the
dredged material. Furthermore, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
and the states of Delaware and New Jersey have reviewed the
sediment data as part of their coastal zone management
consistency review. Each concluded that this project was
consistent with the Coastal Zone Management Act.

To provide an extra level of assurance that no significant
amounts of contaminants are entering the Delaware River or ground
water from the proposed Site 15G, the Philadelphia District of
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection will form a working group to develop
appropriate coordinated sediment sampling and testing programs,
surface water discharge monitoring plans, and ground water
monitoring wells.
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Site 15G is presently used for agricultural production of
crops such as corn, wheat, and soybeans for human or livestock
consumption. The proposed use of Site 15G will not include
agriculture, but will include management as wetland/wildlife
habitat between dredging cycles. The details of this plan is
presented in Section 3.2.3 of the FSEIS.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, Please contact John Bradv of mv staff
at 215-656-6555. -

Thank you for
the review of this

.- . *

your comments and continuing participation in
project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division



August 26, 997

Mr. Robert L. Callagari

DELAWARE AUDUBON SOCJETY
ChapterofNationalAudubon

Box1713,Wilmington,Ddmwc 191W9
302-428-3959

Chie~ Planning Div~ion
U.S. Army Engineer District, Philadelphia
100 Pem Square East
Philadelphi~ Pennsylvania 19107-3390

RE: STATEMENT OF THE DELAWARE AUDUBON SOCIETY PERTMNTNG TO -
THE FINAL SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
DELAWARE RIVER MAIN CHANNEL DEEPENTNG PROJECT

.:_i”-. c

Dear Mr. Callagari:

The Delaware Audubon Society is a statewide citizen organization whose mission is to
promote an appreciation and understanding of nature; to preserve and protect our
environment; and to ai%rmthe necessity for clean air and water and the stewardship of our ‘-””‘-
natural resources. We submit herewith, our concerns, comments and questions on the Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on the Delaware River Main Channel
Deepening Project.

Our examination of the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on the Delaware
River Main Channel Deepening Project reveals several areas of concern we feel have not been
fblly addressed to our satisfaction.

P. 1-4. Groundwater. section 1.1.1.3. This section discusses the evaluation of potential
contaminate travel times from the proposed project dkposal sites to nearby drinking water by
the United States Geological Survey. Their report determined the mean travel times for
groundwater, from the new proposed disposal areas, to reach any potential water supply well
is in excess of 50years, except for a cluster of wells near area 15G where the report. states
that “travel times to these wells could be relatively short, perhaps on the order of several
years”. The Corp’s conclusion to this reported concern states, “It is important to consider all
of the contributing factors when evaluating the potential negative impact of the travel times
from all disposal areas. First, the existence of 20-40 feet of fine-grained material from past
dredging within the disposal areas greatly impedes the flow of water from the areas and
increases the travel times substantially. In addition, the new dredged sediments from the 45
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‘footproject contain no harmful levels of contamination; so in the event that the water were to
reach the well from the disposal area, it would have no impact on water quality“.

The Corp’s first assertion regarding previously dredged materials increasing travel times does
not apply to disposal site 15G as 15G is a new site, previously unused for the dumping of
dredge spoils. The assertion that new dredged sediments contain no harmfil levels of
contamination and therefore, pose no threat to the quality of groundwater in nearby wells is
refited even by the data the Army Corp of Engineers has put forth in this Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement. Dredged materials from Reach B will be deposited at site
15G as well as several other sites. P.4-21 -4-31. Bulk Sediment Analyses. section 4.1. The
following is a list of all contaminates found in bulk sediment samples within Reach B:
Antimony, Arsenic, Barium, Beryllium, Cadmium, Chromium, Copper, Lead, Mercury,
Nickel, Selenium, Silver, Thailium, Vanadium, Zinc, Aldrin, Dieldrin, Chlordane, Toxaphene,
Endrin, Endrin Aldehyde, I-Ieptacl-dor,Heptachlor Epoxide, Endosulf~ DDT, DDD, DDE,
Mirex, Methoxychlor, Parathion, Malathion, Hexachlorocyclohexane (Alpha, Beta, Delta,
Gamma (Lindane)), Guthion, Demeton, PCB-1242, PCB- 1254, PCB-1221, PCB-1232, PCB-
1248, PCB- 1260,PCB-1016, Acenapthene, Naphthalene, Acenaphthylene, Anthracene,
Benzo(a)pyrene, Benzo(b)fluoranthene, Benzo(k)iluoranthene, Clqsene, Phenanthrene,
Fluorene, FluorantheneYBenzo(a)anthracene, Benzo(ghi)perylene, Dibenzo(ah)anthracenem,
Ideno( 123-cd)pyrene, Pyrene, Bis(2ethylhexyl) phthalate, Butyl benzyl phthaiate, Di-n-butyl
phthalate, Di-n-octyl phthalate, Diethyl phthalate, Dimethyl phthalate, Volatile Halogenated ~
Alkanes, Volatile Ha.logenated Alkenes, Volatile Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Volatile
Chlorinated Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Volatile Unsatiated Carbonyl Compounds, Volatile ~
Ethers, Phenols, Substituted Phenols, Organonitrogen Compounds, Chlorinated Aromatic .;, ~”
Hydrocarbons; Chlorinated Aliphatic Hydrocarbons, Halogenated Ethers, and Miscellaneous “.
Oxygenated Compounds.

Delaware Audubon believes that the sum total of contaminates from the dredged sediment
would most certainly have an adverse impact on the quality of water found in the cluster of
wells near disposal site 15G. These wells would be subjected to leaching of water from
dredged sediments, even though all the mean channel sediment concentrations were below the
NJDEP residential standards, except for the heavy metal thallium and the pesticide toxaphene. ~
The Army Corp of Engineers proves this in the statement found on P.4-I 9. section 4.1.
“Depending on the contaminate, the human health criteria are based on an additional lifetime
cancer risk of 1of 1,000,OOOmr1 of 100,000”. If each of the above listed chemicals pose an
additional liietime risk of cancer then the additional lifetime risk of cancer to those drinking
water from wells contaminated from site 15G is the sum of each additional risk.

P.4-5. section 4.1. To summarize the large volume of data,samplescollectedwithineach
reachwere grouped and the mean concentration of each chemical parameter was calculated.
P.4-6 -4-31. Tables 4-2 through 4-8 shows the mean concentration of each contaminate in
Reaches A through E as well as the detection range. By calculating the mean concentration
and then using that calculation against the NJDEP standards gives a false appearance of falling
within these standards. In addition, the Army Corp of Engineers otlen applied two different
standards to the same data. When a sample exceeded the NJDEP residential standard, it was
then compared to the NJDEP non-residential standard even though a residential standard was
used for all other contaminates found in that reach. Upon examination of Tabies 4-2through
4-8 compared against Tables 4-9 through 4-19, we found that the detection range of the
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samples oflered a better indicator of contaminate levels within each reach, For example, in
Reach B where the Corp has only indicated two contaminates asbein~ over NJDEP
residential standards, the detection range shows that 6 of the 130 contaminates falls outside
the NJDEP residential standard.

Parameters
Number of Samples
Antimony
Mean Cone.
# of Detections
Detection Range
Range exceeds NJDEP by

Beryllium
Mean Cone.
#of Detections
Detection Range
Range exceeds NJDEP by

Cadmium
Mean Cone.
#of Detections
Detection Range
Range exceeds NJDEP by

Lead
Mean Cone.
# of Detections
Detection Range
Range exceeds NJDEP by

Selenium
Mean C,onc.
#of Detections
Detection Range
Range exceeds N.JDEPby

Thallium
Mean Cone.
#of Detections
Detection Range
Range exceeds NJDEP by

Reach B
49

9.93
24
1.7-32.0
18

0.82
38
0.31-1.5
0.5

0.94
19
0.11-4.0
3.0

19.09
44
4.7-120
20

16.53
28
0.21-119
56

2.48
13
0.17-9.0
7

NJDEP
Residential Standards

1.0

.

1.0

100

63

-.
..:

,[
._:”
___

Allconcentrations presented in parts per million (m@kg), dry weight,
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P.4-2. section 4.0. The Army Corp of Engineers states that the placement of contaminated
sediment at upland disposal sites can also result in long-term impacts such as groundwater
contamination and direct uptake ofcontatinants by plants and animals.
On page l- 1 it is indicated that disposal areas 1SD, 15Ciand 17G are currently being used
mostly for the production of row crops such as corn and soybeans. Will these areas continue
to be used for growing crops and if so who consumes these crops?

[n conclusion, the Delaware Audubon Society feels the Army Corp of Engineers has not
provided proof that the concentration levels of contaminates from the dredged sediment will
not pose a hazard to the health and well-being of humans whose ground water and soil may
become contaminated by leachate from nearby disposal sites. In light of irreparable damage to
nearby drinking water supplies, we request that site 15G be abandoned and an alternate site be
found. Given the above discrepancies in data found in the Final Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement for the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, the Delaware
Audubon Society requests a public hearing to more filly address our health and environmental
concerns,

Sincer ly, .
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Cc: Senator Joseph 13iden
Senator William Roth
Congressman Michael Castle
ChristopherTulou
Sarah W. Cooksey
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Dear

May County Party Charter Boat Association CALLEGARI
BOX 1065
May, New Jersey 08204

Captain Galese:

Thank you for your letter dated August 28,1997 concerning
COIIUEIkS on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

Based on field sampling and subsequent data analysis, no
significant impacts to the aquatic ecosystem are expected from
dredging and the disposal of dredged material for this project.
None of the sediment samples taken revealed significant levels of
contaminants. The fine-grained material from the industrial
northern portion of the project area will be placed in upland
confined dredged material disposal facilities (CDFS), away from
the river. The sediment toxicity data from this project was
reviewed by the Corps of Engineerst Waterway Experiment Station,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, the National Marine Fisheries Service, the New
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, the Delaware
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control, and
the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in a letter dated 17 March
1997 stated that ‘s....EPA continues to believe that there will be
no adverse impacts associated with the disposal of sediments
generated by the projectl$. In addition, in their letter of 12
‘September 1997, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency stated
that ‘~...we have concluded that the proposed project would not
result in significant adverse environmental impacts; EPA has no
objection to the implementation of the proposed project.”
Neither the U.S. Department of the Interior (parent agency of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service)in their letter of September 11,
1997, northe U.S. Department of Commerce (parent agency of the
National Marine Fisher@SService) in their letter of September 29,
1997, have expressed any concern about contaminants in the
dredged material. Furthermore, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
and the states of Delaware and New Jersey have reviewed the
sediment data as part of their coastal zone management
consistency review. Each concluded that this project was
consistent with the Coastal Zone Management Act.
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The wetland restoration plan for Egg Island Point was
coordinated with the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection, the National Marine Fisheries Service, and the Mid-
Atlantic Fishery Management Council. None of these agencies
indicated that this proposed project would have significant
impacts to fishery resources. The Egg Island Point area is
experiencing erosion rates of 15 to 30 feet per year of the tidal
marshes that support many of the aquatic resources in the
Delaware Bay. The proposed Egg Island Point wetland restoration
will protect hundreds of acres of this valuable tidal marsh.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project. If you have any questions, please
contact John Brady of my staff at 215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division
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h4r, Robert L. Callesgari,Chief
Environmental Resource Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers
Wanamaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107-3390

August 28, ]997

Dear Mr. Callegan:

The Cape May County Party and Charter Boat Association, with over 230 members, wish to express its
grave concern with the plans published in “PublicNotice,No.CENAP-PL-E-97-06’Dated25July 1997:
DelcntwreRiverMai)lCha)l}lel.Deepetlit~gProject,FiredSnppiemewisiEtwirot)mewullmpac[Smt.emw.

The following expresses our immediate urgency:

1. What will the effects that dredging materials from Northern areas, some of which contain
toxicity and which inevitably will be carried downstream during the project, have on the

.-

beaches, fish spawning areas and the fishery at large for the lower Delaware Bay?
:.

2. Similarly, but even of greater conce~ how will the dredge materials planned for the “Beneficial 1; ~,
Use Sites” effect the spawning areas and the natural bottom which supports the Delaware Bay
fishery? Specifically, the site of EggIs&ndPointis currently a prime location for spawning
wealcfisk and schooling striped bass (just to note two of the many species located in these
waters). What has the research shown on the short and long range effects for these species, if
anything? Also, with the inclusion of Slaughter and Broadkill Beaches as “Beneficial Use
Sites”, two locations which support the Spring migration of black drum fish, as well as flounder,
will the natural shell bottom of these locations be effected by the dumping of dredge materials
and thus alter the natural fishing environment for these species as well as the feeding chain of
other species of the lower Delaware Bay?

It appears to the membership of CMCPCB~ most of whom are professional fishing captains having decades L
of boating and angling experience in the lower Delaware Bay, that the fishing environment will be adversely -
effected by these activities.

Cape May County, New Jersey alone has sustained over a $1,000,000,000, tourist business with most
dependent on Delaware Bay and Ocean water conditions and with a large percentage of the tourist dollar

,. drawn directly and indirectly from the recreatiordsporttishing industry.

We hope and will lobby for a prudent approach to this project with, above all. a caring and accurate eye on

K

maintaining th alth of the lower Delaware Bay fishery, the quality of our waters, the pristine beaches and
the ec o “ . . .

‘“ ed,

/zj~+prea’ eph (%ie$
/

cc Go~emor C. Whitman
xew Jersey Sm[e, Game and Fishing Commission
National ,Varine Fisherics s~~i~~

--
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Port Penn, Delaware 19731
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Dear Mr. Muller:

This is in reply to your letter dated September 30, 1997
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project. I am enclosing a copy of the Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997, where
you should find the answers to your concerns. Specifically,
water quality impacts are discussed in Sections 4.0, 5.0, 7.0,
and 9.1.2; impacts of dredged material on aquatic species are
discussed in Sections 4.4, 5.11, 8.3, 9.0, and 10.4; impact of
sediment quality are discussed in Sections 4.0 and 10.4; impacts
of oil spills are discussed in Section 12.0; and impacts to Pea
Patch Island are discussed in Sections 10.4.3.6 and 11.3.9.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
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my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

Thank you for your comments and interest in this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

Enclosure

..r-



Green Delaware

Alan Muller
Box 194
Port Penn DE 19731
(302)834-3466
f= (302)836-3005
amuller@dco.net

September 30, 1997

Mr. Frank Cianfkmi
Chieg Regulatory Branch Philadelphia District
U. S. Army Corp. Of Engineers
Wanamaker Building
100 Pem Square East
Philadelpl-@ PA 19107-3390 I
FAX 215.656.6724

RE: Comment onProposeddeepeningofDelawareRiverMainChannel

Dear Mr. Cianfkmi

Green Delaware has several concerns regarding this projec~ which we oppose in its present form.

Procedural Concerns:

This project has been the focus of considerable public concern among non-governmental organizations and government
agencies in Delaware. Opposition to the project has been voiced on various grounds. Nevertheless, the Corps is
reportedly refiing to hold public hearing(s) on the proposed activiiy and has apparently claimed that it is “non-
conkovemial. ” This doesn’t ring true to us.

Green Delaww e hereby requests that the Corp. Hold a formal public hear@ for the reasons listed below. We
understand tha Lseveral parties have requested such a hearing. We think that refusal to hold a hearing(s) would cast into
doubt any decisions the Corp. might make regarding this matter.

Substantive Concerns

Massive disturbance of sediments associated with such a project might have sever consequences for water quality in the
Delaware River and Es-.

Habitat of aquatic species might be damaged by intentional or incidental deposition of sediments.

Disposal of possibly contaminated dredge spoil in a harmless manner may not be possible.

Transit of more heavily loaded vessels containing hydrocarbons may pose an increased risk flom spills and ccl! isions.

Direct and indirect effects of the project might increase erosion losses to vulnerable locations such as Pea Patth IslanQ.
a place of great historical and ecological significance, already suffering serious erosion losses.

(We understa.~.d that the Corps has already concluded that these are not problems. We are unconvinced.)

I will concluc.e by noting that for many decades industrial use of the Delaware has been given priority over otb.er uses,
leading to rnaxive destruction of fisheries, depletion of populations, and discouragement of recreational activities. In
recent years some improvements in water quality have enabled a potential revival of some of these uses. In our opinion
continued improvement in water quality and fibitat shoul~ at this stage, take precedence over other usages of the
Delaware.

Yours ve~ truly,

. . .
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PASQUAti’

Robert V. Martin, Captain
Delaware Mobile Surf-fishermen, Inc.
201 Wilson Street
Georgetown, Delaware 19947

MAR051998

Dear Captain Martin:

This is in response to your letter dated 25 September,
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS),
dated July, 1997.

J-2!
LULEWICZ

CALLEGARI

1997

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction; “
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both.economically and environmentally feasible.

Since the dredged material from the Delaware Bay portion of
the channel deepening project is 98 percent sand and 2 per cent
fine-grained material, the resource agencies requested that the
excavated dredged material be used for beneficial purposes. The
Kelly” Island we”tland restoration project has been designed as a
confined area that will hold the fine-grained material from the
Delaware Bay and provide erosion protection for existing
wetlands. At the request of the Delaware Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Control the wetland restoration
project at Kelly Island was re-de$igned to increase the size of
the sand berm that would confine the fine-grai~material. The
additional sand source for the increased berm was obtained from
the sand that was designated for placement at the sand stockpile
‘MS-19, thereby reducing the sand quantities to be placed at MS-19
or the ‘sand quantities that would be placed directly on nearby
beaches.

—... _
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Regarding your concern about sediment quality, mean
concentrations were presented in the FSEIS because of the large
volume of data collected over the course of the study. In
Delaware Bay, 23 samples of channel sediment were tested for the
heavy metal selenium. Selenium was detected in 11 of the 23
samples. Ten of these samples had selenium concentrations that
were below the New Jersey Residential Surface Soil Standard of 63
ppm. As such, 95.6 percent of the samples tested (22 of 23) had
selenium concentrations below the New Jersey Residential
Standard. One sample did have a selenium concentration of 121
ppm. It is incorrect to characterize all Delaware Bay channel
sediment as having this concentration of selenium. This
concentration is not considered significant, as the New Jersey
Non-residential Surface Soil Standard for Selenium is 3,100 ppm.
A concentration of 121 ppm is only 3.9 percent of the New Jersey
Non-residential standard.

The September 18, 1997 oil spill occurred during the
lightening operation of the oil tanker (Mystras) at Big Stone
Beach Anchorage to a barge. This lightening operation was
required due to the current channel depth of 40 feet. It appears
that if lightening was not required this spill could have been
prevented. The deepened channel will reduce the magnitude of
lightening operations that normally occur on a regular basis in
the Delaware Bay and the related environmental risks that
accompany this operation. With the reduction of lightening,
there will be less barges moving on the river, while the number
of oil tankers will remain the same, with the larger tankers in
the fleet carrying more oil directly to the refinery docks due to
the deeper channel. The reduction in overall barge traffic will
reduce the risk of collisions. In addition, as part of the
proposed deepening project, the channel bends will be widened and
rock at Marcus Hook will be removed. These actions will result
in a safer navigation channel. Finally, according to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, the oil spill responses network
established by the U. S. Coast Guard, Marine Safety office,
Philadelphia is considered to be as adequately prepared to handle
oil spills as any in the Nation. This is explained in Section
12.2 of the FSEIS.

As for all Corps projects, the 45-foot channel deepening
project has been subject to a vigorous technical review of the
economic analysis. The Corps cost benefit analysis followed
required regulations and was reviewed and approved by the
Secretary of the Army and the Office of Management and Budget
prior to authorization by Congress.

...+
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The existing Delaware River 40-foot deep project restricts
efficient movement of both present and future tankers, dry bulk
carriers and container vessels. The 45-foot channel improvement
will provide sufficient transportation cost savings through
increased efficiency of transporting commodities.

The new large container vessels of post-Panamax size do not
use the Panama Canal since they exceeded the dimensions of the
canal. These vessels travel via the Suez Canal in their service
from the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean.

For many Corps projects, the local sponsor coordinates with
the Corps for advice on how to raise their share of the project
costs . This is a normal activity that the Corps provides to the
sponsor. As a result, a business plan was prepared to illustrate
new revenue sources that could potentially be pursued by the
project sponsor, Delaware River Port Authority (DRPA), if it
chose to do so. The business plan offered various options and
opportunities that upon further analysis by the sponsor could
potentially be used to generate revenues for the non-Federal
share for the proposed 45 foot project. The business plan does
not represent ‘tthefinancial plan~l for the project. It is a
possible way for the DRPA to raise revenues. In fact, it could
be developed if DRPA chose to without the 45 foot project. It is
the ultimate responsibility of the local sponsor, not the Corps ,
to develop a financing plan for its cost-share. Once the
financing plan is developed by the sponsor, the Corps will make
its review to ensure . it adequately meets our requirements.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Bradv of mv staff
at 215-656-6555. -

Thank you for
the review of this

.-

your comments and continuing participation in
project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division





Delaware Mobile Surikherrnen, Inc.
Robert V. Martin, Capt. US Navy-RRetired
DMS Project Liaison
201 Wilson Street, Georgetown, DE 19943
September 25, 1997

Mr. John Brady
Environmental Resources Branch
U.S. Army Engineer District, Philadelphia
100 Penn Square East
P1-dadelphi~ PA 19107-3390

RE: Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
Delaware River Comprehensive Navigation Study
Main Channel Deepening Project, July 1997
Attachment: 70 pages of signatures requesting a Public Hearing as well as
~minating stockpiling.
Addenda Response to Mr. Callegari’s memorandum to files.

Dear Mr. Brady:

The Delaware Mobile Surflshennen, Inc. hereby request that the Army Corps Engineers
(ACE) hold Public Hearings related to the above named FSEIS.

This letter is written in protest to the ACE proposal to dispose of 3.3 million cubic yards
of dredged material fiorn the deepening of the main river channel on the Coral Beds off of
Slaughter and Broadkill Beaches, sites MS-19 and L-5.

The January, 1997 SEIS proposed to dump 4.7 million cu.yds. of dredged materials on
sites MS- 19 and L-5. The July 1997 FSEIS still plans to use these same sites for that
purpose. The ACE continues to ignore or to minimize the unique make-up of these
fishery areas. The ACE spokesman for Lt. Col. Keyser, District Engineer, and Robert
Callegari, Chief of Planning, Mr. John Brady, stated in a TV interview on July 10th, 1997
that he guessed the fishermen would have to fmd someplace else to fish. He completely
missed the point. Please note that the areas we are talking about, all 480 acres (previously
730 acres--same benthic community), are very specialized and unique. These are truly
most significant fin and shellfish spawning and nursery areas and are not duplicated in the
Delaware Bay. These nursery/spawning areas will have no difflctdty quali~ing as
Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) under the Magnuson-Stevens Act.

Generalizations by the ACE as to the effect of stockpiling are inappropriate and
inadequate. There is no way that any benthic community is going to re-colonize Iiom
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being smothered under a five foot blanket of dredged spoils. Any comment that this
benthic community is an insignificant one and will regenerate in a short time is an
uninformed and unscientific one. The area off of Broadkill and Slaughter Beach has been
identified as “Coral Beds” for years on USNOAA navigation charts. A scientist
representative of the DNREC Division of Fish and Wildlife during an untitled meeting
held at the University of Delaware College of Marine Studies on July 10, 1997, stated that
the ACE method of sampling in the MS-19 and L-5 sites was improper and faulted. The
procedure used, bottom grabs, was entirely inadequate and would not properly identi~ the
benthic community. There is a tape recording of this meeting of 1 hour and 45 minute
duration.

If stockpiled, the 1.4 million cu.yds,of dredged material at Slaughter Beach (MS-19), and
the 1.9 million cu yds at Broadkill (L-5) will be subject to wave driven transport as
declared by the ACE Mhe July ’97 FSEIS. This FSEIS further states that the transport
potential is calculated to be “about” 260,000 cubic yards per year at MS-19, and 230,000
cu yds at L-5. The direction of this transport will be northwest. In addition, w single
event major storm of 3 days could move an additional 40,000 cu yds of dredged material
from each site. Those transports will extend the foot of the material stockpiled year by
year and will eventually cover additional spawning and nursery areas in acreages that will
in a short time exceed the original stockpiled area. For the ACE to suggest that the impact
of spoils stockpiling will be of little consequence is the nadir of hypotheses. The EPA, as
well as the U. S. Dept. of Interior, in the July 1997 FSEIS stated that other areas should be
considered for the disposal of dredged materials. There was no suggestion that stockpiling
is a beneficial resource. The U. S. Dept. of Interior stated in their letter to ACE that “they
did not consider sub-tidal sand stockpiles an environmentally beneficial use of dredged
material”. Should the ACE change its approach by justi&ing dredged material for
stockpiling as not disturbing the average representation of the Delaware Bay, it cannot
change the real impact on MS-19 and L-5. This approach will be further evidence of the
Corp’s use of “means” type qualification as used in minimizing contaminant contents of
dredged materials. Stockpiling in itself is not a beneficial use, no matter what the intent.
Included in EPA and Dept. of Interior Statements are references that, in addition to the
original disturbance to MS- I 9 and L-5, repeated visitation to these sites for beach
replenishment purposes will tier disturb any resurgence of a benthic community. The
position of the ACE, repeated time and time again, is a reflection of the limited and
singularity exclusive opinion of the ACE. The ACE is in a perpetual “Denial” state.

During the July 10th meeting referred to earlier, Mr. John Brady said that material taken
from the MS-19 was to be used for recreating Kelly Island. The purpose of which is really
not clear and is over simplified. In another SEIS, Port Mahon, a statement is made that
Port Mahon will not be affected one way or another whether or not Kelly Island is “Re-
created”. If Kelly Island is evaporating as rapidly as the ACE says it is, there is not going
to be a recreation of any duration no matter how much continued replenishment goes on.
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The material to be taken from MS-19 must be considered excessive contrary to Mr.
Lulewicz’s and Mr. Brady’s observations during the July 10th meeting that there were no
excesses, otherwise, MS- 19 could not ai%ordto lose 1.4 million cwyds.of material. This
implies that not only is all the stockpiled material in excess of that needed, but that these
sites are being used as expedients to dispose o~ get rid of, dredged material. Of course,
spoils have to go someplace.

There is serious question as to whether or not this material meets acceptable
contamination standards. The N. J. clean-up requirements for the heavy metal Selenium,
for example is 63 parts per million. The range of contamination in material dredged from
Reach E destined for use at MS-19 and L-5 is horn 23 ppm to 121 ppm. The “mean”
contamination is 20.0$ ppm. (Please note the previous use of the word “mean” in this
response related to the benthic community and the Delaware Bay). 20.0$ ppm is a very
good average. The ACE uses this “mean” as the basis for saying the material is
acceptable. These figures are taken from tables included in the July FSEIS.

I suppose that the residents of Slaughter and Broadkill beach communities will be happy
to have 121 ppm of heavy metal dumped on their beaches. Not! The ACE will have to
use a rather large cocktail shaker to get the sediment from Reach E mixed to a 20.08 ppm
mean. I personally would not want any of that 121 ppm “good stuff” ( a reference made
about this material by a DNREC Div. Of Soil and Water Representative) dumped in my

“,; child’s sand box. The “mean” is not an appropriate measure or standard for the use of
these materials. There should be a determination of the exact contamination of what is
dredged, when it is dredged, when it is stockpiled, and when it is placed on the beach.

Stockpiling of dredged material is a bad idea. We need a Public Hearing, not to hear more
“information” from the ACE, but for the ACE to hear from us. People must be heard, not
suppressed. I fail to understand why the ACE denies the light of a Public Hearing. The
meeting at the U of D July 10th in no way could replace a Public Hearing. The group in
attendance was fm too small.

The U. S. Coast Guard at Philadelphia states that oil spills of consequence have occurred
because of vessels grounding, collisions, and port accidents. Added to that list are faulty
valves aboard tankers and improperly maintained equipment aboard these same tankers.
Faulty equipment aboard the Mystras was the cause of the Sept. 18, 1997 spill at Big
Stone Beach Anchorage.

The deepening of the main river channel obviously is not to accommodate deeper draft
vessel, as none are in sight for Philadelphia ports. Operators of crude oil vessels do not
intend and have not incorporated any potential shifi in their fleet even though the channel
may be deepened. These operators have made an economic decision to lighter tonnage at
Big Stone Beach Anchorage onto barges until the sailing draft is sufilciently reduced to

‘1
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allowvessels to travel uprivertothe pertinent activity. Even if the channel is deepened to
45 feet they are expected to make the same economic decision and will carry the
equivalent amount of tonnage in the same vessels. This itiormation is from the May,
1996 DRMCDP Design memorandum. In other words, Iightering will still be a necessmy
procedure. Again, lightening is not the danger. A tanker carrying more crude oil upriver
will present a greater risk for a large spill because of grounding or collision.

The need for a deeper channel attracts greater scrutinity and study as cost benefits are
elusive. Cost benefits will tend to benefit the vessel operators and their country of origin
and apparently will not reflect any benefit to the American economy. Please refer to
Maritrans response in the July ’97 FSEIS appendix.

All inter-ocean commerce vessels, Atlantic to Pacific must be built to accommodate the
Panama Canal depth of 38 feet. Obviously container vessels to and from the Pacific via
the Panama Canal will not be influenced one way or another by a Delaware Deepening
Project.

The Army Corps has undertaken a self-imposed assignment to develop a business plan so
that the non-federal partner in the deepening project can pay for its share. This appears to
be a misuse of tax dollars, although I’m sure the ACE is in compliance with all laws. The
ACE has contracted the Greely-Polhemus Group, Inc. Of West Chester, PA to develop a
business plan to provide income to the Delaware River Port Authority (DRPA) so that
they can meet their $100,000,000 share of the cost of the deepening project. This business
plan is a detailed document putting the DRPA into the dredged spoils site business. It
appears that the ACE is, in a way, guaranteeing income by suggesting that contracted
dredging companies for the deepening project use the sites to be purchased by the DRPA
and for which use these companies pay a “tipping fee”. Not only does the ACE research
how the DRPA should go into business but they suggest that dredging companies under
contract for the deepening project will use these sites. Refer to the Greely-Polhemus
working draft titles “DRPA Business Plan for Local Sponsor” prepared for the non-federal
partner of the deepening project. There maybe questions that this procedure attracts.
Does the ACE exceed their responsibility and authority? At the least, this enterprise
desemes the light of a Public Hearing or at least an enlightenment.

There is some evidence that other Delaware Estuary projects not mentioned in the FSEIS
are to become beneficiaries of dredged material. Specifically, Port Mahon. It suggests
that NEPA regulations are not met as not only is the Port Mahon destination for spoils not
included in an impact study but alternatives to the restoration of Port Mahon are not
included.

The following is an incomplete list of individuals and large organizations which have
requested a Public Hearing to discuss various controversial aspects of the FSEIS:
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U.S. Senator Wm. V. Roth
State Senator George Bunting
State Representative Shirley Price
Delaware Parks and Recreation Council
Oldmans Creek Watershed Association (several letters), N.J.
Delaware Mobile surfkhennen (over 3,000 membership)
River Keepers (Pennsylvania)
Delaware Nature Society
Delaware Audubon Society
Delaware Wildlands, Inc.
New Jersey conservation Foundation
Partnership for the Delaware Estuay
Delaware River and Bay Council, Wilmington, DE
Individual citizen letters and suppofiing signatures
Plus numerous letters of controversy which did not include specific requests
for a public hearing.

The criteria quoted by Mr. Robert Callegari in his “Memorand~ to Files” follows:
Action:According to the Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions
of the National Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR 1506.6 (c ) ) there are two
criteria to use when deciding whether or not to hold a public hearing:

1. Substantial environmental controversy concerning the proposed action or
substantial interest in holding the action.

2. A request for a hearing by another agency with jurisdiction over the
action supported by reasons why a hearing will be helpfhl.

These criteria are more than adequately met.

Senator Fritz Hollings, D-South Carolin& stated to the Senate body on Thursday morning
Sept. 18, 1997, that “the very fbnction of government is to protect”. He also referred to
the Executive, Legislative and Judicial branches of government and that each had a
relationship to the other. It is a government of the separation of powers. He made a
reference to the “AIToganceof Power” and that arrogance suppresses. “People cannot be
heard”. He strongly stated the “Arrogance of Power” is an endangerment to our country.

The ACE has retied a request from two state legislators, Senator Bunting (made during
the July loth meeting, and Representative Price. To my knowledge you have yet to
respond to a request from U. S. Senator Roth to hold a Public Hearing.

The DMS is requesting a Public Hearing, not a “meeting”, a “public meeting”, a
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“discussion”, or an “itionnational meeting” but a bona fide “Public Hearing” with
properly advertised announcements.

As partof public input we repeat our request for a fiblic Hearing. We’ve read and
listened to the ACE’s itiormation programs. Now, as part of the process of democracy,
we want to be heard.

Enclosed find 70 pages containing 1,894 signatures requesting a Public Hearing in ‘
addition to a request that dredged material stockpiling be eliminated fkom your plans. The
specific request comes from a DMS membership of over 3,000 souls. The NEPA criteria
doesnot ~reven~a Public Hearing. The above list of addressees and the attached 1,894
signatures more than meet the criteria used to deny a Public Hearing.

We look forward to hearing in a reasonable time your plans for a Public Hearing.

I Sincerely, yours,

DMS Project Liaison

cc: Governor Thomas Carper
Lt. Gov. Ruth Ann Minner
Senator William V. Roth, Jr.
Senator Joseph R. Bide~ Jr.
Representative Michael CastJe
State Senator George Bunting
State Representative Shirley Price
Senator Fritz Hollings, D-South Carolina
Robert Stickles, Sussex County Administrator
Ken Dodd, Pres., DMS
Delaware Wiklkmds
Delaware Audubon Society
Delaware Nature Society
Sierra Club
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Mr. Robert V. Martin
201 Wilson Street
Georgetown, Delaware 19947

Dear Mr. Martin:

As you requested, I am transmitting to you a Memorandum
to Files for a meeting held at the University of Delaware,
College of 14arine Studies in Lewes, Delaware on July 10,
1997 to discuss the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project with fishing interests. If you have any questions,
please contact John Brady of my staff at 215-656-6554.

Sincerely,

p “&ik,P,T%’I

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

Encls .-

‘@+[ AD~NDA “.

Couek\eTfeR



ADDENDA

ThisMemorandumtoFilesk notanaccuraterepresentationofwhattookplaceduringtheJuly10,
1997gatheringattheUniversityofDelaware,CollegeofMarineStudies,Lewes,DE.

AccordingtoJohnBrady,thisdiscussionwasnotameetingofrecordTherefore,thisMemorandum
toFileshasnosignificance.Itk notattributedtoanyauthor,thereforeitscredibilityk inquestion.
Mr.Callegarididnotattendthismeeting.

AddendaNo.1:
Army EngineerCorps“MemorandumtoFiles”inre:July10,1997meetingat
U.D. - CMS.

Addenda No. 2:
DMS response to “Memorandum”

ADDENDA
‘.-



MEMOIU4.NDUM TO FILES .

SUBJECT : Delaware-River Main Channel Deepening Project-Meeting with Fishing
Interests

LOCATION. A meeting was held with fishing interests on July 10, 1997 at University
of Delaware, College of Marine Studies.

PURPOSE. The purpose of the meeting was to go over the proposed plan of placing
sand material offshore at two sand stockpile sites (MS-19 and LC-5), to summarize the
field sampling, sediment quality evaluation, and engineering studies, and to address
concerns to” Coral Beds” raised by fishing interests.

ATTENDEES.

. Corps of Engineers

John Brady -Environmental Resources
Stan Lulewicz -Project Manager
Jeff Gebert -Oceanographer
Ed Voight -Public Affairs

Approximately 25 people attended the meeting. A partial list is attached as
ENCLOSURE 1 and includes-those people who wish to receive a copy of the Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement.

Attendees representing the public included:

Robert Book
Shirley Price
George Bunting
John Hughes
Sarah Cookesy
Jennifer Lukens
Jeff Tinsman

-Staff Assistant to Senator William Roth
-Delaware State Representative
-Delaware State Senator
-DNREC, Division of Soil and Water
-D.NREC, Division of Soil and Water
-DNREC, Division of Soil and Water
-DNREC, Division of Fish and Wildlife

1



PRESENTATION. A brief overview of the project was given by Mr. Lulewicz. Mr. Brady
went over the conducted benthic sampling that was undertaken at the two proposed sites
and conclusions reached. A summary of this effoti was handed out and is attached as
ENCLOSURE 2. Also, the sediment testing efforts were discussed. This effort \vas

summarized via a handout. This handout is attached as ENCLOSURE 3. Lastly, Mr.
Gebert went over the sediment transport investigations that were undertaken regarding
the sediment pathways at the two sites. A description of this effort and results are
attached as ENCLOSURE 4.

DISCUSSION. Upon completion of the formal presentation, the meeting \vas opened
for questions. The following issues were discussed:

Need for a Public Hearing. Most of the people at this meeting wanted to have
another meeting that would have general notification so that all of the interested
public could attend, There were specific requests from Mr. Book, Representative
Price, and Senator Bunting.

Action: According to the Regulationsfor Implementing the Proadural Provisions of the
National Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR 1506.6 (c)) there are two criteria to use
when deciding whether or not

1. Substantial environmental
substantial interest in holding

2. A request for a heari-ng by

to hold a public hearing:

controversy concerning the proposed action or
the action.

another agency with jurisdiction over the action
supported by reasons why a hearing will be helpful.

f!/’

During this current phase of study, the Corps met with consemation organizations
in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware, including a public meeting at the
Camden Aquarium on November 4, 1993, where both economic and
environmental interests expressed their concerns so that the Corps could consider
them during this phase of study. The Corps expects to continue to meet with
other groups and individuals to discuss specific issues in workshops.

5’, Based on a decade-long study record, the Corps of Engineers does not consider
that this project is controversial. Over 325 copies of the SEIS were distributed,
including copies to 36 libraries in the area. In addition, over 2000 public notices
were mailed, to make people aware of the availability of the SEIS. Qnly 1 state
representative, 7 organizations, and 3 individuals requested a public hearing. No
agency with jurisdiction over the project requested a public hearing. Delaware
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iequested an informational public meeting. A a result, the Corps has met with
a number of fishing groups to discuss their concerns, and will continue to
coordinate with this group to insure that no significant construction impact will

occur to Delaware’s aquatic resources. ‘

6 The purpose of the current Supplemental Environmental Impact Staten-tent is to
‘ re-affirm the conclusions that were drawn from the Final EIS in 1992 with

additional testing, analysis etc. and to respond to resources agency and public
interest comments. The Corps believes that the topics that were left over from the
1992 EIS have been answered both in study newsletters and in this document,
and that a public hearing would not provide additional substantial information.

● In general the group did not want sand placed at the sand stockpile areas. They

7 are concerned about the quality of the benthic communities and the possibility
4 that the sand may migrate to other areas.

Action: The Corps continues to believe that the sand stockpiles will not
significantly impact the overall benthic resourcesof Delaware Bay, based on the
sampling that was done. However, the District will further address these concerns
during the preparation of the Plans and Specifications. This additional work effort
is scheduled to be initiated in early 1999.

● Although the sampling that was done by the Corps found ve~ few areas of sand

t
coral (Sabellaria vulgaris) in MS-19 and none in LC-5, Mr. Tinsman said that this

‘ species is difficult to fin-dwith the technique used, i.e., grab sampling. He stated
that this species occurs in “patchy” distribution and would be more likely found
using a dragjng technique such as a clam dredge.

q
Action: As part of the Channel Deepening Project, the Corps of Engineers

‘ proposes to place approximately 1.9 million cubic yards of clean sand
approximately 0.33 miles offshore of Broadkill Beach (Site LC-5), and
approximately 1.4 million cubic yards approximately 0.5 miles offshore of
Slaughter Beach (Site MS-19). It was pointed out that due to the re-design of
Kelly ‘Island wetland restoration site, the quantity of sand that ~villbe placed on
sand stockpile site MS-19 has been reduced from 2.8 million cubic yards to 1.4
million” cubic yards. This will reduce the area of MS-19 from 500 acres to 250
acres. The total quantity of sand for both sand stockpiles (iMS- 19 and L-5) w-ill
be reduced from 4.7 million cubic yards to 3.3 million cubic yards, and the total
area for both sand stockpiles has been reduced from 730 acres to 480 acres.
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$0,The purpose of these sand stockpiles is to provide a source of clean sand for future beach
nourishment. The sites were chosen by examining their biological characteristics, as well
as economic and engineering constraints. Each of these sites was sampled twice, in
different years, to characterize their benthic communities. Although impacts will Occur

to the local populations of benthic resources, as described in Section 8.3 of the SEIS, no
significant differences were found between any candidate site and back#ound conditions
in Delaware Bay that would preclude its selection as a beneficial use site. Therefore, no
significant impact will occur to either the diversity or overall populations of benthic
resources in Delaware Bay due to the use of any of the candidate sites as either wetland
restorations or sand stockpiles.

+ ~ , The sand builder worms, Sabellaria vulgaris, often refereed to as “coral”, are relatives of
the bloodworms often used for bait; the~ are not reef-forming corals. Reef-forming corals
all live in warm, shallow, tropical maxine environments. Sabellaria are members of the
Class Polychaeta in the animal Phylum Annelida, while reef corals are members of the
different Phylum, Cnidaria.

The star coral, Astrarrzia danae occurs in Delaware Bay, and is found from Cape Cod to
Florida. It is our only shallow water, northern coral and is found on pilings, rocks, and
shells. It is subtidal, occurring from shallow depths to 36 meters”.Limited tolerance for
brackish water and turbidity, plus lack of suitable attachments inshore, may account for
its scarcity along most of the coast. The star coral occurs in colonies that consist of low
cuplike corallites, 5-6 mm in diameter, united by a thin crust, or sometimes forming low
branching groups several inches across (Gosner, K. 1978. A Field Guide to the Atlantic
Seashore, Houghton Mifflin Co.). No star coral was found at either Site MS-19 or LC-5.

Sabellaria are found from Cape Cod to Georgia, and are easily mistaken for corals. They
live in tubes constructed out of sand grains; these tubes often occur together in large
enough numbers to form reefs. Sabellaria also have a crown of threadlike struct=r>s.. ....>--- _..~ ~-._ -
&Kfch-p~o~-fide from the open end of the tube similar in appearance to the tentacles of
reef corals (Burton, W. 1997. Versar, Inc. Personal Communication). They grow to a
length of one to two inches, usually on hard substratum. They occur from lower
intertidal to subtidal at shallow depths, including estuaries in salinities above 15 ppt
(Gosner. 1978). They form productive aquatic habitats which provide food for fish,
which are attracted to the Sabellaria colonies (Tinsman, J. 1997. DNREC. Personal
Communication).

Effects on Sabellaria populations by the proposed sand stockpiling of dredged material,
will
the

likely be very lo;al~zed. Sabellaria are common in many areas of the east coast of
United States and produce large numbers of planktonic larvae which will soon
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recolonize any affected areas with suitable habitat.

It is also unlikely that any significant populations of Sabellaria occur within the MS-19
sand stockpile area. Of the 80 locations sampled, Sabellaria was collected at one site at
rather low concentrations. In addition, the substrates encountered at MS-19 were sands

rather than the hard substrates necessary for Sabellaria to establish themselves. The
populations in Delaware Bay would be expected to be located in water containing rocks,
bo~ders, shell, or stones in a sand substrate. It is less likely that the sand won-m would
occur on site LC-5, which has more silt and clay content in its substrate, and none were
found during benthic sampling.

Even though few (Site MS-19) or no (Site LC-5) Sabellana were found at the sand

q ~o stockpile sites, they may still occur in these locations, since their distribution is “patchy”.
Locai fisherpersons report that sand worms occur either in or near the sand stockpile
areas. The Corps of Engineers shares the concerns of the fishing public that no adverse
impacts occur to important aquatic resources and will further address this concern in the
next study phase, Plans and Specifications. This additional work is scheduled to be
initiated in early 1999. As part of these efforts a meeting will be held to set a course of
action and determine if a hearing is appropriate.

●

m

21

Keep sand as far as possible from the Mispillion Jetties.

Action: The sand would be placed at least 2 miles from the south jetty and
should not cause significant additional amounts of sediment to be deposited
there.

It was suggested that as much sand as is needed for beach nourishment at
Slaughter and Broadkill beaches be placed on these beaches and the rest be put
at Buoy 10. c “)

\hl@,n :: ~“:‘“”‘- “[s ‘
Action: The resource agencies have requested that all the dredged material in the
Bay be used for beneficial uses and not placed at,Buoy 10.

What would be the cost to the fishing industy if the sand was placed at the
stockpiles?

Action: As stated in the FSEIS, placing sand at the stockpile areas is not expected
to have an overall significant impact on the benthic resources of Delaware Bay,
as supported by the sampling data.

5



● Some of the charter fishing boats draw more than 3 feet and will run aground at

~% the sand stockpiles.

Action: Most large boats have depth sounding equipment to identify shallow
areas.

. .

.

. .. . ...
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Without exception all in attendance not representing ACE, DNREC orthe news media
requested a public hearing. Mr. Brady responded to a question raised by State Senator
Bunting that a request from a U. S, Senator should be sufficient, but that was not his
decision to make.

No comment was made during this meeting related to this paragraph. This paragraph
not presented.

No comment was made during this meeting related to this paragraph. This paragraph not
presented.

No comment as this paragraph was not presented.

This paragraph was not presented.

This was not a general statement. A review of the tape of this meeting indicates that a
considerable amount of time was spent on the wave transport of this material. This
“Action” statement is a reflection of the Corp’s “denial” state and does not address
the questions raised during this discussion.

There was very little discussion of the sabelleria vulgans during this meeting. There
was a live display of bottom life of the habitat at location MS-19 and ~5., The comment
was that if a charter boat captain could find these aquatic life, so could the ACE.

The re-direction of 1.4 million cu yds of dredged material from the planned stockpiling
at MS-19 to Kelly Island is evidence that MS-19 originally had an excess of material
stockpiled for future use. This fact also suggests that MS- 19 is being used principally as a
disposal site.
A long discussion followed regards costs and the use of the Buoy 10 disposal site, and the
multiple handling of dredged material. Comment was made as well as supportive
calculations that 3.3 million cu yds of dredged material would cover beach and rooftops of
dwellings on both communities.

Not discussed. However Mr. Callegari’s comment that stockpiling will have no impact on
the benthic community is not in any way support~able. All evidence in the FSEIS which
includes statements from the EPA and the Dept.of the Int. contradict Mr. Cal!egari’s
comment emphatically.

There are studies conducted by a previous professor at the U of D College of Marine
Studies concerned with the reefs of the Delaware. Dr. Larry Cufiis, previously conducted
a study of the distribution Sabelleria Larvae. The large numbers of these larvae implied
that the source was not only a prolific one but these larvae were produced by large colonies
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of the Sabelleria structures.

No comment

Not discussed, but agree

Not discussed ....>.

Not discussed. This is conjecture

Not discussed. The relevance to this meeting is obscure,

No comment

Agree. If material not contaminated. See DMS letter related to contaminants.

What agencies ? EPA suggested a beneficial use of materials but did not direct that the
buoy 10 site not be used. DNREC asked for clean sand with no comment about not using
buoy 10 site. This comment “action” not qualified.

This question was not asked. It was stated that the fishing industry contributed millions of
dollars to the Delaware economy and also provided the livelihood of many small
businesses,

Fail to see the relevance of this “action”. This is another example of the ACE using a
“mean” to answer the specific. Not an acceptable comment.

,.

Frankly, this is a meaningless response to a non-question.

The enclosures to Mr. Callegari’s “Memorandum to Files” were not part of the discussion, It ,.

appears that these enclosures are an inadequate attempt to justify the ACE “denial” position.

As this was not a meeting of record according to Mr. Brady, Mr. Call egari’s “Memorandum to
Files” has no significance.
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Ms. Belva-Ann Prycl
President, Board of Directors
EAGLE
Post Office Box 347
Greenwich, New Jersey 08323

Dear Ms. Prycl:

Thank you for your letter dated March 9, 1998, concerning
comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project. I
am enclosing a copy of the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
(FSEIS), dated July, 1997 (Enclosure 1), which should provide
answers to many of your concerns.

Impacts of dredged material disposal on horseshoe crabs is
discussed in Sections 3.3.2.7 and 9.1.5. Dredging has been
conducted in the Delaware Bay for many years. During this period
of time, horseshoe crab populations have gone through increases
and decreases. These population changes have not been correlated
to dredging. This project has a number of features that will
benefit the spawning habitat of the horseshoe crab by providing
additional spawning habitat through the beneficial use of dredged
material as described in Sections 3.3.3.2 and 9.1.5 of the FSEIS.

Concerning the risk of oil spills, the deepened channel will
reduce the magnitude of lighteri.ngoperations that normally occur
on a regular basis i,nthe Delaware Bay and the related
environmental risks that accompany this operation. With the
reduction of lightening, there will be less barges moving on the
river, while the number of oil tankers will remain the same, with
the larger tankers in the fleet carrying more oil directly to the
refinery docks due to the deeper channel. The reduction in
overall barge traffic will reduce the risk of collisions. In
addition, as part of the proposed deepening project, the channel
bends will be widened and rock at Marcus Hook will be removed.
These actions will result in a safer navigation channel.
Finally, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
the oil spill responses network established by the U.S. Coast
Guard, Marine Safety Office, Philadelphia is considered to be as
adequately prepared to handle oil spills as any in the Nation.
This is explained in Section 12.2 of the FSEIS.
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In regard to your concerns about the new dredged material
disposal areas, a management system will be developed that will
provide wetland habitat on portions of all of the four new
disposal areas, and is described in detail in Section 3.2.3 of
the SEIS. An additional 372 acres of adjacent undeveloped area
that includes some

%
“gh quality fresh water tidal marsh

(including portions he nationally and state significant areas)
will be purchased and maintained in its natural state. Section
6.5 describes how the areas will look and possible management
practices after they are no longer used for dredged material
disposal.

Impacts to bald eagles are described in Sections 10.1.1.1,
10.4.1.1, and 10.5.1.1 of the FSEIS. A Biological Opinion has
been received from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service which
concluded that the project will not have significant adverse
impacts on the bald eagle.

As part of final project design, numerous meetings were held
with Federal and State resource agencies and interested groups.
Their input and review of completed work efforts were used in the
refinement of the various features of the recommended project. A
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement was prepared h
January 1997. This document was made available to all resource
agencies, interested groups and individuals for comment.
Responses to all comments were incorporated in the July 1997
Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement. Public
notices announcing the availability of both the draft and final
report were mailed to over 2,000 entities throughout the estuary,
and the report was made available at many public libraries. As a
result, the Corps believes that adequate coordination was
undertaken to involve the public in the review of this project.

As for all Corps projects, the 45-foot channel deepening
project has been subject to a rigorous technical review of the
economic analysis. The Corps ‘cost-benefit analysis was reviewed
and approved by the Secretary of the Army and the Office of
Management and Budget prior to authorization by Congress. The
project is not expected to adversely impact ecotourism in
southern New Jersey, since no significant adverse impacts are
expected to occur. To insure that there will not be significant
impacts the Corps of Engineers has incorporated a number of
environmental features into this project. Many of these are
described in the FSEIS, and include managing portions of the new
upland dredged material disposal areas as wetlands during the
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life of the project (Section 3.2), monitoring groundwater and
surface water adjacent to new and existing upland disposal ateas,
employing environmental windows to avoid impacts to environmental
resources during dredging operations (Table l-l), using dredged
material for wetland restorations (Section 3.3.3.2), beach
nourishment at Delaware Bay beaches, and monitoring of oyster
resources before, during, and after construction.

The Corps of Engineers has used a number of ~tstateof the
art” techniques to evaluate potential environmental impacts of
this project. These include the hydrodynamic/salinity modeling
that is described in Section 5 of the FSEIS, and sediment
transport/oyster impact modeling that is described in Section
9.3. The project has been reviewed by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency who stated in their letter of
September 12, 1997 (Enclosure 2) “...we have concluded that the
proposed project would not result in significant adverse
environmental impacts. ..!$. Furthermore, the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania and the states of Delaware and New Jersey have
reviewed the project as part of their coastal zone management
consistency review. Each concluded that this project was
consistent with the Coastal Zone Management Act.

Concerning your request for a public hearing, we intend to
do this in the spring of this year. In the hterim, my staff
would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss specific areas of concern in a less
formal setting. If you wish to meet with us, or have any
questions, please contact John Brady of my staff at 215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Enclosures

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

MFR : This letter responds to comments on the Main Channel
Deepening Project. It was coordinated with CENAP-PL-PS
(Lulewicz).

. ...— ,,.
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RE : DE LAWAR.E RIVER MAIN CHANNEL DEEPENING PROJECT F

Estuary Action Croup for a Lasting Environment (EAGLE) is a
non-profit citizen’s organization founded in 1996 for the purpose
of education and preservation of the baysh~~res, species and tidal
habitats of southern New Jersey. Our organization is comprised of
over 300 members and sponsors, people who value the natural
attributes that make this area such a unique and irreplaceable
resource. Because the channel deepening project is a massive
undertaking with far-reaching effects to the entire bay

----

ecosystem, and because those potential effects are on both animal
and human populations, we are writing to request a formaI public
hearing on this project.

We believe this is needed for the following reasons:

(1)-Negative impacts of Iongterm dredging on the declining
population of Delaware Bay horseshoe crabs:

(2)-Safety concerns involving the handling of oil spills and
effects of an accident event on horseshoe crab spawning activity-
and the hemispheric shorebird migration:

(3)-Number of new spoil sites, and the practicability and effects
of traditional reclamation practices, as well as attendant”
impacts to wildlife;

(4)-Disturbance of nesting eagle sites and disturbance of
potential optimum habitat sites for bald eagles;

(5)-Lack of sufficient opportunity for public comment among
affected communities and groups within the estuary.

(6)-Questionable regional economic benefits and impacts to
ecotourism~ an growing industry intimately linked to maintaining
a healthy environment and a focus of much of the tourism
enterprise in southern New 3ersey.

We note that there has been no project proposed in r[:cent

years within the estuary”which has the potential to so radically
alter the region; Concerns are justified: the history of
containing oil spills has not been a particularly promising one;
predictions ”and models about dredging impacts have often resulted
in outcomes that required radical hydrologic changes or outrigl]t
reversaJs of previous policy in order to mitigate: and the
cumulative impacts of many smal] changes within the estuary can
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have longterm results for the resource as a whole, as has Ueen
observed in the unforeseen demise of Chesapeake Bay seagrass beds
due tO nutrient-loading and turbidity. The potential natural and
human impacts of this project, we believe, demand a public
hearing process in order that all concerns may be raised and
evaluated in an open forum.

We thank you for the opportunity to comment
which has important consequences for all the c,it
region.

in this process
zens of the

Board of Directors, EAGLE

-..—



Individuals
Ref. NQ. Source
26. Bossert
27. Conte

28. Dressier
29. French
30. Malkiewicz

31. Nygood

32. O’Herron
33. Plantan,

34. Thompson

Date
8-20-97
8-25-97
9-29-97
9-30-97
9-29-97
9-30-97

8-8-97

8-30-97
9-30-97

8-15-97

Comment Topics
ErosionatBroadkillBeach,DE BayDisposal
BroadkillBeachDE BayDisposal

PublicHearing,Economics,PublicInvol.
Economics,OilSpills
CDFS,DE BayDisposal,ImpactstoFinFishandShellfish,
SedimentQuality,OilSpills,PublicHearing
ImpactsofDredging,DE BayDisposal,Economics,Impactson
fishe~
ShortnoseSturgeon
AquaticResources,DE BayDisposal,WaterQuality,Salinity,
PublicHearing
PeaPatchIsland
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Environmental Resources Branch

Dear Ms. Bossert:

Thank you for your
comments on the Delaware
Supplemental Environmental

MAR 051998
Ms. Joan Bossert
8 N. Carolina Avenue
Broadkill Beach, Delaware 19968
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letter dated August 20,1997 concerning
River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final
Impact Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

The structure located at North Carolina Avenue in Broadkill
Beach is a shore perpendicular groin and was constructed in 1954
to alleviate a progressive erosion problem in the area. It is a
timber crib-stone filled type groin. During the recent Corps
Broadkill Beach feasibility study, this groin was inspected and
found to be in extremely poor condition. The groin was buried
beyond the high water line, the wood rotted, the steel rusted and
corroded, and there was almost no stone left in the cribbing
structure. The groin in this condition is not effectively
functioning to trap any significant amount of littoral transport
(sand).

North Carolina Avenue is within the region of Broadkill
Beach that historically experienced the largest shoreline
recession rates of 8 to 10 feet per year taking into account the
numerous beachfills that have been placed in this area. Since
1957 this area has required and received the largest amount of
fill within Broadkill Beach in order to maintain the shoreline.
Approximately 160,000 cubic yards of sand per linear foot of
shoreline has been placed between Main and Florida Streets during
the past 40 years.

The Final Feasibility Report and Environmental Impact Statement for
Broadkill Beach was completed in September 1996. The proposed
plan was found to be technically sound, economically justified,
and socially and environmentally acceptable. However, the
current Administrationrs budgetary policy precludes further
Federal participation in the design and construction of hurricane
and storm damage reduction projects. This means that the
feasibility phase of study was completed, but Federal funds will
not be budgeted for future construction of this project.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments

I
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on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

The proposed project will not increase the risk of oil
spills in the Delaware Bay. The deepened channel will reduce the
magnitude of lightening operations that normally occur on a
regular basis in the Delaware Bay and the related environmental
risks that accompany this operation. With the reduction of
lightening, there will be less barges moving on the river, while
the number of oil tankers will remain the same, with the larger
tankers in the fleet carrying more oil directly to the refinery
docks due to the deeper channel. The reduction in overall barge
traffic will reduce the risk of collisions. In addition, as part
of the proposed deepening project, the channel bends will be
widened and rock at Marcus Hook will be removed. These actions
will result in a safer navigation channel. Finally, according to
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the oil spill responses
network established by the U.S. Coast Guard, Marine Safety
Office, Philadelphia is considered to be as adequately prepared
to handle oil spills as any in the Nation. This is explained in
Section 12.2 of the FSEIS.

Thank you for your comments and interest in this project. If
you have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff at
215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division
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Dear Mr. Conte:

Thank you for your letters dated August 25, and September
29,1997 concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel
Deepening Project, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement,
(FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

The Final Feasibility Report and Environmental Impact Statement for
Broadkill Beach was completed in September 1996. The proposed
plan was found to be technically sound, economically justified,
and socially and environmentally acceptable. However, the
current Administrationts budgetary policy precludes further
Federal participation in the design and construction of hurricane
and storm damage reduction projects. This means that the
feasibility phase of study was completed, but Federal funds will
not be budgeted for future construction of this project.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter ~each,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

,,
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Thank you for your comments and interest in this project. If
you have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff at
215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

!



406 Maple Ave.
WUmlngton,DE 19809

August25,1997

Dlstrlct Engineer
U.S. Army EngineerDlstrlct, Philadelphia
100Penn SquareEast
Phlladelphla, PA 19107-3390

re: Delaware RNer Main ChannelDeepeningProJect
FinalSupplementalEnvironmental Impact Statement, )uly, 1997

,.

re: Broadklll Beach, DE, Interim Feaslbllty Study, FinalFeaslblllty Report and
Environmental impact Statement, September, 1996

Engineers,

in the referenced ChannelDeepenhg ProJect,two beneficialuse sand stockpile sites, MS-19
and L-5, Ile wonderfully close Inshore to SlaughterBeach, DEand to BroadkN Beach,DE
respectively.

The referenced BroadkIll Beach, DE Study talk out a largescalesand nourishment project
to stabllze and protect BroadklN Beach.

Because the two Corps’ studies seem to complement each other In designand relatlve time
frame, marry them to take the dredged channelsand directly onto the beachesas
nourishment.

Such an effort could be more cost efflclent than the two done separately, and mayako
spare the burial of Bay floor blosystems, e.g. the area commonly known as the coral beds.

Thank you for your consideration.

Robert A. Conte



406 Maple Ave.
Wilmington, DE 19809

September 29,1997

M~. John Brady “
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
U. S, Army Engineer DistTict - Philadelphia
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390

Dear Mr. Brady,

I support the Corps’ ploject. to deepen the Delaware River and Bay channel to 45 feet.
Allowing deeper draft ships to go to the upriver ports without pumping a portion of their
ca~go intc barges will reduce the threat of an oil spill in the Delaware Bay,

1have read the Corps ‘ “Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement” dated July, 1997, and found it to be comprehensive in its
scope and 1agree with its conclusions.

Sincerely,

R&A &e
Robert A. Conte
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Dear Mr. Dressier:

Thank you for your letter dated September 30, 1997
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

The 45 foot channel deepening project has been subject to a
rigorous independent technical, economic and environmental review
process. The Corps economic analysis was reviewed and approved
by the Secretary of the Army and the Office of Management and
Budget prior to authorization by Congress. Once constructed, the
45 foot channel will benefit the local community through
transportation cost savings. Deeper draft vessels, which can
hold more cargo, will now be able to navigate the 45 foot
channel. The increased efficiency of transporting commodities
(by allowing more fully laden ships to transit the waterway and
by reducing lightening operations in the Delaware Bay) will
result in annual cost savings of about $40 million.

In addition, the project sponsor, the Delaware River Port
Althority, has expressed continued interest in the project and
A preparing a financial plan for non-Federal share of project
costs .

.
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The working group for the C&D Canal project is composed of
17 members, including 5 public citizens, as well as others from
Federal and state agencies and other private organizations. The
group decided when they would like to meet; the time was mutually
established, and not decided solely by the Corps of Engineers.

Thank you for your comments and interest in this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division



Erik R. Dressier
108 N. Main Street
St. Georges, DE,, 19733-0348

John Brady
District Engineering Headquarters
U,S, Army Corps of Engineers
Philadelphia District
The Wanamaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA., 19107-339o

30 September, 1997

Dear Mr, Brady,
.,

I would like to express my disappointment at what seems to be the standard manner in
which the Corps integrates the public into its’ projects, Regarding the Delaware River
cll~ging project, it seems that once again avoidance of direct public involvement is the

.

[t is my impression that the Army Corps of Engineers is facing a one billion dollar shortfall
this fiscal year, Why is the Corps pursing both the Delaware River and C. & D. Canal
dredging projects when such a large amount of red ink is on the page? I believe these two
projects represent an amount equivalent to roughly one quarter of that shortfall. I also
believe that the purposefulness of both projects is questionable.

As for workshops, when asked to participate in the working “roup for the C. & D. Canal
7dredgin project, I discovered that because most members o the group were on company

ftime to e there, the meetings were being held at 9:00 am on Tuesdays, Why not simply
say “we intend to exclude the public”.

At this point in time it is my belief that the Corps should line up behind the IRS for a major
review and overhaul.

‘“ ~3H-’--
Erik R, I)ressler

,.. -...,.
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Dear Mr. French:

This is in response to your letter dated 29 September, 1997
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS),
dated July, 1997.

The deepening of the Delaware Bay and River shipping channel
was economically justified solely on benefits that would be
derived from reduced transportation costs from the more efficient
movement of commodities. The reduction of oil spills was not
used in the economic justification of the project.

The deepened channel will reduce the magnitude of lightening
operations that normally occur on a regular basis in the Delaware
Bay and the related environmental risks that accompany this
operation. With the reduction of lightening, there will be less
barges moving on the river, while the number of oil tankers will
remain the same, with the larger tankers in the fleet carrying
more oil directly to the refinery docks due to the deeper
channel. The reduction in overall barge traffic will reduce the
risk of collisions. In addition, as part of the proposed
deepening project, the channel bends will be widened and rock at
Marcus Hook will be removed. These actions will result in a
safer navigation channel. Finally, according to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, the oil spill responses network
established by the U.S. Coast Guard, Marine Safety Office,
Philadelphia is considered to be as adequately prepared to handle
oil spills as any in the Nation. This is explained in Section
12.2 of the FSEIS.

As for all Corps projects, the 45-foot channel deepening
project has been subject to a rigorous technical review of the
economic analysis. The Corps cost-benefit analysis was reviewed
and approved by the Secretary of the Army and the Office of
Management and Budget prior to authorization by Congress.

...—.- .. .
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Thank you for your comments and interest in this project. If
you have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff at
215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

... .



~ September 29,1997

7 Liszar Drive “
Lewes, DE 19958-1252

302-644-2067.....

Mm Brady
Army Corps of Engineem
U.S. Amy Engineer D“@rii-Philadelphia
100 Penn Square east
Philadelphia, PA 19107-33S0

Dear NV. B&dy,
,.”

1~se the Army Corps of Engineers proposalto deepen the shipping
channel in the DelawareBay and Delaware River. Your justificationfor this major
project is that there will be fewer oil spills because tankerswill not have to transfer
as much of their oil onto barges, In a September ‘IS artiile in the Wilmington
hle~ Journal your spokesman , Richard CMan , was quoted” Fewer bargeswill
be needed to take the oil from the ship, so yougllhave fewer vessels on the water
and fewer t~ansfer opemtions, Therefore, it would reduce the amount of oil spills
in the area’!.. Further in ~hisarticle.Chlan expanded the concept by stating barge
transfers wwld be reduced Rom.three to two for a 150,000 ton tanker. ~~

Using spill data in this same artiile, it appears that overthe last22 years
some 50000 galbns of oil were spilled during I’Qhtering operations. This is less

..

than 3% d,~he 1.8 to 2.0 million gaIlons of Ma! OHreleased. Therefore a ~~ ~.
redwstii in I-ghtering would possibly reduce spills by 1%.

The major source of oil @]ls is due to tanker jncidents ... ~.7 to 1.9 million
gallonsor95% of & totalspillage.Using your 1500CI0 ton tanker example, the
tanker volume would increase by 27% and therefore it would appear that heavier
loaded tankers would increaseMN spillsby over25%!

In summary the reduced risk of oil spills due to less Iightering would be
greatly oifsetby an hcreased risk of heavier loaded tankers. This combined with
the possibility , even though unprovable, of environmental damage clearly dictate
that this projectshould be abandoned.

Sincerely,

Robert P. French
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Loockerman and State Streets
P.O. BOX 1298
Dover, Delaware 19903

CALLEGARI

Dear Mr. Malkiewicz:

This is in response to your letter dated 30 September, 1997
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project.

In 1992, Congress authorized construction of the Delaware
River Main Channel 45-foot Deepening Project based on Corps study
findings. The findings addressed comments from the resource
agencies and interested parties on the Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS). During the current post-authorization work,
the Preconstruction Engineering and Design, the design features
of the authorized project were refined. This refinement was
based on additional engineering detail required by this phase and
completion of environmental studies as dictated by the Record of
Decision for the Final Environmental Impact Statement that was
completed in 1992.

The concerns that are raised in your letter have been
addressed in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (FSEIS) that was distributed in July, 1997, a copy of
which is enclosed for your information. That document reaffirmed
the conclusions from the 1992
Statement.

Specifically, impacts of
for upland disposal areas has
the FSEIS, and the impacts of
wetland restorations and sand

Final Environmental Impact

the disposal of dredged material ~
been addressed in Section 6.0 of
the beneficial use sites (ie.
stockpiles) in Section 9.0. The

impacts to fin fish are discussed ii Section 9.2.4, and the
impact to shell fish are discussed in Sections 8.0, 9.1.5, 9.2.3,
and 9.3.

The Final SEIS also documents that (Section 4.0), based on
field sampling and subsequent data analysis, no significant
impacts to the aquatic ecosystem are expected from dredging and
the disposal of dredged material. None of the sediment samples
taken revealed significant levels of contaminants. The fine-
grained material from the industrial northern portion of the
project area will be placed in upland, confined dredged material

..
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disposal facilities, away from the river. The sediment toxicity
data from this project was reviewed by the Corps of Engineers!
Waterway Experiment Station, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Marine
Fisheries Service, the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection, the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control, and the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency in a letter dated 17 March 1997 stated that 11...EPA
continues to believe that there will be no adverse impacts
associated with the disposal of sediments generated by the
projectif. In addition, in their letter of 12 September 1997, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency stated that ‘s...we have
concluded that the proposed project would not result in
significant adverse environmental impacts; EPA has no objection
to the implementation of the proposed project.tt Neither the U.S.
Department of the Interior (parent agency of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service) in their letter of September 11, 1997, nor the
U.S. De artment of Commerce (parent agency of the National Marine
Fished Service) in their letter of September 29, 1997, have
expressed any concern about contaminants in the dredged material.
Furthermore, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the states of
Delaware and New Jersey have reviewed the sediment data as part
of their coastal zone management consistency review. Each
concluded that this project was consistent with the Coastal Zone
Management Act.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter ~each,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

As stated in Section 12.0, we do not believe that this
project will increase the potential for oil spills. In addition
to the reduction in lightening that would result from this
project, bends will be widened and dangerous rock near Marcus

.-.
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Hook will be removed. These actions should result in a safer
navigation channel which should result in less oil entering the
water. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, the oil
spill response network established by the U.S. Coast Guard,
Marine Safety Office, Philadelphia is long established and is
considered to be as adequately prepared for oil spill response as
any in the Nation.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

Thank you for your comments and interest in this project.

I Sincerely,

Enclosure

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division
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September30, 1997

A. IUCHARO OAllROS
EDWARDR. MCNAMARA
PA’1’IIICICSCMJLON
MICHAWJ. MALKIE~cz

ROBSRTJ. TAYLOR
). JAY ti2WI
B~LEY 5. U8Y
@LcLuMm4Y. 01-$lqu

VIA FACSU [a 5)-656-6820

Mr. John Brady
Amy Corps of Engineers
U.S. ArmyEngineerDistrict-Philadelphia
100Penn SquareEast
Philadelphi~ PA 19107-3390

RE: Army Corps of Engineers’ Plan to Deepen the DeIaware River Channel
Public Commentand Request

Dear Mr. Brady:

I am a recreatiomdfishexmanin the State of Delaware. My family and I fish in the Delaware Bay and
believe that we would be negatively impacted by the Army Corps of Engineers’ plan to deepen the
Delaware River shipping channel, and dispose of the dredge material at various locations in and
around the Delaware Bay.

1ask thatthisletter be made part of the record in the above proceeding. ‘

My fust request is that there be a public hearing on the Army Corps of Engineers’ plan. My second
request is that more than one public hearingbe hel~ and that the hearings be held in all of the relevant
counties in both the State of Delaware and New Jersey, 1 also ask thatthehearingsbeheldatatime
wheremembersofthepublicwi~nothavetotakeoffofworktoattendtheheacings.

1 also ask that the Amy Corps of Engineers prepare a complete ‘Environmental Impact Statement
relating to the project. If the Environmental Impact Statement has been prepared, I request that the
contents of the document be updated to the time the dredging is to begin. In other words, the
information contained in the Environmental Irnpaet Statement could be based on the imelevant or
untimely information at the timethe document wb prepared.

Furthermore, the contents of the Entiro~ental Impact Statementdonotadequatelyaddress the issue
of what will happen to the areas where the dredge spills will be dkposed of in and around the
Delaware Bay. There has been insufficient study on the potential impact on fin fish and shell fish in
these disposal areas.

In addition, there has been insufficientstudy on the potential impact that an oil spill or petroleum spill
would have on the fisheries in the Delaware Bay, and on the wetland environment that boarders the



I

Mr. JohnBrady
September 30, 1997
Page 2

Delaware and New Jersey coast lines. In addition, there needs to be a study about the potential
financial impact a petroleum spi!lwould have on residents living on the Delaware and New Jersey
coast lines,the commercialandrecreationalfisheriesoperatingin the Delaware Bay, and the wetlands
~hatboarder the Delaware Bay on the New Jersey andDelaware coastlines.

Sincerely,

BARROS, MCN~ SCAM-ON,
MALIUEWICZ & TAYLORP.A.

‘/?jwuut ()y?’(Lu4Li’dl@@
Michael J. Malkiewicz

MJM/jld

TOT(2L P. B3
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Dear Mr. Nygood:

Thank you for your letter dated August 8,1997 concerning
COItUWIItS on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

The dredging of the main navigation channel of the Delaware
River/Bay to an additional 5 feet is not expected to have any
significant adverse impacts to the aquatic resources of Delaware
Bay. The channel is currently dredged to maintain a 40 foot
channel, and the aquatic environment in the channel is generally
impoverished. Coordination under Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act was conducted with both the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service as described in
Section 10 of the (FSEIS). Both agencies reported that there
should be no significant adverse impacts to species under their
authority. The project has also been coordinated with the Mid-
Atlantic Fisheries Management Council, and they have not objected
to the proposed dredging activities.

The present beneficial use dredged material disposal plan
includes both direct placement of sand at the shoreline, and at
other locations, placement of sand nearshore in the form of
submerged san”dstockpiles. The sites with direct placement of
sand at the shoreline include the wetland restoration/protection
projects at Kelly Island, Delaware, and Egg Island Point, New
Jersey. There is no site proposed in this project which includes
placement of silt which will be directly exposed to the coastal
estuarine environment.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as

.
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part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents~ prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

Rather than a l~costlyfolly~~,beach nourishment, or
“replenishment, “ is one engineering solution to the widespread
problems of shoreline erosion and coastal storm damage potential.
Beach nourishment projects constructed by the Corps of Engineers,
at the direction of the United States Congress and with funds
provided at least in part by non-Federal sponsors, have been
subject to rigorous evaluation for costs and benefits before
authorization and construction. These projects are typically
constructed at coastal locations which have an underlying deficit
of sandy sediment. Beach nourishment is simply the replacement
of eroded beach sediment with sand obtained from a “borrow”
source and transported to the affected beach. Several bay
beaches in Delaware have experienced beach erosion which has been
addressed historically through both Federal and State beach
erosion control projects. The Delaware River Deepening project
presents an opportunity for the State of Delaware to obtain a
large quantity of beach-quality sand at a significantly reduced
cost compared to the cost of locating and dredging from adequate
borrow sources.

As stated in the previous paragraphs, no significant adverse
impacts are expected to occur to aquatic resources of Delaware as
a result of this project, and therefore there should be not
significant adverse impacts to Delawarets recreational fishing
industry.

Thank you for your comments and interest in this project. If
you have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff at
215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

I



Howard & Blackie Nygood
R.D. 2, Box217 . Georgetown, DE 19947

Phone/Fax 302-856-2199c
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August 1997
8

Department of the Army
Philadelphia District Corps of Engineers
Wanamaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19102-3370

Gentlemen:

Regarding the “Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project”,
having attended the meeting a month ago at the College of Marine
Studies in Lewes, DE and having reviewed the supplemental
environmental impact study, I wish to go on record as being
opposed to any dredging of the main Delaware Bay channel and
the dumping of any spoil. --

As an environmentalist and recreational fisherman who fishes
in Delaware Bay 60-80 times a year I question whether or np :.””
dredging and disturbing 2the inshore bottoms and the edges “b,‘
the main channel violates sections of the Magnuson Act and
the Endangered Species Protection Act by destroying essential
habitat and certainly dumping any spoil on the proposed
locations, i.e, the coral beds and anywhere in the Broadkill
sloughs endangers many species of aquatic life and threatens
bottom structures that are home to same and destroys a necessary
feeding chain. ,

Prime recreational fishing areas are along the edges of channels
and dropoffs where predator/game fish feed. The coral beds
is probably the best bottom for black drum fishing on the East
Coast of the US. In fact, Delaware Bay produced an IGFA
all-tackle record for this species. The. coral beds and Broadkill
sloughs are also prime fishing area for fluke, gray trout,
bluefish and striped bass as well as other species. The mussel
beds, grass bottoms and coral bottoms found in many deep water
areas of the Bay are home to aquatic species on which black
sea bass, porgies, croaker, kingfish and tautog feed. Dredging
any of this bottom or dumping spoils on it can be considered
downright destruction.

As for the proposal for dumping spoil on beaches for
replenishment, we are looking at costly folly. Beaches from
Ocean City to Cape Henlopen have been recipients of past
replenishment efforts only to have storm’s destroy again and
again the results of these costly projects. Redistribution
and buildup of silt is likely to have more detrimental than
beneficial impact than the more slowly-evolving natural
on coastline.

changes

.0



Department of the Army page 2 8 August 1997

My concerns as a Delaware resident and taxpayer re this project
focus on the substantial revenue that businesses in this state
receive from recreational fishermen who ply the few miles of
the Delaware coastline in pursuit of their hobby. A cost benefit
analysis impact study will show that several million dollars
is spent annually by out-of-state sportsmen as well as Delaware
residents on accommodations, meals, tackle,
boats and equipment, launching fees, docking
charter and headboat fees.. By destroying
significant portion of this revenue can
transferred to adjacent
and NC.

The health of
to Delaware residents
profits of international

Sincerely yours,

1+’’Q4!w. ,
Howard Nyg%od

HN:bhn
cc : Senator Biden

Senator Roth

and nearby states,

bait, ice, fuel,
accomodatj.ons and
fish habitat, a
very easily be

namely NJ, MD, VA

Delaware’s economy crucial
and should not be sacrif~ced for the
and Philadelphia shipping interests.

Representative Castle
Governor Carper
Secretary Tulou
Mike D’Amico
The Fisherman

.

..”.
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Mr. John C. OfHerron, II BURN@
O~Herron Biological & Environmental Consulting

Environmental Resources Branch

220 Washington Street
Mount Holly, New Jersey

Dear Mr. O’Herron:

Thank you for your
comments on the Delaware
Supplemental Environmental .

CALLEGARI
08060-1646

letters dated August 30,1997 concerning
River Main Channel Deepeninq Project, Final

~mpact Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

The endangered shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum) is
under the authority of the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS), under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act. As stated
in the FSEIS, the Philadelphia District prepared a biological
assessment for the District’s dredging activities and submitted
it to the NMFS. On November 26, 1996 the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) issued a ‘tBiological OpiniontC for all
dredging projects permitted, funded, or conducted by the
District, including the channel deepening project. The Opinion
stated that dredging projects within the Philadelphia District
may adversely affect sea turtles and shortnose sturgeon, but are
not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any
threatened or endangered species under the jurisdiction of the
NMFS for dredging activities within the District.

Your concerns, that were stated in your comment letter to
the draft SEIS, were transmitted to the NMFS. NMFS responded
(Karen Green, personal Communication, February 24, 1997) that:

1. The Delaware Basin Fish and Wildlife Management
Cooperativets restrictions on dredging were sufficient to protect
the shortnose sturgeon.

2. The behavior of juvenile shortnose sturgeon is still not
known .

3. The finding!lofthe ‘tBiological Opinion~l are valid. If
their recommendations are followed, there will be no jeopardy to
this species. However, consultation may be reinitiated if
conditions change, or the take authorized by the Incidental Take
Statement is exceeded.
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4. Additional studies of the age structure and sex ratios
of shortnose sturgeon populations in the Delaware River, feeding
habits, and areas of significant habitat would provide insight
into the behavior of this species in the Delaware River,
especially the juveniles. However, these studies are not
required under the terms of the Biological Opinion; they are
considered conservation recommendations.

NMFS has been involved throughout the conduct of our final
project design. Our findings were based on recommendations of
the NMFS, and subsequent conclusions reached by NMFS. Since NMFS
has the legal authority over this endangered species, we must
defer to their expertise and findings.

Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project. If you have any questions, please
contact John Brady of my staff at 215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

l.- .+ –-



O’HERRON BIOLOGICAL AND ~l%tONMWAL CCMISULTIN6
220 Washington Street

Mount Holly, New Jersey 08060-1646
Voice and facsimile (609) 261-07 11; e-mail JOHERRON@VOICENET. COM

Attention: Environmental Resources Branch

U.S. Department of the Afiy
Philadelphia District, Corps of Engineers
Wanamaker Building, 100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, Pemsylvania 19107-3390

Re:

Dear

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement,
Navigation Study, Main Channel Deepening Project.
Engineers, Philadelphia District.

August 30. 997

Delaware River Comprehensive
July, 1997. U.S. by Corps gf.

..” -
.....
--

T.. [’-
Sirs/Madams:

The responses to my comments to the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (January, 1997) for the above-referenced project were inappropriate to the issues
raised because both of the references cited (the November 26, 1996, Biological Opinion
conducted by National Marine Fisheries Service, Northeast Regional OffIce and a personal
communication with Ms. Karen Green, NMFS) by U.S.A. C. O.E. expose reasons for
concluding that there is high potential for negative impact to the Delaware River shortnose ~
sturgeon (Acipen.serbrevirostw.m)population,yetconcludeotherwke.As anexample,from a -

purelylogicalstandpointconsiderthis-no oneknows quitewherethejuvenilepopulation
occurs.Studieselsewherehavefoundhighconcentrationsof juveniles immediatelyupstream

of thesaltlineincharneldepth waters. This is a widely fluctuating location in the Delaware
Estuary due to the effects of the tides played against the daily and seasonal meteorological
regimes. Hence, the juvenile population may at any one given time be somewhere between
Chester, Pennsylvania and Artificial Island, New Jersey (higher or lower in the estuary than
that during severe meteorological extremes). NOWhere we are willing to dredge where there
are small, juvenile fish that lack the motility of their adults and we know that the adults can be
entrained by dredges. Furthermore, the juveniles are typically in concentrated aggregations
where found. The juveniles of any species are what continue the species’ existence; a sort of
legacy for the future. Like many fish, shortnose sturgeon do not have stable year classes. In
flct, [hose of the Delaware River are severely limited by the character of each year’s late
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winter and spring season meteorology. It is plainly irresponsible to contemplate channel
dredging when the juvenile population is knowingly at risk. It is true that juveniles of the
Delaware Estuary shortnose sturgeon population have been subject to charnel maintenance
dredging of some sort for over 150 years and the population still survives. What also may be
true is that the juvenile shortnose sturgeon population has been under duress during that entire
period and will continue to suffer aperiodic negative dredging impacts that relate negatively to
the overall survivability of the population until such time as dredging activities are knowingly
conducted away from aggregations of juveniles and are considerate of their habitat.

The recent dredging restrictions developed by the Delaware Basin Fish and Wildlife ,
Management Cooperative are frequently held out as a guard against dredging impacts to
dioitiiose sturgeon. I have had opportunity to evaluate them when they were in draft and
concluded that they are not protective of shortnose sturgeon. The problem is the very
circumstances of the occurrence of shortnose sturgeon in the Delaware Estuary. Additionally.
any monitoring of negative impact is ineffectual and post-active which means that considerable
mortality can occur and the observation of any at all will only be done serendipitously. ~

I ask that U. S.A.C .O.E. reread my comments with some open-mindedness. To forge
ahead with this project in the face of unknowns regarding an endangered species is foolish at -
best and probably otherwise an actiori of poor intent. As well, I am available to discuss much
more than this in detail.

..”..,.
f--., ~---

Sincerely yours,

‘u John C. O’Herron, II

O’HERRON BIOLOGICAL AND EN1/IFtONMENTALCONSULTING
.. . .

m
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Ms. Margarate Plantan
135 Delaware Avenue
Woodland Beach
Smyrna, Delaware 19977
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Dear Ms. Plantan:

Thank you for your letter dated September 30,1997 concerning
comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project.

We do not believe that your livelihood will be impacted by
this project. As explained in the Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS), no aspect of the project
is expected to have a significant impact on aquatic resources.
The project will restore over 200 acres of tidal marsh which
provides habitat for many aquatic species.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

We are not aware of dredging related water quality problems
at Woodland Beach. The water in this reach of the Delaware Bay
is naturally brackish and can range up to 18 parts per thousand
(PPt) of salt, depending on the time of year, recent freshwater
inflows, and the tidal cycle. The mouth of the Smyrna River is
located at about River Mile (RM)45 of the Delaware River. RM43
is the data save location in the modeling closest to the mouth of
the Smyrna River for the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project. The simulations of the drought of record, from June
through November 1965, indicate that salinity over this period
ranged from a low of 13 ppt to a high of 26 ppt, compared to
open-ocean salinity in the range of 30 to 34 ppt. Simulations of
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the June to November period with average monthly inflows indicate
a salinity range from a low of 7 ppt to a high of 21 ppt at RM43.
The modeling of the deepened channel compared to the existing
channel indicates that salinity changes at RM43 will typically be
on the order of 0.1 to 0.2 ppt. This is viewed as an
insignificant change to a very dynamic natural salinity regime,
and will have no perceptible change on any living resources in
the vicinity of Smyrna River.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.

I Thank you for your comments and interest in this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Calleqari
Chief, Planning-Division

I

I
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Environmental Resources Branch

Ms. Sue Thompson
1930 Thomas Road
Wilmington, Delaware 19803

MAR 051998

CALLEGA.RI

Dear Ms. Thompson:

This is in response to your August 15, 1997 letter regarding
the shoreline erosion problem on Pea Patch Island and the
proposed Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project.

The Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement dated July, 1997
includes sections on the history of Fort Delaware, Pea Patch
Island and on the potential impacts the proposed project may have
on the island’s historic archaeological shoreline deposits.
These sections can be found in Chapter 11, Sections 11.1.6 and
11.3.9. A copy of this report is attached for your information.

The Philadelphia District evaluated the potential for
increased shoreline erosion on Pea Patch Island. Although the
hydraulic analyses predict a slight increase of approximately 4%
in wave height as a result of deepening the channel from 40 to 45
feet, the resulting impact on the present erosion rate would not
be significantly increased. A review of hydrographic data
adjacent to Pea Patch Island show that$fnajority of channel depths
are well below the depth of 45 feet. Consequently, the improved
channel will not siqnificantlv affect the existinq channel side-
slope profiles and ~ill not r~sult
channel closer to the island.

Nonetheless, in an attempt to
adverse effect on Pea Patch Island
the resource, the District will be

in a movement ~f the Federal

avoid the potential for an
and to ensure the integrity of
sendinq a notification of

adverse effect and requesting a copy of tfiecomments of the
Advisory Council on Historic Presentation. The District
anticipates that completion of shoreline stabilization prior to
the proposed Delaware River Main Channel Deepening activities
will avoid or mitigate erosion impacts.

The current operation and maintenance of the existing 40
foot navigation channel, in conjunction with the failure of the
shoreline seawall on Federal property, is having an adverse
effect on the shoreline erosion on Pea Patch Island. To that
end, the District is conducting an evaluation of alternatives for
shoreline stabilization at Pea Patch Island in connection with
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the ongoing operation and maintenance of the Delaware River 40
foot Federal Navigation Project and has met with the State ~~
Delaware and their consulting firm to review alternative plans.
The Corps has requested funds to initiate the repairs as part of
the operation and maintenance of the existing 40 foot project;
funding has not been made available.

I hope that this information has addressed your questions
and concerns. Please do not hesitate to contact Mr. Michael
Swanda, Environmental Resources Branch at (215) 656-6556 if you
have further questions or require additional information.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

Enclosure

MFR: Coordinated with CENAP-DP-M.
.—----



August 15, 1997

Mr. Robert L. Callegari
US Army Corps of Engineers, Philadelphia District.
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390

Dear Mr. Callegari:

I have just read of the Philadelphia District Corps of Engineers’ plan to dredge and deepen the
main shipping canal of the Delaware River-a plan that will have great impact upon Pea Patch
Island which, amazingly, is not included in the Environmental Impact Study the Engineers have
conducted.

The Corps of Engineers has apparently openly neglected the part of the island for which they are
responsible, refusing to repair a seawall breach that occurred over 30 years ago. The resulting -
erosion to the island, truly a Delaware historical treasure, is just unconscionable. .A -,

1’
‘:, .

Ihaveonlyrecentlymoved toWilmingtonfromLosAngeles,where I learned well the sad re&l :
of a lack of forethought for the preservation of historical space. I do not understand the dull
neglect of something as historically rich as Pea Patch Island. To destroy a site that has strong
reverberations of the Civil War is. . . I cannot think of a word strong enough. “Stupid” will do.
Delaware is a tiny little state, certainly without the resources of far-thinking preservationists such
as those who care for Philadelphia history. Can history be preserved just because it’s the right
thing to do? Can the Corps of Engineers care a little bit? Can you at least include the island in
the EIS?

Pleasedonotdestroytheislandbecauseofshortsightednessandignorance.Pleasereptithe
seawallandallowtheislandtobepreserved.Idonotunderstandtheclearneglectandlackof
concernevidencedhere.Iaskyoutodotherightthing.IhavealsowrittenDelaware
CongressmanMikeCastleandSenatorJosephBiden.

Sincerely,

$iQTbky@’-
Sue Thompson ‘
1930 Thomas Road
Wilmington, DE 19803
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Environmental Resources Branch

Mr. Robert W. Hargrove, Chief
Strategic Planning and Multi-Media programs Branch
United States Environmental Protection Agency
Region 2
290 Broadway
New York, New York 10007-1866
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Dear Mr. Hargrove:

This is in reply to your letter dated 12 September, 1997
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project, Final Supplemental Environmental .Impact Statement (FSEIS), dated
July, 1997.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex Countyr Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged inaterial to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible~

Thank you for
the review of this
contact John Brady

your comments and continuing participation in
project. If you have any questions, please
of my staff at 215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

.. .. .. ..

.



DELAWARE RIVER MAIN CHANNEL DEEPENING PROJECT

INDEX OF COMMENT LETTERS RECEIVED ON FINAL SUPPLEMENTAL
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTSTATEMENT

Government Agencies (Federal, State, and Local )

Ref. No. Source

1. USEPA
2. USFWS

3. NOAA
4. Mid-Atlantic

FisheryMngtCo
5. DRBC
6. DCMP
7. DE Wetlands
8. DE Gee.Survey
9. DE SHPO
10. SalemCo.,NJ

Date

?

9-127
9-11-7

9-29-97
8-27-97
9-30-97
8-26-97
8-29-97
9-12-97
8-26-97
8-21-97
8-15-97

Comment TODiCS

EnvironmentalMonitoring,DE BayD@xal
ManagementofExistingCDFS,DE BayDisposal,Tklalflow
atKellyIs.,Salinityimpactsonoysters
DEBayDkpwal,TidalflowatKellyIs.,ShortnoseSturgeon
DE BayDisposal,T&l flowatKellyIs.,SedimentQua@,
PublicHearing
SalinityModelandImpacts
DE BayD@xxd,publicHearing
404~],StatePermits
DEBayDisposal
PeaPatchIsland
Requestforsandforbeachnourishment.
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Robert L. Callegari, . Chief
Planning Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Wanamaker. Builder
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107-3390

Dear Mr. Callegari: ~~

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the final
supplemental environmental impact statement (SEI.S) for the
Delaware ’River main channel deepening project. This review was

conducted in accordance with Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 7609 12 (a) 84 Stat. 1709), and the National
Enviro~ental Policy Act. The proposed project would affect EPA
Regions 11 and III; therefore, this letter incorporates the
results of both Regional Offices’ reviews of the final SEIS.

The purpose of the project is to modify the depth of the existing
federal navigation channel from 40 to 45 feet mean low water.
Approximately 33 million cubic yards (CY) of material would be
dredged for initial project construction; the channel would
‘require approximately 6 million CY of annual maintenance
dredging. The purpose of the final SEIS is to. provide additional
information to “address environmental concerns raised during
review of the 1992 Feasibility Report and.EIS.

In our March 17, 1997 cotient letter on the draft S&IS, EPA
expressed concerns regarding the” design and monitoring plan for
Kelly Island, where a wetland restoration site was proposed. We
indicated that the final SEIS should include a management plan
for the new site design clarifying the environmental resource
management objectives~ and identifying the agency responsible for
site management. We are pleased to note that the re-design of
the Kelly Island site incorporates construction of a 60 acre
tidal marsh impoundment that will be managed bythe Delaware
Department”of Natural Resources. The.Army Corps of Engineers
(ACE) is to be commended on this design”~.which now incorporates

both wetlands and small areas of shallow open water habitat to .
provide for greater habitat diversity. 7The document indicates
that the ACE intends to develop a detailed rnoni,toriy

‘J

lan during
the design phase of the project; both Regions II and III request
the opportunity to review this pian when it becomes available.

TOTRL P.a2
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Please note that the first paragraph on page 3L24 of the document
includes the specifications of the previous Kelly Island site
design; it ,should be corrected to reflect the aforementioned re-
design.

With regard to the stockpiling of sand at Slaughter and Broadkill
Beaches, our comment letter requested that the project reduce the’
need’ for the double handling of dredged material and its
associated environmental impacts. The final SEIS indicates that
the volume of material that will be deposited offshore has been
reduced by 1.4 million cubic yards; this partially addresses our
concern by lessening the aquatic impacts. In “addition, the

3

document indicates that the ACE will consider eliminating the
need for double handling entirely by evaluating the econQmic
viability of ,di~ect placement of dredged material during the
design phase,of th,e project., Both Regions II and 111 request the
opportunity to review this evaluation when it becomes available.

Based on our review-of the final SEIS, our concerns have been
adequately addressed. Accordingly, we have concluded that the
proposed project would not result in significant adverse
environmental impacts; EPA has no objections to the
implementation of. the proposed project.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please
contact Deborah Freeman of my staff at (212) 637-3730.

Sincerely yours;

Robert W.. Hargrove, Chief
Strategic Planning and Multi-Media Programs Branch

cc: J. Brady, ACE

bee: R. Denmark, EpA-Region 3
M. Walsh; EPA-Region 3
M. Del Vicario, DEPP-PBPB
W. Andrews, DEPP-WPB.

DEPP-SM:Freeman :x3730:9/15/97
G:\u\s\spm\freeman\309\delriv\fseis

TOT9L P.82
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Environmental Resources Branch

Mr. Don Henne, Regional Environmental Officer
United States Department of the Interior
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
Custom House, Room 244
200 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106-2904

Dear Mr. Henne:
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This is in reply to your letter dated 11 September, 1997
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS),
dated July, 1997.

The nine existing Corps disposal areas are used for disposal
of dredged material from maintenance of the existing 40 foot
Delaware River Federal navigation project. These sites are vital
for continued maintenance of@O foot project and any long term
use restrictions would jeopardize the maintenance of that project
due to loss of disposal capacity. One existing disposal site,
the Kilcohook disposal area, is already being managed for
wildlife habitat by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. To

enhance wildlife habitat within remaining existing disposal
sites, Section 1135 (b) of WRDA 1986 would be more applicable
th~ Section 204 of the WRDA 1992.

In order to conduct an investigation under Section 1135
authority, a non-Federal sponsor would be required who is willing
to provide 25% of the costs of implementation and assume full
maintenance responsibility. Any habitat improvements at existing
disposal areas would require development of a Memorandum of
Understanding, as suggested. The District is willing to explore
the possibility of a partnership with a non-Federal sponsor for
management of existing upland disposal areas for wildlife
habitat, in a manner that would not jeopardize their continued
use for the disposal of dredged material. The District would
need the Servicets assistance in developing viable plans and
identifying possible sponsors. At this time, conservation
easements or deed restrictions on existing or proposed sites
cannot be imposed due to our real estate regulations. This could
possibly be considered in the future when the sites are reaching
their ultimate capacity.

I
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1
The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore

locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

In regard to the wetland restoration sites at Kelly Island,
Delaware and Egg Island Point, New Jersey, the Corps of Engineers
will coordinate with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, as well
as other appropriate state and federal resource agencies, prior
to construction, to finalize the details of managing these two
sites, and obtaining the Special Use permit for Kelly Island.

The Corps in cooperation with the state of New Jersey and
the Haskins Shellfish Research Laboratory will develop and
implement a monitoring plan to commence when construction begins,
designed to examine the health and productivity of oyster
populations on the natural seed beds in the Delaware Bay to
confirm that the project would not significantly impact the
oyster resource.

Thank you for
the review of this
contact John Brady

your comments and continuing participation in
project. If you have any questions, please
of my staff at 215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Calleqari
Chief, Planning-Division
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Lieutenant

Philadelphia,Peau-sylvania191062904
September 11, 1997

Colonel Robert B. Keyser
District Engineer, Philadelphia-District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Wanamaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107-3390

Dear Lieutenant Colonel Keyser:

The Department of the Interior has reviewed the Delaware River Main Channel
Deepening Project Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement. The
eubject FSEIS addresses modifications to the existing Delaware River federal
navigation channel between the Philadelphia/Camden waterfront and southern
extent of Delaware Bay. The project involves activities in the tri-State area
of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware.

Many of the Department’s concerns regarding the Draft Supplemental ..

Environmental Impact Statement have been adequately addressed by the U.S. A+m$”
Corps of Engineers, Philadelphia District. However, the Department continueti
to have the following outstanding concerns relating to the project that have
not been completely addressed.

UP2AND DISPOSAL SITES

The Department understands that the Corps is reluctant to enhance wildlife
habitat on existing upland disposal sites because of potential seasonal
restrictions on disposal imposed by State and/or Federal natural resource
agencies to protect fish and wildlife, particularly threatened or endangered
species. However, flexibility exists under the existing management of these
siteq. Therefore, the Department continues to recommend that the Corps pursue
a Memorandum of Understanding with the appropriate state and federal natural
resource agencies to minimize the potential for temporal or spatial
restrictions on the nine existing upland disposal sites. The Department also
recommends that the Corps manage the existing upland disposal sites using the
same methodology propos,ed for the four new upland disposal sites. The Corps
should also consider partnerships with non-profit conservation organizations
to share the “financial costs of managing the existing upland dispogal sites
for the enhancement of wildlife.

...
Wildlife enhancement on exi”sting Corps disposal areas, similar to that being
proposed on the four new upland disposal sites, can be accomplished without
jeopardizing the integrity or ability to maintain the disposal sites.
Wildlife enhancement on existing Corps disposal areas could be accomplished
through Corps initiatives possible through the Delaware River Main Channel
Deepening Project or through Section 1135 (b) of the Water Resources
Development Act of 1986 (33 U.S.C. 2201 et seq.; 100 Stat. 40B2) (WRDA).

Information in the FSEIS states that the new upland disposal sites would be
committed to open space/environmental uses after project completion in 2050.
The Department continues to recommend that the Corps place conservation
easements or deed restrictions on all proposed new and existing upland



disposal sites after these sites have reached their disposal capacity to
ensure that these areas are protected as wildlife habitat in perpetuity.

SAND STOCKPILES

The Corps proposes to establish two sand stockpile areas to provide material
for beach nourishment at a later time. The proposal would result in the
burial of 730 acres of subtidal habitat, resulting in elimination of the
benthic community and water quality degradation. In addition~ since sand
stockpiles would be dredged for beach nourishment, subsequent recolonization
of these areas by benthic invertebrates would be disturbed. For these
reasons, the Department does not consider the use of subtidal sand stockpiles
as a beneficial use of dredged material, and would prefer consideration of
alternative uses. Specifically, the Department continues to recommend that
the Corps reevaluate the potential for additional wetland restoration and
direct beach nourishment as disposal options for dredged material. At a
minimum, a pOrtiOn of the dredged material could be used for direct beach
nourishment at Slaughter Beach and Broadkill Beach in Delaware. However, such
use of the material must undergo a rigorous evaluation of impacts on a single
project and cumulative project impact basis, and the tradeoffs involved in
conversion of shallow water habitat or degraded wetland habitat to other types
of aquatic habitat must be assessed.

In further consideration of alternatives to sand stockpiling, the Department
continues to recommend that the Corps consider linking Federal projects that
involve beach nourishment and wetland creation (e.g., Oakwood Beach, Cape May “
Villas, Reeds Beach, and Maurice River in New Jersey and Lewes Beach, * f:”
Broadkill Beach, and Port Mahon in Delaware) with the Delaware River Main
Channel Deepening Project to ensure the economic feasibility of providing

,.,

dredged material to these areas. Direct beach nourishment and wetland
restoration would eliminate double handling of dredged material and would
eliminate adverse impacts on 730 acres of subtidal habitat, much of which
supports benthic communities of high quality. Avoiding double handling of
dredged material may also reduce overall monetary costs of dredging the
Delaware River and nourishing New Jersey and Delaware beaches. However,
again, a rigorous evaluation of the cumulative impacts of these projects and
the tradeoffs involved in the conversion of shallow water habitat to other
types of aquatic habitat must be assessed.

The lfRDA of 1996 (P.L. 104-303) directs the Corps to place a greater emphasis
on the use of dredged material for beneficial uses, including beach
nourishment. Section 207 of the’WRDA of 1996 specifically allows the Corps to
select a disposal method’ that is not the least cost option if’’%le incremental
costs are reasonable in relation to the environmental benefits. As stated
above, the Department continues to recommend that the Corps avoid subtidal
stockpiling of dredged material and use the material for direct beneficial
uses (e.g., beach nourishment or wetland restoration) consistent with Section
207 of the WRDA of 1996.

Additionally, the Department is concerned about the selection of sites for
stockpiling sand. The selection of site MS19B as a candidate site for sand
stockpiling is not justifiable and is inconsistent with the high benthic
attributes of the site as described and discussed in the FSEIS. The first
paragraph in section 8.3.1 contradicts the discussion of the data in sections
8.2.2, 8.2.3, and 8.2.4. Site MS19B has the highest Shannon-Wiener diversity
index, the highest percentage of equilibrium species, no significant
difference in the abundance of opportunistic species, and the highest number
of species with a size greater than 2 cm, compared to riverine and estuarine
background. These factors indicate high habitat quality, which makes this
site a poor candidate for stockpiling sand. Additionally, selection of site
MS19B is not justifiable on economic terms since site MS19A is nearby.
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Further, site MS19A is preferable due to lower habitat quality. Site MS19A
has a lower diversity index and, in general, differs significantly in six out
of eight of the benthic parameters evaluated or calculated. Of the six
parameters that differed significantly, MS19A is of lower ecological value
thanMS19B in five. Candidate sites selected for stockpiling sand, if
stockpiling is used in lieu of direct beach nourishment or wetland creation,
should be sites with low benthic diversity and ecological attributes that
indicate an ‘already disturbed or unstable benthic community. Although it is
not clear in the FSEIS, it is Likely that the high quality henthi.c habitat
found at candidate site MS19B provides high quality finfish habitat that will
be eliminated or at least severely impacted by use as a sand stockpile area.
Therefore, the Department recommends that other less ecologically diverse
sites be selected for sand stockpiling.

The Department does not concur with the Corps* stated intent to investigate
direct placement of sand for beach nourishment aa an alternative to sand
stockpiles during the Plans and Specifications phase of the project. The
Department understands that the Plans and Specifications phase is an internal
Corps process, which does not include public review or comment or review by
resource agencies. As such, concerns relating to sand stockpiling must be
addressed formally through the National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C.
4321 et seq.; 83 Stat. 852) review process rather than through the Plans and
Specifications phase of the project.

WETLAND RESTORATION

The Corps states in the FSEIS that additional coordination regarding the
management of wetland restoration sites (e.g., Egg Island Point and Kelly
Island) will be done with natural resource agencies during the Plans and
Specifications phase of the project. We are concerned that the level of , f“

detail in the FSEIS is not sufficient for the Federal agencies to conclude -
that the tradeoffs associated with conversion of one type of habitat to
another may be acceptable, absent this information on project management. The
Department strongly recommends that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service be
included in reviewing and conunenting on management plans for the wetland
restoration sites; in fact, our participation will be necessary for the Kelly
Island Project to proceed (this is explained below).

The Kelly Island wetland restoration site will connect with lands of the
Bombay Hook National Wildlife Refuge and is, in fact, in an area that has
eroded over a period of years from the Refuge. Because there are several
management concerns that will directly impact the Refuge, including the
creat+on and maintenance of wildlife habitats and possible public uses
incompatible with Refuge operations, the Department recommends that a
Memorandum of Agreement be developed whereby the Service and the Delaware
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control would cooperatively
manage the restoration site and jointly prepare management plans. Such a

‘ statement will be stipulated as a condition of the Special Use Permit issued
by the Refuge for the project. Further, additional analysis of the impacts of
the proposed project on the NWR may be necessary to meet the USFWS NEPA
requirements for issuance of the Special Use Permit.

In addition, the Department is concerned with the proposal to regulate water
levels in the Kelly Island wetland over the long-term. The Department concurs
with the proposal to use the Corps’ outlet works to control the water level
during the first few years to establish wetland vegetation and reduce erosion;
however, once the wetland becomes firmly established, the objective should be
to promote an open tidal system with minimal water level regulation. Tidal
flow will maximize use by fish and invertebrates, and minimize potential
problems of low water quality and mosquito breeding. Therefore, the
Department emphasizes the need to conduct additional coordination with the
Service to refine the project design to ensure unrestricted tidal exchange in
the wetland. An agreement among the state and federal agencies on this issue
must be accomplished before the Refuge issues a special use permit for the
project.



HYDRODYNAMIC AND SALINITY MODELING

The Corps states in the FSEIS that hydrodynamic/salinity modeling is the only
valid approach that permits a direct and objective assessment of salinity
impacts attributable to changes such as channel deepening. In addition, the
Corps states that a nationally recognized expert on oyster ecology (i.e.,
Dr. Eric Powell) concluded that the range of salinity changes predicted by the
model would pose no adverse impacts on oyster resources. The Department
understands that Dr. Powell’s research regarding salinity impacts on oysters
was conducted in Galveston Bay, Texas, and may not be applicable to salinity
changes within the Delaware Bay. In addition, while the De~artment concurs
that the hydrodynamic/salinity- model is the best available ~ool to predict
salinity changes, the Department continues to recommend that the Corps
initiate a monitoring program to verify and validate the subject model and
conclusion that hydrodynamic and salinity changes will not have an adverse
impact on oysters or other shellfish. -...

DEPARTMENTAL POSITION

The Department continues to have several outstanding concerns regarding
potential project-related adverse impacts on fish and wildlife resources.

the

In
order to m~nirnize adverse impacts to-fish and wildlife, the following measures
are recommended:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

.,.

Enhance wildlife habitat on existing upland disposal sites.

Deed restrict,
.“

or place conservation easements on, all upland disposa> .
sites after disposal capacity is reached. [= :..

Use dredged material beneficially for direct beach nourishment or
wetland restoration, rather than stockpiling material in subtidal areas,
but only after a comprehensive evaluation of the impacts of the
conversion of one type of aquatic habitat to another.

If sand stockpiles are used, select less ecologically diverse sites
(e.g., MS19A) for sand stockpiling.

ResQlve concerns relating to sand stockpile areas through the NEPA
process rather than through the Plans and Specifications phase of the
project.

Coordinate with the Service during the Plans and Specifications phase of
the project regarding the management of Kelly Island and other
beneficial use sites.

Develop a Memorandum of Agreement between the Service andthe Delaware
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control to
cooperatively manage the Kelly Island wetland restoration site and
jointly prepare management plans.

Coordinate with the Service to refine the Kelly Island project design to
ensure unrestricted tidal exchange in the wetland over time. Develop an
agreement among the state and federal agencies on this issue prior to
requesting a special use permit for Kelly Island from the Service.

Monitor water quality, oyster, and shellfish populations prior to,
during, and following dredging activities to verify salinity and
circulation modeling.

The Department encourages the Corps to resolve the above-mentioned concerns
and incorporate Departmental recommendations in the final project design. The
Department and the Service will continue to cooperate fully to resolve these
concerns.

.



If you have any questionsregarding
assistance on issues regarding fish

5

these comments or require further
and wildlife resources related to the

subject project, including any new information regarding federally-listed
threatened or endangered species, please contact the Service at the following
address:

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Supervisor, New Jersey Field Office
927 N. Main Street, Building D
Pleasantville, New Jersey 08232
(609) 646-9310

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.

Sincerelyt

=XZ+k

cc: NJFO (2)
GARD, Northern/ES
GARD, Central/RW
NMFS, Gorski
USEPA, Hargrove
NHP, T. Breden
ENSP, L. Niles
CBFO
Bombay Hook NWR
EPFO
DBEP
PAFO

Don Henne
Regional Environmental Officer

... [
.:.,-..
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Ms. Susan B. Fruchter
Acting NEPA Coordinator
United States Department of Commerce ~h~ ~ 5 ~998
Office of the Under Secretary
for Oceans and Atmosphere

Washington, D.C. 20230

Dear Ms. Fruchter:

This is in reply to your letter dated 29 September, 1997
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS),
dated July, 1997.

CALLEGARI

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

In regard to the wetland restoration site at Kelly Island,
Delaware, the Corps of Engineers will coordinate with your
agency, as well as other appropriate state and federal resource
agencies, prior to construction, to finalize the details of
managing this site.

The District could consider recommendations from the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) in regard to supporting
studies to define significant habitat for shortnose sturgeon, and
to determine their movements in the river portion of the project
area during the Plans and Specifications part of this project.

-...—-.
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The Corps will continue to coordinate with NMFS regarding
the effects of rock blasting on the endangered shortnose
sturgeon, as necessary, to ensure compliance with requirements of
the Endangered Species Act.

Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project. If you have any questions, please
contact John Brady of my staff at 215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division
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w UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Office of the Under Secretary for

i j Oceans and Atmosphere
*@s & Washington, D.C. 20230

September 29, 1997

Mr. John Brady
U.S. Army Engineer District, Philadelphia
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107-3390

Dear Mr. Brady:

Enclosed are comments on the Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement for Delaware River Main Channel :
Deepening Project. We hope our comments will assist you. Thank
you for giving us an opportunity to review this document.

Sincerely,

s@wJaL!!(
d

Susan B. Fruchter

Acting NEPA Coordinator

Enclosure

@
Printed on Recycled Paper
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NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION (NOAA)

COMMENTS ON

FINAL SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (FSEIS)

FOR

DELAWARE RIVER MAIN CHANNEL DEEPENING PRO.JECT

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), NOAA has reviewed the Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS) for the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project proposed by the Philadelphia District Army Corps of Engineers (Corps). We have
coordinated with the Corps on this project for several years, and have provided comments on the
Draft Interim Feasibility Report, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and the Draft
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement while attending numerous interagency meetings
and workshops. We appreciate the opportunity to review the FSEIS, and offer the following
comments for your consideration. We look forward to working with the Corps to resolve our
outstanding concerns, and to minimize the project’s impacts to resources of concern to us. Please
contact Karen Greene at 732-872-3023 if you have any questions regarding these comments.

SandStockpiling
As proposedintheFSEIS,theCorpsplans to dispose of 3.3 million cubic yards of sand at two
overboard disposal sites in Delaware Bay. The material disposed of at these sites will be
stockpiled for possible fiture use as sand sources for beach nourishment projects along the
Delaware Bayshore. Both stockpile sites are in shallow water (-8.0 to -6.0 feet MLW) within 0.5
miles of the shore. The Broadkill Beach sand stockpile area (LC-5) which covers 230 acres is
0.33 miles offshore. The Slaughter Beach site (MS-19) covers 250 acres and is 0.5 miles
offshore. This proposal will result in the destruction of the existing benthic communities and the
degradation of water quality in the sand stockpile area. In addition, if these sites are used as sand
sources for &hue beach nourishment projects, recolonization of the sites will be impeded
because the sites will be continually disturbed. We do not consider the creation of sand
stockpiles to be a beneficial use of dredged material, and continue to oppose such use, strongly
urging the Corps to seek alternate disposal sites such as direct beach nourishment.

The selection of the proposed sand stockpiling sites do not appear to be adequately justified, and
the habitat values of the areas appear to be underestimated. According to the FSEIS, eleven sites
were investigated as potential beneficial use sites in 1993. A twelfth she, MS 19B located near
MS-19 was added in 1995. One of the selected sites, MS19B (also known as MS-1 9 in the
FSEIS) had the highest Shannon-Wiener diversity index of the sites evaluated as potential
beneficial use sites. It also had the percentage of equilibrium species and number of species
greater than 2 cm in size, The other selected sand stockpile site, LC-5 had the highest number of
species among the candidate sites sampled.



Inaddition,reportsfromfishermanandcharterboatcaptainsfimniliarwiththeareaindicatethat
thesandstockpilesitessupportahighlydiverseandproductivebentilccommunity.Itislikely
thatthesamplingdoneaspartofthebenthicsurveysforthisprojectdidnotadequately
characterizethebenthiccommunitiesatthesandstockpilesites,andthevalueofthese
communitiestofitilsh.Often,epibenthosarepatchyindistribution,andmay notbeadequately
sampledusinggrabsamples.A qualitativedredgesampler,whichwasnotusedinthebenthic
surveysdoneforthisprojectwouldhavebeenmoreappropriatetocharacterizethiscomponent
ofthebenthiccommunity.Forexample,Sabellariav@zarisisapolychaeteworm found
throughoutDelawareBay.However,thisspecieswasnotcapturedinthebenthicsurveys
completedforthisproject.Thesewormsprovideafoodsourceformany commerciallyand
recreationallyimportantfinfishincludingsummerflounder(Paralichthysm, winter
flounder(Pleuronectesamericanusj,weakfish~ regdis),blackseabass(Centrormistis
striata)andscup(StenotomuschrYsoDs).Disposingofdredgedmaterialonthesebedsoftube
wormswilldestroythefoodsourceforthisfishattheselocations.Inaddition,thechangesin
depthatthestockpilesitesfrombetweeneightandsixfeettothreefeetwillprecludethe
recolonizationofthesitebycertainbenthicspeciesduetochangesinthephysicalhabitat
parameterssuchasturbidityandincreasedwaveaction.

The lower Delaware Bay provides valuable habitat for a wide variety of commercially and
recreationally valuable finfkh including summer flounder, winter flounder, scup, black sea bass,
weakfkh, white perch (Morone ~, striped bass (Morone e, bluefish
(Pomatomus saltatrix), black drum (Po~onias cromis) and spot (Leiostomus xanthurus). Several
species, including wealdlish, spawn near the sand stockpile sites. Others use it as an important
nursery and forage habitat. Blue crabs (Callinectes sapidus) and horseshoe crabs (Limulus
polmhernous) are also commercially and ecologically important species that inhabit the estuary
in and around the sand stockpile sites. The Delaware Estuary also provide important nursery and
forage habitat for a number of sharks, skates and rays.

In accordance with the provisions of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Consemation and
Management Act, the Fisheries Management Councils must amend the Fisheries Management
Plans (FMPs) to include the description and identification of essential fish habitat, and to identi~
adverse impacts on that habitat and actions that should be considered to ensure the conservation
and enhancement of that habitat. The NMFS, on behalf of the Secretary of the Department of
Commerce is working with the Fisheries Management Councils to accomplish this task.
Managed species which inhabit the Delaware Estuary include summer flounder, winter flounder,
black sea bass, scup and bluefish. Although the final designations of essential fish habitat are not
complete, portions of the Delaware Estuary, including the sand stockpiling sites, will likely be
designated as essential fish habitat for one or more of the managed species. As a result,
disposing of sand at the sand stockpile sites may destroy essential fish habitat for some of these
species.

The useof the sand stockpile sites will also alter the depths and exclude certain types of fisheries
from those areas. Currently, both commercial fishermen (drift nets and hook and line fishery)
and recreational fishermen in private and charter fishing boats use the sand stockpile sites.
Decreasing the depths in the sand stockpile areas from between six and eight feet to three feet



would exclude both of these user groups. It is also possible that fie impacts of the stockpiling
will extend beyond the designated areas, as the tidal currents and storm events cause the sand
stockpiles to shift.

On page 3-24 and 3-25, thepotential disposal options investigated by the Corps are listed. One
option was beach fill. The FSEIS indicates that the disposal options were evaluated through five
cycles to determine their feasibility and to assess their impacts. ,~e beach fill option was not
included as one of the final potential disposal options. The FSEIS does not explain why this
alternative was not pursued. We continue to recoinmend that the sand be placed directly on the
beaches of Delaware and New Jersey. Currently, the Corps is studying the feasibility of shore
protection and flood control at several locations in Delaware and New Jersey, including Lewes
Beach, Broadkill Beach and Port Mahon in Delaware and Cape May Villas, Oakwood Beach,
Reads Beach and the Maurice River in New Jersey. Direct beach nourishment would prevent the
destruction of 480 acres of benthic habitat and essential fish habitat for summer flounder, aqd
valuable habitat for other commercially and recreationally important fitilsh and shellfish. It
would also eliminate the need to rehandle dredged material and the continued disturbance of the
benthic community which would occur each time sand is dredged from the stockpile areas.

KellvIsland
Ourcomments concerning the Kelly Island wetland restoration project remain unchanged. We
continue to oppose the creation of an impoundment and the long-term use of water control
structures at Kelly Island. Any wetlands created using dredged material should receive full,
unimpeded daily tidal inundation once the dredged material has consolidated. As proposed, the
design for the Kelly Island wetlands restoration will include the installation of a water control
structure at the north end of the berm. Once the dredged material has consolidated and the marsh
becomes vegetated (either by planting the appropriate vegetation or through natural
colonization), the water control structure would be used to manage the created wetlands for
waterfowl,. Managing the wetlands in this manner will not provide any benefits to fish. In fact,
fishery habitat will be lost by the filling of open water to create the wetlands at Kelly Island.

We agree that while the dredged material is consolidating behind the berm, it is necessary to
implement measures to prevent the fine material from impacting nearby American oyster
~a ~ seed beds. Instead of a permanent water control structure, we recommend
that the a water filled geotube be used. Once the dredged material has settled and vegetation in
the marsh has become established, the geotube could be emptied and removed. The marsh would
then be open to unrestricted tidal inundation. If thk alternative is technically infeasible, then
once the marsh is established, the water control structure must remain open fully at all times to
allow unrestricted tidal inundation. We also request the opportunity to review and to approve
any management pkurs developed for this area to ensure that the proposed wetland creation
benefits fishery resources.

ShortnoseSturzeon
As discussedinourpreviouscommentletterdatedFebruary14,1997,theChester-Philadelphia
“pollutionzone”mentionedonpage10-29oftheFSEISnolongerexists.As aresult,thisdoes
notlimitshortnosesturgeon’suseoftheportionoftheriverinwhichthechanneldeepeningwill



begin. Although additional studies are needed to determine the extent to which shortnose
sturgeon use this area, the Corps should not assume that shortnose sturgeon use this area only as
a migratory route. As stated in the Conservation Recommendations listed in the Biological
Opinion issued by NMFS on November 26, 1996 (NMFS 1996), we continue to recommend that
the Corps support research to define significant habitat for shortnose sturgeon, and to determine
their movements in the river with better accuracy. We are especially concerned about the
movement ofjuvenile shortnose sturgeon for which little information is available.

RockBlasting
As stated in our letter dated February 14, 1997, the Biological Opinion issued by NMFS for
dredging in the Philadelphia District does not cover blasting. Based upon the location of the
blasting in the Marcus Hook area, it is not likely that sea turtles and marine mammals will be in
the project area. However, shortnose sturgeon maybe found near Marcus Hook. While the
seasonal restrictions prescribed by the Cooperative and included in our Biological Opinion are
necessary to reduce impacts to anadromous fishes, we recommend that the Corps continue
coordination with the NMFS to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Endangered
Species Act.

Inconclusion,we continuetoopposetheuseofthesandstockpilesites,andwe stronglyurgethe
Corpstoplacethesanddredgedfromthelowerportionsofthedeepeningprojectdirectlyonthe
beachesratherthanstockpilingthesandoffshore.Theuseofthesandstockpilesiteswillresult
inthedestructionofproductivebenthichabitatandfoodsourcesforcommerciallyand
recreationallyvaluablefishspeciesandthepotentialdestructionofessentialfishhabitat.The
decreaseinwaterdepthstothreefeetatthestockpilesiteswillalsonegativelyimpact
commercialandrecreationalfishingbyexcludingcertaintypesofgearandboatsandalterthe
compositionofthebenthiccommunities.Inaddition,thecontinued,long-termdredgingofthe
areasforbeachnourishment‘willimpedetherecolonizationofthestockpilesites.

We also continue to oppose the creation of an impoundment at Kelly Island. Long-term
management of the site must include unrestricted daily tidal inundation at all times or fisheries
habitat will be lost. While we concur with the need to prevent the fine sediments from impacting
nearby oyster beds, the ultimate management of the site must include fidl, unrestricted tidal flow,
either through the removal of any water control structures necessary during the construction
phase of the project, or by maintaining these structures in the open position.

..-. .. .
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Dear Dr. Gilford:

This is in reply to your letter dated 27 August, 1997, as
well as a letter from David R. Keifer, dated 30 September, 1997,
concerning comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS),
dated July, 1997.

In January 1997, the draft SEIS was circulated for review
and comment. During the review of this draft SEIS numerous time
extensions were requested and granted to accommodate a complete
and a thorough review. Your office was furnished a copy of the
draft SEIS. As part of that review the Council did not comment.
The draft SEIS was revised considering comments received and a
final SEIS was prepared in July 1997 and filed with the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. Due to requests for extension
of the comment period, an additional 30 days was granted until
September 30, 1997. At this point, we are in the process of
completing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process
with the preparation of the Record of Decision.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadki.11 Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

.. . . . .>
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In regard to the wetland restoration site at Kelly Island,
Delaware, the Corps of Engineers will coordinate with your
agency, as well as other appropriate state and federal resource
agencies, prior to construction, to finalize the details of
managing this site.

The Final SEIS also documents that (Section 4.0), based on
field sampling and subsequent data analysis, no significant
impacts to the aquatic ecosystem are expected from dredging and
the disposal of dredged material. None of the sediment samples
taken revealed significant levels of contaminants. The fine-
grained material from the industrial northern portion of the
project area will be placed i.nupland, confined dredged material
disposal facilities, away from the river. The sediment toxicity
data from this project was reviewed by the Corps of Engi.neersc
Waterway Experiment Station, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Marine
Fisheries Service, the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection, the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control, and the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency in a letter dated 17 March 1997 stated that lS....EPA
continues to believe that there will be no adverse impacts
associated with the disposal of sediments generated by the
project~t. In addition, in their letter of 12 September 1997, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency stated that ‘l...we have
concluded that the proposed project would not result in
significant adverse environmental impacts; EPA has no objection
to the implementation of the proposed project.l! Neither the U.S.
Department of the Interior (parent agency of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service)in their letter of September 11, 1997, nor the
U.S. Department of Commerce (parent agency of the National Marine
Fisheries Senice) in their letter of September 29, 1997, have
expressed any concern about contaminants in the dredged material.
Furthermore, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the states of
Delaware and New Jersey have reviewed the sediment data as part
of their coastal zone management consistency review. Each
concluded that this project was consistent with the Coastal Zone
Management Act.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.
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Thank you for your comments and continuing participation
the review of this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

in



MID-ATLANTIC FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
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30 September 1997

r. Robert L. Callegari
wironmental Resources Branch
liladelphia District, Corps of Engineers
Warnaker Building,
00 Penn Square East
~iladelphia, PA 19107

ear Mr. Callegari:

n 27 August we sent YOU a letter expressing our serious concerns about the Delaware
iver Main Channel Deepening Project (letter attached). Our major environmental impact
mcerns were: the sand stockpiling off of Slaughter and Broadkill Beaches, some of the
xwmptions and decisions regarding Kelly island, conversion of subtidal habitats to
uartim drernhkva wetlands, and the resuspension of sediment contaminants distributed
~roughout the river and estuary caused by the dredging of the upper river around the
aavily industrialized area of Camden and Philadelphia.

ur focus of the letter detailed the issue of essential fish habitat (EFH) and how the two
peas where it was proposed to stockpile sand would in all likelihood be defined as EFH
x federally managed species. We requested that you allow the comment period for this
reject to remain open untii at least two weeks after NMFS finalizes the guidelines on
FH, In early September we heard from Mr. John Brady, of your office, that you would
riI unable to extend the comment period beyond today. We understand your rcductcmce
J allow an open-ended extension, however regrettably, NMFS hasnot yet finalized their
FH guidance.

sing the criteria that were in the proposed EFH rules when they were published [n May,
~ere is no question that sites L-5 and MS-19 will be considered essential fish habitat for
t least the federally-managed, overfished resources of summer flounder and black see
ass. This is new information, and as such warrants you holding a public hearing. We
elieve that by the time a hearing is scheduled we will have the Congressionally
Iandated EFH guidelines. .

! NdO?:Z ! ~6-08-6 !
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wnk you for considering our comments. We look forward to working with you in the
~mediate future. Pleese do not hesitate to call me or Tom Hoff should you have any
mtions.

Sincerely your8,

David R. Keifer

RK/TBH

c: A. Rosenberg
S. Gor.ski
T. Goodger
S. Grabowski
J. Bryson
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MID-ATLANTIC FISHERY MANAGEMENT
Dr. James H. Gilford ROOM 2115 FEDERAL BUILDING

Chairman 300 South New Street

Dover, Delaware 19901-6790

Anthony D. DiLernia 302-674-2331 ““””””

Vice. Chairman FAX 302-674-5399

27 August 1997

Mr. Robert L. Callegari
Environmental Resources Branch
Philadelphia District, Corps of Engineers
Wanamaker Building,
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107

Dear Mr. Callegari:

We have reviewed the SEIS for
have several serious concerns.

stockpiling off of Slaughter and

COUNCIL
David R. Keifer
Executive Director

the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, and
Our major environmental impact concerns are: the sand

Broadkill Beaches, some of the assumptions and decisions
regarding Kelly Island, conversion of subtidai habitats to Spartina a/ternif/ora wetlands,
and the resuspension of sediment contaminants distributed throughout the river an “

testuary caused by the dredging of the upper river around the heavily industrialize urea of
..

Camden and Philadelphia. .

When Congress reauthorized the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Management and
Conservation Act last fall, they mandated significantly more attention be paid to fishery
habitat conservation through their addition to the Act’s purpose: “to promote the
protection of essential fish habitat in the review of projects conducted under Federal
permits, licenses, or other authorities that affect or have to potential to affect such -
habitat. ” We have been assured that NMFS will publish the final guidelines on esse&ial
fish habitat (EFH) within the next few weeks. While we do not know exactly what t~e
final guideline criteria for EFH will be, we are assured that the definition of EFH will
almost certainly include nursery and spawning areas for Federally managed commercial
and recreationally important species. As identified in the SEIS, summer flounder, black
sea bass, drum and weakfish are all in the vicinity of sites L-5 and MS-1 9 where the
stockpJing of sand is proposed. These sites are in spawning and nursery areas.

We are aware that other Federal and State agencies have questioned the efficacy of the
concept of ‘beneficial use’ of these sand stockpiles in important shallow water habitat.
We wish to add our vo,ice to that concern, express our opposition to overboard disposal
in nursery areas, and request that you extend the proposed 35 day limited comment
period {that expires on 30 August) until at least two weeks after NMFS finalizes the
guidelines on EFH. Rather than to possibly permanently lose nearly 500 acres of fishery
important habitat - that may be shortly classified as EFH for overfished resources - it
would seem prudent to ~vait until the guidelines are finalized. What can possibly be the
ecological benefits of this sand stockpiling?

.. . . .



We cannot support the creation of an impoundment from shallow water habitat of
Delaware Bay as a beneficial use of dredged material at Kelly Island. Any wetlands that
are created or restored using dredged material must receive daily tidal inundation and
simply can not restrict the tidal flow. This may benefit birds, but certainly not the fishery

resources that we are charged with conserving and managing.

Please consider these our preliminary comments on this SEIS. We know that other
agencies and environmental groups have asked for an extension of the comment period
based on the large volume of information in the SEIS, however we want anextension

because we believe there will be new information once NMFS has finalized their EFH
guidance. if these sand stockpile sites meet the criteria for EFH, as we expect them to,
then we would like you to hold a public hearing.

Thank you for considering our extension request and our comments. We look forward to
working with you in the immediate future if these areas meet the criteria for EFH. Please
do not hesitate to call David Keifer or Tom Hoff of Council staff should you have any
questions.

DRK/TBH

Sincerely yours,

James H. Gilford Ph. D.

..
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Planning Division

Mr. Gerald M. Hansler
Executive Director
Delaware River Basin Commission
P.O. BOX 7360
West Trenton, New Jersey 08628-0360

Dear Mr. Hansler:

This will acknowledge your letter of August 26, 1997 concerning the
salinity modeling methodology in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (FSEIS) for the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project. Our
discussion in order of your presentation is attached.

The conclusions in the FSEIS that there will be no adverse impacts from
the project on fresh water supplies, either direct withdrawals or ground water
supplies, do not warrant revision.

Sincerelyr

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

Attachment
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Our June 12, 997 meeting enabled three-way discussions with the Waterways Experiment Station
(wES) on the three-dimensional hydrodynamic/salinity modeling that was completed for the
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project and how the Delaware River Basin Commission
(DRBC) may arrange with WES to do additional work for its purposes.

There are no strict guidelines applied by the numerical modeling community to quantifi a calibration
as “poor, fair, good, etc.,” although various error measures can be computed, e.g., relative mean
error. The three-dimensional hydrodynamic/salinity model of Delaware estuary was calibrated to
observed data from October 1992 and then applied to other events, e.g., the low flow event of June-
November 1965. If one considers the range of freshwater inflows, winds, and tides included in the
verification process, the comparison of modeled versus observed elevations, velocities, and salinities
at various locations throughout the system has been considered “good” by other peer modelers at
national and international conferences, e.g., National ASCE Conference in Buffalo, New York, and
the Second International Hydrosciences Conference in Beijing, China.

If one focuses only on salinities at Chester and Ben Franklin Bridge during a portion, e.g., October,
of the June-November 1965 simulation, one might conclude that the calibration is poor. However,
considering the fact that the salinity being computed ranges from over 30 parts per thousand (ppt)
(equal to 30,000 parts per million (ppm)) down to essentially zero in.the upper river, the ability of
the model to reproduce the proper intrusion of salinity, based on mean daily observed values, down
to levels of less than 0.1 ppt(100 ppm) at Ben Franklin Bridge is actually quite good. In fact, the
average difference between the computed and observed average daily value of chlorinity over the
entire June-November 1965 period is less than 25 ppm. We consider this to be an entirely
reasonable and accurate representation considering the uncertainties associated with the modeling
effort, e.g., levels of background chlorinity in lateral inflows, spatial variability of the wind field,
salinity boundary conditions, etc.

It should be reemphasized that the purpose of the model is to determine the relative impact of
channel deepening. Any errors associated with numerics, boundary condition forcings, etc. will tend
to cancel out so that the di~erence between runs with and without deepening will reflect only the
impact of the deepening on salinity intrusion.

We recognize that the conversion of specific conductance to chlorinity using the US Geological
Survey (USGS) tables yields generally higher chlorinity values than the use of the equations shown
on Page 5-19 of the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement ( FSEIS). These equations
were adopted for use in the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Study based on their inclusion
in the report “Development and Application of a Deterministic Time-Varying Salinity Intrusion
Model for the Delaware Estuary” (Thatcher and Harleman, 1978)prepared for DRBC. The Thatcher
and Harleman report states “Graphic correlations of conductance and chlorides in the tidal Delaware
River have been made by Dtior and Keighton (1954). Based on their graphs, Dr. Tortoriello of the
DRBC extracted the following equations . . . .“ It is these equations that were applied in the WES
model verification to convert observed conductivity data to “observed” chlorinity values.
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Figure 1 (attached) shows chlorinity as a fhrwtion of conductivity, using the USGS tabulated
relationships (line labeled “USGS Tables”) and the equations cited by Thatcher and Harleman (line
labeled “DRBC Equations.”) The third line, labeled “Ratio,” indicates the ratio of the table-predicted
chlorinity to the equation-predicted chlorinity, expressed as a percent. While we recognize that the
USGS tables produce higher chlorinity values than the cited equations, it can be seen that over the
specific conductance range from 400 to 4,000 microsiemens, the greatest percentage difference
between the two approaches is only 18%, occurring at the range of conductivity between 1,000 and ~
1,300 microsiemens. Corresponding chlorinity over this range is approximately 200 to 300 ppm.
At higher and lower values of conductivity, the curves converge and the difference between the two
relationships decreases, with the exception of the trivial anomaly at a specific conductance of 250
microsiemens.

Figure 2 (attached) displays the same two curves, with the addition of 114 discrete data points.
These data points represent water samples obtained and analyzed by USGS during Water Years
1964, 1965, and 1966, at five locations between Philadelphia (Ben Franklin Bridge) and Marcus
Hook (source: USGS “Water Quality Records in Pennsylvania”). These data thus represent actual
water quality conditions, including conductivity and chlorinity of river water samples, during the
drought of record for the Delaware River. The samples were obtained from the zone of greatest
concern for potential salinity intrusion and its impacts on ground water recharge and municipal and
industrial withdrawals. The range of data included in Figure 2 was expanded relative to that in
Figure 1 to include the highest observed conductivity/chlorinity data point from the 114 USGS water
samples.

It can be seen in Figure 2 that the USGS conductivity/chlorinity data points from v;ater sample
analyses generally lie between the two curves, with neither curve uniquely representing a “best-fit”
over the full range of the data. Although we concur that use of the “USGS Tables” yields higher
chlorinity than the “DRBC equations,” we do not find that the use of the “Tables” provides a superior
representation of the conductivity-chlorinity relationship for the Philadelphia-Marcus Hook area than
the “Equations.” Further, we do not believe that the procedures used by the WES result in
“conclusions which may be incorrect,” especially since the purpose of the modeling was to
determine the relative change in salinity distribution attributable to the deepening.

The prototype (“boat run”) data provided by DRBC for the periods of 1965 and 1992-1993 are being
evaluated by Dr. Billy Johnson, the principal model investigator at WES. However, there were no
commitments made at the June 12, 1997 meeting to perform additional model runs based on receipt
of the historic DRBC salinity data, nor was there a commitment to modifi the FSEIS.

The salinity model investigation demonstrated that with the deepened channel, even under a
recurrence of the drought of record, chlorinity at River Mile@M) 98 does not exceed existing DRBC
standards. The recurrence of the drought of record was selected as the worst-case scenario with
respect to low flows and potential salinity intrusion. It is reasonable to expect that any other inflow
scenario will result in impacts which are not as severe as those associated with the drought of record.
Additionally, there is evidence from recent published investigations by USGS (Navoy, USGS) that
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the present chlorinity standards for RM 98 are overly conservative with respect to possible impacts
on Potomac Raritan Magothy(PIUvf)aquifer water quality in the Camden County area recharged by
Delaware River water. Based on the above findings, it was concluded that there will be no adverse
long term economic impacts to water users in the Estuary and as a result not included as part of the
Benefit to Cost analysis.

The Corps of Engineers did model a one-foot sea-level rise scenario. The information from this
simulation was not included in the FSEIS, but will be published with the WES Technical Report on
the three-dimensional numerical hydrodynamic/salinity model study. A copy of this report will be
provided to your office. However, the Corps believes that modeling of existing and potential fhture
sea level conditions demonstrates that impacts of such sea level rise on salinity distribution are
comparably small and thus negligible.

In order to put the model-predicted changes in salinity distribution due to deepening and sea level
rise into proper perspective, it is helpful to examine the range in salinity which occurs at
representative locations within the estuary over a wide range of time scales. Time series of salinity
data for each reference location show the variation of salinity overtime scales which include the tidal
cycle (12.4 hours,) variations over periods of two to six months, and variations over periods with
significantly different inflow regimes, from drought to high-flow. Reference FSEIS Tables 5-2 and
5-5, which respectively present salinity range data for a recurrence of the drought of record (July
through November 1965,) and for the period July through November with monthly averaged inflows.
In addition, the simulation presented in FSEIS Section 5.11.3 documents salinity range data for a
recent high-flow period, April to May 1993.

As an example of this natural variability, data from RM 54 show that for the July- November 1965
simulation, salinity ranged between 6 and 17 ppt. For the same months with long-term averaged
monthly inflow, salinity ranged between 1 and 9 ppt. Finally, during the April-May 1993 period,
salinity never rose above Oppt. This represents a range of salinity from “fresh water” with Oppt
salinity to “half-strength” seawater at 17 ppt. For perspective on the impacts of deepening and sea
level rise, it should be noted that at RM 54, the hydrodynamic/saIinity model predicts changes of less
than 1 ppt attributable to deepening and sea level rise. A similar, if less dramatic, pattern of salinity
variation over time occurs at locations throughout the estuary. It is judged that the large, natural
variability of salinity within the estuary renders the changes associated with deepening and sea level
rise largely a negligible environmental impact.

As discussed at our coordination meeting, a single run of the model was used to explore flow and
salt exchange through the Chesapeake and Delaware (C&D) Canal and its impact on subtichd
circulation and salinity in Delaware Bay and Upper Chesapeake Bay. Members of your staff may
recall from coordination workshops during the course of the Delaware River Main Channel
Deepening Study that this scenario was the last item selected by consensus of workshop participants
for inclusion in the prioritized list of model production runs. The model run included boundary
conditions for the regulated June to November 1965 period, first with the C&D Canal open, and then
with the Canal closed.
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In the simulation of this period with the canal open, net flow was westward, from Delaware Bay to
Chesapeake Bay, contrary to the frequently quoted net eastward flow direction for the canal. In the
simulation with the canal closed, there was of course no flow or salt exchange through the canal.
In addition, the model run with the canal closed lowered chlorinity at RM 98, by about 25-50 ppm,
compared to the run with the canal open. Although the results of this cursory investigation of C&D
Canal impacts are clearly interesting, the use of only one set of boundary conditions limits the
applicability of these results. However, the relationship of the C&D Canal to the proposed 45 foot
Delaware River project has been adequately modeled by developing a set of representative boundary
conditions for modeling changes in the Delaware River. As detailed at the December 18, 1997
workshop for the C&D Canal Deepening Study, we will fin-her plan to investigate the impacts of
incremental ,changes to the depth of the C&D Canal in light of a already completed deepening of the
Delaware River to 45 feet.

The simulations to address the impacts of the proposed 45 foot channel were run with 1986 depletive
uses, as determined by DRBC and provided to the Corps for application in the salinity model runs.
It is our view that it is not necessary to make additional model runs with projected higher depletive
uses for a number of reasons. First, there is evidence from recent published investigations by USGS
@lavoy, USGS) that the present DRBC chlorinity standards for RM 98 are overly conservative with
respect to possible impacts on PRM aquifer water quality in the Camden County area recharged by
Delaware River water. Further, it is reasonable to believe that there are several possible alternate
drought management strategies which could be investigated and implemented to conserve basin
storage for more effective repulsion of salinity/chlorinity in the vicinity of RM 98 during drought
conditions. Also, it is not likely that the DRBC would approve increased depletive uses without
compensating storage provisions.

. ..___
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GERALO M. HAN5LER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DELAWARE RIVER ❑ ASIN CCJMM15’510N

P. u. Box 7360

WEST TRENTON .NEw JER5EY oa5zs-0360

(609) 683-9500

FAX (609) E63-9522

HEAD OUARTER5 LOCATION

25 STATE POLICE DRIVE

WEST TRENTON, N..l.

August 26, 1997

Mr. Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Branch
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390

Dear Mr. Callegari:

This is in response to your request for comments on the Final Environmental Impact Statement
for the proposed Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project. We have compared the
section on impacts of the project on salinity in the Estuary and fmd no changes were made as
a result of our meeting with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers staff, including Billy Johnson, of the
W.E.S. At that meeting questions were raised concerning the poor calibration of chlorides of
the model for some months at Chester and at the Ben Franklin Bridge and the possibility of the
model under-predicting due to use of observed data md the conversion of that data that may
not be correct. In response to this latter point, the Commission subsequently provided the
Corps with measured river boat run chloride data for the 1965 and 1992-93 periods of
calibration and verification. This was to allow the Corps to make additional comparisons of
predicted and observed chlorides. Also, our analysis indicated that conversion of specific
conductance to chlorides using the tables provided by the U.S. Geological Survey yields
signi~cantly higher chlorides than those, determined from conversion equations used by the
Corps. The tabiikr conveis~cifiappears more mnsistent wih~‘he data found. in the 1954 repro-t
by Keighton (U.S.G.S. WSR 1262). The use of model results which under. predict chlorides in
the area of the ground aquifer interface at and above River Mile 98, can result in conclusions
which may be incorrect.

While the above questions the model’s ability to reproduce the actual salinity in the areas
discussed, we have no reason to question the model’s prediction of the change in salinity
resulting from the channel deepening. We concur that the Corps’ use of the new complex 3-
dimensional model should more accurately predict change resulting from changes in channel
geometry. The impact of the proposed channel deepening on the upstream movement of the
chloride profile, according to the Corps model will be substantial, up to 40 mg/1 of chlorides.
An increase of this magnitude is substantial and willhave a major economic impact on the water
users in the Estuary. The economic impacts of increased chlorides were not evaluated but
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Mr. Robert L. Callegari

should be included in the cost/benefit analysis for the proposed project.
an earlier study on impacts of increased chlorides on municipal and
(Delaware Estuary Salinity Intrusion Study, December 1982).

The Corps completed
industrialwatercosts

Coupled with this impact are those of the effects of fhture sea level rise and the effect of the
proposed deepening of the C & D Canal. It is our understanding that the Corps has not
included any future sea level rise. We can understand the uncertainty of using one of the
accelerated theories based on the “greenhouse effect”, but to totally ignore the measured historic
change does not seem prudent. We lmow of no expert that has recommended zero rise for the
future. The Delaware Basin was selected for a major study by the U.S. Geological Survey on
cliinate change and that repmt is titled “SensitiviV of Water Resources in the Delaware River
Basin to Climate Variability and Change” (Open file report 92-52). Also, EPA has recently
published a revised report “The Probability of Sea. Level Rise”, (EPA 230-R-95-008). All
indicate some sea level rise for the foreseeable future.

At the meeting, staff learned that the C & D Canal has had a significant impact on the chloride
levels at River Mile 98 and also was informed that the Corps was concurrently working on a
plan to deepen the entire C & D Canal by five feet. While we are not familiar with all aspects
of both projects to evaluate the independence of the two channel deepening projects, it is clear
that the EIS of the Delaware River channel deepening is not complete and would be remiss
to not fully disclose all available information. The C & D Canal deepening to forty feet should
be linked to and combined with the impact of the Delaware River project for the total impact
analysis.

The Commission also provided estimates of the Year 2020 depletive uses for determination of
the increased chlorides caused by these increases. We have not seen any results of the Corps
study in which these fhture uses were assessed.

Thank you for the opportunity to allow fmther comment on this E.I.S. for the proposed
Delaware River Channel Deepening. We would welcome fiu-ther opportunity
comments with you.

Sincere%

$eraldM. Ekmsler

to discuss our

c: All Commissioners
Council on Environmental QuaIi@



Environmental Resources Branch

Ms. Sarah W. Cooksey
Delaware Coastal Management Program
89 Kings Highway
P.O. Box 1401
Dover, Delaware 19903
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Dear Ms. Cooksey:

Thank you for your letter dated August 29,1997 on the
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vicinity of Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
design and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

As stated in our letter of April 30, 1997, the Corps will
restrict dredging within close proximity of the Pea Patch Island
wading bird colony between 1 April and 30 August.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced i.na separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project. If you wish to meet with
us, or have any questions, please contact John Brady of my staff
at 215-656-6555.
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Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

.----- .
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Mr. RobertCallegari

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Philadelphia District

100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107-3390

August 29, 1997

RE: Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project
July 1997- Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Callegari:

The Delaware Coastal Management Program (DCMP) has received and reviewed the
above referenced document. The DCMP would like to offer the following comments on the July - . .,

1997 Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for the Delaware River Main Channel: ~.,
Deepening Project. ..

Underwater Sand Stockpiles

The DCMP’S position on offshore sand stockpiles MS-19 and L5 has evolved from one of concern

to one of vigorous opposition. Instead, the DCMP seeks the restoration of our coastal defenses and
the creation of habitat as the highest and best use of this valuable material. The apparent cost

savings of sand placement underwater does not negate the negative impacts to benthic resources
and fisheries habitat. Please refer to the attached memo from Andy Manus, Director of the
Delaware Division of Fish and Wildlife to Sarah Cooksey, Administrator of the DCMP.

The DCMP would like to further note that the May 1, 1997, Federal Consistency Concurrence for
this project was based upon the Corps agreement to address this issue in their April 30, 1997 letter.

I
. .

I Request for a“Public Hearing
... . ..

In the May 1, 1997, Federal Consistency Certification. the DCMP requested that the Corps hold w]
informational public meeting for the citizens of the State of Delaware so thut they could be aww-e
of this project and understand its scope. In uddition to the DCMP’S request for J public mec[ing,
Appendix D of [he SEIS contains nine sep:wate writt&l requests from Deluwwc~ns for J public

hearing on the Main-Chmnel Deepening Pmjwt.’ The Corps response to Siu!e Rcprcsen[ti[lve,
.shirley A. Price’s request for ;~public heuring stu[es that in order for a public hewing [o Ix held
[here must be subston[i;d cnvironnwn[al controversy and J request for:1 hc;wing by ;ino[lwr ugcncy

..

wi[h jurisdiction over the uction thul is suppor[ud by rc:tscm.swhy u hc:lring would be hclpt’ul, The

,\ \M(’l)co\12.Dot”
S/21)197



nwe number of citizens thal !KIW.?signed their n:llnes to requests for a public hearing indica[cs [hill
there is a substantial degree of controversy regarding this project. The Fcr.leral CoastaI Zone

Management Act of 1972 as mended, gives !he DCMPauthori[yover Direct Fedcra] Aclivi[ks
that effect the Imd, water, or Ilfitltrid resources of Delawar~’s coast:Il zone. Since the DCMP has -
authority to request a public hearing for the ci[izens of the State of Deiawwe and tk fact (hat this

project has proven to be controversial, it is imperative that the Corps hold a public he;wing 011 IIW
Main Channel Deepening Project.

The DCMP is adamant about it’s request for a public hewing. The Corps inability to address
numerous written and verbal requests is unacceptable at this point in the project’s process.

Pea Patch Islam-i Heronry

In the April 30,1997 letter the corps agreed to restrict dredging for initial construction and
subsequent maintenance of the 45 foot. channel within close proximity to the wading bird colony at
Pea Patch Island between 1 April and 30 August. In the July 1997 SEIS, Table 1-1 indicates that
this restriction is only between 1 April and 1 August. The table should be amended to reflect this
discrepancy.

The DCMP thanks the Army Corps of Engineers for the oppormnity to comment and

hopes that the issues raised herein are addressed promptly.

SwC/jll
Enclosure

..”

[
.. Z:”

-+ :

Sincerely,

cc: Senator Joseph Biden
Senator William Roth ‘“

Representative MichaelCastle
GovernorThomasCarper
Andrew Manus. DNREC

John Hughes. DNREC

Guard Esposito, DNREC

&d&k -
Sarah W. Cooksey, Administrator

a’

Delaware Coastal Management Program

A.\hlCt)COM2.DOC
j+~lJ/t)7
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MEMORANDUM

ah Cooksey,
>

A T~

“ . trator, Delaware Coastal Management Program

/.
Andrew T. Manus, Di ector, Division of Fish and Wildlife

SUBJECT: ‘proposed Sand stockpile/Beneficial Use of Dredged Spoils/Mid Channel
Deepening Project

DATE: August 20, 1997

The purpose of this memo is to provide input from the Division of Fish and WiIdlife
regarding the proposed beneficial use of sand dredged material from the Mid-channel deepening
project. Division of Fish and Wildlife staff attended the 10 July 1997 public meeting on

‘~ “k”””proposed sand stockpiles off Slaughter Beach and Broadkill Beach for future beach nourishment%,-
of these beaches. The Division of Fish and Wildlife, acknowledges that appropriate sources of
sand for fhture replenishment have been largely exhausted in these areas, and that there is a need----
to protect beach-front development in these areas.

During the past two years, Jeff Tiiman of my staff has been involved in helping v@h the
planning efforts for beneficial use of dredged material in the Mid-channel deepening projec~
specifically with regard to Kelly Island marsh creation. The recent Supplemental Environmental -
Impact ‘Statement circulated for comment by the Corps. provided the first opportunity for
Division of Fish and Wildlife review of the proposed sand stockpile beneficial use of dredged -
spoil. The meeting on 7/10/97 provided an opportunity for commercial and recreational

“ fishermen to react to proposed beneficial use and provide input.. . ,,

Having heard the public input, the Division of Fish and Wildlife has the following
comments regard~g proposed sand stockpile sites L5(Broadkill) and MS- 19(Slaughter):

1. Evidence (samples) was presented by Jerry Blakeslee at the 7/10/97 meeting that hard
substrate exists off Slaughter Beach to suppofi a highly productive, diverse, epibenthic
community. This benthic community includes sand coral (Sabe/laria vulgari.s), northern coral

(Asirangia donae), serpulid worm colonies (Hydroides dianthus), sulfur sponge (Cliona cella[a), “

blue mussels (Myrilus edtdis). These community dominant species in turn support commercially
and recreationally impox%mtfish, including weakilsh (Cynoscionregafis),summer flounder
(Pamlichthys dentatus) and other species.

D&u#w ‘d * ttuzke de#4wa!i au -I



2. Proposed sand stockpile MS-19, off Slaughter Beach, would receive 1.4 million cubic

yards of sand on 250 acres of bay bottom. Depth would change from 8’to 3’. Proposed sand

stockpile L5, off Broadkill Beach, would receive 1.9 million cubic yards on 230 acres. Depth
would change from 6’ to 3’.

3. John Brady of the Corps. disputed the importance of MS-19 as a sand coral ‘
community, indicating that Sabellaria had been collected in only one of many benthic grab
samples. His conclusion may not be valid because all epibenthos are patchy in distribution and
may be under represented in quantitative grab samples. This component of the benthos is better
characterized using a qualitative dredge sampler. This type of sampling was not done in the
Corps. study.

4. Numerous recreational and commercial fishermen made the point that the area
adjacent to MS-19 is a very important feeding and spawning area for weal&h and other game
fish. In that regard, this area maybe considered essential fish habitat as defined in the
reauthorized Magnuson-Stevens Conservation and Management Act. (P.L. 94-265).

5. Because MS-19 is a valuable, productive fisheries habitat it is an important
commercial (draft net, commercial hook and line) and recreational (private, head and charter
boat) fishing area. Altering the depth from 8’to 3’will not only alter productive habitat but
exclude both fisheries. The 250 acres to be initially impacted will change as this sand moves
to tidal currents and storm events.

due

.

6. Opposition to sand stockpiles is broad based including recreational and commercial’~ [-
fishermen, environmentalists and federal agencies. The Planning Aid Document for the “”
beneficial use aspects of this projecL prepared for the Corps. by the U.S.F.W.S. New Jersey
office, noted problems with the stockpile concept.

7. Essential fish habitat and the users of this area would benefit horn placement of sand
directly on the two beaches proposed and other areas also in severe need of beach notishment:

1. Port Mahon to Pickering Beach
2. S. Kitts Hummock to St. Jones River
3. Big Stone Beach to Mispillion River
4. Fowler’s Beach

- (See ATM memo to J. Hughes 7/23/97)

8. The Corp’s only opposition to placing sand directly onto the beach is an economic
one, a projected cost of about $1.00 per cubic yard or $3.3 million in a total budget in excess of
$300. million.

Please convey to the Corps. of Engineers that loss of highly productive fish habitat which
economical y impacts both recreational and commercial fishers can not be considered “Beneficial
Use”. The Delaware Division of Fish and Wildlife favors a more diversified approach of
enhancing Delaware’s bayfront by placing clean sand material directly on the beach, rather than

‘.-. . .

stockpiling it in nearshore fish habitat.



Environmental Resources Branch

Gerard L. Esposito
Director
Division of Water Resources
Department of Natural Resources
and Environmental Control

89 Kings Highway, P.O. Box 1401
Dover, Delaware 19903
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Dear Mr. Esposito:

Thank you for your letter dated February 8, 1998 on the
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement, dated JuIY, 1997.

As requested, attached is a copy of the project
authorization, PL. 102-580 Section 101(6). As we have previously
stated, the Section 404(r) exemption waves the requirement for a
water quality certificate and/or 404 permit for that portion of
this project that had been included in an environmental impact
statement that was submitted to Congress prior to discharge of
dredged or fill material. If we are able to replace the approved
sand stockpiles and place the sand on nearby beaches, we would
obtain a corresponding Delaware Coastal Zone Consistency
Determination for the change. Appropriate state approvals will
be obtained during the Plans and Specifications phase of this
project. We would like to meet and consult with you to discuss
any concerns that you may have. John Brady of my staff will be
contacting you soon to arrange a meeting.

Concerning requests for a public hearing, we intend to turn
our attention to this next. An appropriate public proceeding
will be announced in a separate public notice. In the interim,
my staff would welcome the opportunity to meet with you or your
organization to discuss the project.
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Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division

Attachment

cc : Mr. William F. Moyer, Program Manager



DELAWARE RIVER MAIN CHANNEL DEEPENING AUTHORIZATION

Water Resources Development Act of 1992-102 Congress - PL 102-580 Section 10l@) ‘ ‘“

NEL DEEPEXIW, DELAW&lE, NH- JERSEY, AND

PENNSYLTA?? .—The project for navigation, Dela-

Mainstern and Channel Deepening, Dela-

Jersey, and Pennsylvania: Report of the

Chief of Engineers, dated June 29, 1992, at a total

cost of $294,931,000, with an estimated Federal

cost of S195,767.000 and a-n estimated non-Feder~

I COStof $99,164,000.

.
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OFFICE OF THE

DIRECTOR

STATE OF DELAWARE

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

& ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

DIV!S1ON OF WATER RESOURCES
89 KINGS HiGHWAY, P.O. Box 1401

DOVER, DELAWARE 19903

TELEPHONE (302)739-4860

FAX: (302) 739-3491

February 5, 1998

Mr.RobertCallegari,Chief
PlanningDivision
PhiladelphiaDistrict,CorpsofEngineers
WanamakerBuilding,100PennSquareEast
Philadelphia,PA 19107-3391

RE: Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project

Dear Mr. Callegari:

In the past year, two letters regarding the above referenced project, as it relates to the
requirements for Water Quality Certification and Subaqueous Lands Permitting, have been sent
to the Planning Division. (copies attached) I would very much appreciate receiving a response
to our inquiry regarding the 404 exemption for Water Quality Certification and submission of a
subaqueous lands permit application. I do not want to find ourselves in a situation that would
cause unnecessary delays as a result of our permitting/certification process.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Jw&.

~ Gerard L. Esposito
Director



WETLANDS& SUBAQUEOUS
LANDSSECITON

Mr. Robert Callegari,
Planning Division

STATE OF DELAWARE

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

& ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES

89 KINGS HIGHWAY. P.O. Box 1401

DOVER. DELAWARE 19903

Chief

TELEPHONE (302)739-4691
FACSIMILE (302)739-3491

Philadelphia District, Corps of Engineers
Wanamaker Building, 100 Pem Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3391

Re: Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project July, 1.997 Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Callegari:

This office has reviewed the above referenced document and would like to offer the
following comments:

In my April 11, 1997 to Dr. John Brady (in Appendix D), I requested clarification of the
404@ exemption for Section 401 Water Quality Certification. Although the exemption is not
being contested, appropriate documentation in,the form of any legal opinion, case law and a copy
of the congressional authorization for this project is needed for our file.

In appendix D of the document, it states that all appropriate state and local permits will be
obtained prior to construction. Would you please advise as to the anticipated date for submitting
a Subaqueous Lands Permit application to this office.



!

Robert Callegari
Corp of Engineers
September 12, 1997
page 2

I would also like to reiterate the request for a public hearing on this project as stated in
Sarah Cooksey’s August 29, 1997 letter to you. A project of this magnitude should be
scrutinized not only by federal, state and local governments but also by the citizens who would
like to participate in the process.

Thank-you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

William F. Moyer v

Program Manager
Wetlands & Subaqueous

Lands Section

cc: Gerard Esposito

Sarah Cooksey

I

.. ..



STATE OF DELAWARE

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

& ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES
89 KINGS HIGHWAY. P.O. Box 1401

DOVER. DELAWARE 19903

wETLANDS & SUBAQUEOUS LANDS SECTION TELEPHONE (302)739-4691
FACSIMILE (302)739-3491

April 11, 1997

Mr. John Brady
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107

RE: Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project

Dear Mr. Brady:

In a Fax to this office dated Janua~ 24, 1997, you stated that, “The Corps does not intend to
apply for a 401 because we have an exemption under 404 (R)” I requested and have received an
opinion from the Delaware Oflice of the Attorney General regarding Section 404(r) of the Clean
Water Act (CWA).

To summarize, it is our position that section 404(r) specifically exempts qualifjring projects from
the requirements of section 404 but not the requirement of section 401 of the CWA. The limited
nature of this exemption is also established in 33 C.F.R. ~323.4(d) which provides that, “Federal
projects which qualifi under the criteria contained in Section 404(r) of the CWA are exempt from
Section 404 permit requirements, but may be subject to other state and or Federal requirements”.

Unless this office is provided with irrefutable justification for why water quality certification is not
required, we will expect an application for a subaqueous lands permit and section 401
Certification for the above referenced project.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to call

Sincerely,
-.

William F. Moyer
Program Manager II
Wetlands and Subaqueous
Lands Section

pc: Gwud L. Esposito
JewmeLmgdwr
Sarah Cock.ey

LIurie Moyer
hum Herr

WFMldjr
wiin97025 D~’+w&4z&&c&#U&l@~/
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Environmental Resources Branch

Mr. Robert R. Jordan, State Geologist
Delaware Geological Survey

~~p~54nQ8

University of Delaware
Newark, Delaware 19716-7501

Dear Mr. Jordan:

Thank you for your letter dated August 26,1997 on the
Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS), dated July, 1997.

CALLEGARI

We are pleased
fi.ndimgsthat there
of the ground-water

The effects of

that you are in agreement with our study
should be no adverse effects on the quality
supply of Delaware.

placing dredged sandy sediments in submerged
stockpiles in Delaware Bay have been evaluated using several
procedures which include numerical modeling of both wave and
current transport, and an empirical assessment of stockpile
stability. The results of these analyses indicate that the sand
placed at the stockpile sites would be gradually dispersed,
principally in the onshore and alongshore directions, over a
period of decades. The numerical wave and sediment transport
modeling indicates that the stockpile sites, with the crest of
four feet below MLW, would have no detectable effect on wave
distribution or sediment transport at the shoreline landward of
the stockpiles. Since the stockpiles are limited to an elevation
of five feet below MLW and are limited in area, there would be no
significant impact on wave climate on the coast.

The FSEIS called for the stockpiling of sand at offshore
locations in the vi.cini.tyof Broadkill Beach and Slaughter Beach,
Sussex County, Delaware for future beach replenishment. Comments
on the FSEIS noted-fishery and habitat-related concerns at the
sites identified and approved for interim placement of sandy
dredged materials. In response, and to avoid potential impacts
at these locations, the Philadelphia District has begun the
desi,gn and cost evaluation process to shift placement of this
dredged material to beneficial use at nearby beach sites, such as
Broadkill Beach. The District will develop site specific data as
part of the Plans and Specifications for the lower Delaware Bay
portion of the overall project, and make available appropriate

~
environmental documents, prior to actual beach construction;
about 2 years from now. The initial assessment indicates this

I
modification is both economically and environmentally feasible.

-.—.-.
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Although the material may not be fully compatible with the
existing beach material, it is a clean, fine to medium sand that
will provide substantial protection to the Delaware Bay coast,
and will perform adequately as a beachfill.

Thank you for your comments and continuing participation in
the review of this project. If you have any questions, please
contact John Brady of my staff at 215-656-6555.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planni,ng Division



ROEiERT R. JO ROAN, STATK GEOLOGW.T

DELAWARE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BUILDING

PHONE: 30243 !-2033

FAX: 302.031-3579

E.MAIL: OGSQMVS, uOEL. CDu . .

State of Dclawwc
DELAWARE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE

Newark, Dclawaw
19710-7501

August 26, 1997

Mr. Robert L. Callegari
Chief, Planning Division
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Philadelphia District
Wanamaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia. PA 19107-3390

Dear Mr. Callegari:

The Delaware Geological Survey reviewed the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact.
Statement for the Delaware Rwer Main Channel Deepening Project dated July 1997. Our comments
pertain only to the potential impacts of this project on the geologic and hydrologic resource,

7

eiaware . .

and are discussed in the attached position paper. If you have any questions, please feel free to ontact me “.
or other members of the DGS staff at (302) 831-2833. 1,--

.,

zl@~/ nc rely,

/

‘ 7A
Robert . 0 d
State Geologis & Director

. . . .,.
dcw

attachment

,. _.. .
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Delaware Geological Survey
Position Paper

on the

- Delaware River Main Charnel Deepening Project
US Army Corps of Engineers

The U. S. Congress authorized the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project (Project) in October 1992 as part of the Water Resources Development Act of
1992. In July 1997 the Philadelphia District of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) released a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) to provide
additional information and environmental analyses to address concerns raised during
review of the Feasibility Report and Environmental Impact Statement (FREIS; February
1992). The Project includes deepening the existing navigation channel from 40 to 45 feet
from Philadelphia to deep water in Delaware Bay, widening of several channel bends,
and deepening of the Marcus Hook anchorage. Dredged material from the rivenne -~ ~’ ““
portion of the project area would be placed in upland disposal sites. In Delaware Bay, the--
dredged material would be used for wetland restoration and for stockpiling of sand for ~
future beach nourishment projects.

Questions have been asked of the Delaware Geological Survey (DGS) about the
impact of this project on the geologic and hydrologic resources of Delaware. DGS staff ,.
reviewed the FREIS and SEIS and identified the following two potential issues of
concern:

1) What are the effects of channel enlargementson the quality of ground-water
resources?

2) What are the effects of stockpiling sand in the Delaware Bay offshore
Delaware?

1. Effects of channel enlargements on the qualitv of ground-water resources.

Based on our current understanding of the hydrogeologic framework of the
aquifer systems near the river. the effects o f chm-wl enlargements on the quulity of the
ground-water resources of Delaware should be negligible. Navoy. in Appendix A of the

SEIS, reached a similar conclusion for [he reac!~ of the river abo~’e Wilmirw[on. The
potential for inliltrxion from the river to the Po[ornac aquifer system is su~@ted by

I—-...,



ground-water levels in the aquifers that arc below the level of the river (Martin. 1984).
More direct evidence includes chloride concentrations in the aquifers that are above
background levels (Philips, 1987). The SEIS addresses the concern that channel
modifications could increase the potential for saltwater infiltration due to either the
breaching of a confining unit or the movement of saltwater upriverto e~iS@ recharge

locations.

Recharge most likely occurs in exposures of the aquifer in the river (in the reach
upstream of Little Tinicum Island; Navoy, Appendix A of SEIS) ~d through relatively
high-permeability sediments that fill Pleistocene river channels that cut through the
Potomac confining unit into the underlying aquifer (Philips, 1987). The existing shipping “
channel is laterally offset from this Pleistocene charmel. Based on the work reported in
the FREIS and SEIS and review of other documents (Duran. 1986; Talley, ”19S5; Lewis et
al., 199 1), planned deepening should not breach any major confining units upstream cf
Pea Patch Island. While data are insufficient to fully evaluate the effects in the parts of
the channel south of Pea Patch Island, our current understanding of the hydrogeologic.
framework of the aquifer systems near the river indicates that dredging should not breach
any significant confining units. We conclude that channel changes should have no
significant adverse impact on ground-water systems due to the breaching of confining
units.

The SEIS presents a thorough discussion reviewing the spatial and temporal .

distribution of salinity and the results of hydrodynamic and salinity modeling in the ; ‘.”
[estuary. Modeling indicates that the proposed dredging will result in salinity increases i:’

the Philadelphia/Camden area during a recurrence of the drought of record. However,
based on ground-water modeling of the Potomac aquifer system in the Camden area, the
SEIS concludes that these increases should not have any adverse effects on potable wells
adjacent to the fresh-water portion of the, river. The part of the estuary adjacent to the
Delaware shoreline is not classified as fresh water but rather as various grades of haline
(oligo- ,meso-, and poly-haline) water (Figure 5-9 of SEIS). Results of the SEIS
hydrodynamic modeling show relatively minor increases in salinity in these reaches.
Based on these results and our current understanding of ground-water recharge in these <
a-teas, we do not anticipate any adverse effects on the ground-water supply of Delaware.

21 Effects of sand stockpiles on beach erosion/deposition.

The FREIS and SEIS do not adequately document the effects of offshore sand
stockpiling on the wave climate of the adjacent beaches nor the feasibility of using this
stockpiled material for beach nourishment. The report states that Iongshore transport of
sand on the beach would not be affected by the sand stockpiles, but does not fully address
the long-term changes in the \vave climate that may affect coastal processes. \lore
information is needed to determine ii’the dredge material is texturally compatible to that
of the existing beaches. Onlv four cores \vere analyzed over the 1?-mile reach of channel
proposed to be the source of-stockpile material. Given the heterogeneity of 1ithologies
expected. such a small nunlb~r of sample sites m:lv not adequately characterize the

.
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dredge material to be encountered. The available documents do not provide enough
textural data on the sand fraction of the cores to determine the suitability of the dredge
material for beach nourishment. If the spoil is amenable with beach notlrishment, placing
it directly on the beach rather than stockpiling it offshore appears to be a more beneficial
use and would be less likely to trigger unexpected effects on the local wave climate and
sediment transport regimes.
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Environmental Resources Branch

Ms. Rita Shade Simpson
Principal Planner, Environmental
Salem County Planning Board
94 Market Street
Salem, New Jersey 08079

Dear Ms. Simpson:

Thank you for letter dated August 15, 1997 concerning
comments on the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening Project, Final
Supplemental Impact Statement, dated July, 1997.

Our economic and ‘environmental analysis concluded that the
most viable disposal plan of dredged material from the deepened
Delaware River channel in the vicinity of Elsinboro Township,
Pennsville and Penns Grove would be placement to confined upland
disposal areas.

Under a separate ongoing Corps Study,~lDelaware Bay Coastline -
Delaware and New Jersey, Oakwood Beach Interim Feasibility Study”,
various alternative plans, including sand placement, are being
evaluated to arrest the erosion at Oakwood Beach in Elsinboro
Township. For the other two communities, studies could be

~
conducted by the Corps under two other authorities. Section 204
of the Water Resources Development Act of 1992 provides the
authority for the Corps to investigate the beneficial use of
dredged material in connection with dredging for construction,
operation, or maintenance of an authorized Federal navigation
project and improvement of an ecosystem habitat. Section 145 of
the Water Resources Development Act of 1976 allows for placement
of sand on beaches, if requested by a state, which has been
dredged in constructing or maintaining a navigation channel
adjacent to such beaches, if the studies conclude that such an
action is in the public interest. Studies or project costs under
these authorities would be cost shared with a non-Federal
sponsor. A request would have to be made by the municipality or
the State of New Jersey to initiate either of these type of
studies and financially participate therein.

*R
J!=LDO
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CALLEGARI
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT BETWEEN
NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

AND
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT

PURPOSE

The purpose of this memorandum is to set forth the
acknowledgements between the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Philadelphia District regarding the following dredging and
dredged material disposal issues:

A. NJDEP Water Quality Certification 0880-90-0001.4 for the.
maintenance of the Delaware River Philadelphia to Sea 40-foot
Federal Navigation project, and

B. NJDEP Coastal Zone Consistency Determination 0000-90-0005.3
for construction and maintenance of the Delaware River 45-foot
Federal Navigation Project.

This memorandum provides the framework to accomplish the
following:

1. Implement management and monitoring for surface dewatering
discharge’s from existing confined upland disposal facilities for
the maintenance dredging of the existing Federal Navigation
Project, Delaware River Philadelphia to the Sea 40-foot Project,
and additional confined upland disposal facilities for the
construction and maintenance dredging of the De”laware River Main
Channel 45-foot Deepening Project.

2. Implement management and monitoring for ground water
discharges from existing confined upland disposal facilities for ,
the maintenance dredging of the existing Federal Navigation
Project, Delawa”re River Philadelphia to the Sea 40-foot Project,
and additional disposal facilities for the construction and
maintenance dredging of the Delaware River Main Channel 45-foot
Deepening Project.

3. Provide public fishing access to the Delaware River at the
Racoon Island confined upland disposal facility.

4. Confirm and further evaluate the effects of potential
salinity changes on oyster populations due to the deepening
project.

5. Develop and implement a monitoring plan to assess the long
term effectiveness of the habitat development project at Egg
Island Point and any effects of the habitat. development project
to the oyster beds proximate to this site.

6. Develop sediment sampling and testing protocols to be
implemented throughout the life of the Delaware River Main



Channel 45’ Deepening Project.

PROJECT AREA
The project area is located within the Delaware River and Bay and
the borders of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and the States
of New Jersey and Delaware. It extends over 100 river miles of
the Delaware River and Bay, from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to
the mouth of the Delaware Bay.

I OVERVIEW
I

The Philadelphia District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(Corps) and the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(DEp) will form a working group to develop appropriate
coordinated sediment sampling and testing programs, surface water
discharge monitoring plans and ground water protection program
plans which will be implemented in conjunction with the
maintenance dredging’ of the existing 40-foot Federal Navigation
project, and the construction and maintenance dredging of the 45-
foot Main Channel Deepening Project. These plans will consider
the results of previously collected Delaware River sediment
quality data, the location of dredging within the Delaware River,
and the technical design of the confined upland disposal facility
to be used for each reach of the channel. Sampling, testing and
monitoring plans will be implemented at the appropriate time
based on the timing of the dredging activities for. both the
maintenance dredging of the existing project and the construction
and maintenance dredging of the deepening project.

SEDIMENT SAMPLING AND TESTING

Previously collected sediment quality data will be used to
identify contaminants of concern, which will then be the focus of
additional sediments tests. The level and frequency of sampling
and type of testing will be determined by the working group.
This testing will include bulk sediment chemistry analysis.
Sampling plans will consider the location of dredging within the
Delaware River. More extensive sampling may be required in
industrialized portions of the river (i.e. between Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania and Wilmington, Delaware) than in less developed
areas such as the lower portion of the river and Delaware Bay,
Sampling may also be reduced over time in areas provided that a
data base is established to document that the sediments are
adequately characterized and not contaminated at levels of
concern.

In areas which are determined by the working group to be
sufficiently characterized, if contaminants have not been
detected, or contaminants have .been detected at levels below
concern, additional evaluation will not be required at this time.
However, the full spectrum of contaminants will require periodic

testing over the life of the project, to insure that sediment
conditions have not changed.
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Based on an evaluation of the previously collected data and any
additional sediment testing, modifications to design and method
of operation of the confined upland disposal facilities will be
evaluated by the working group and implemented by the Corps as
needed to protect human health and wildlife. Management of the
CDFS may include institutional controls, sequencing of disposal,
or other techniques. The Corps shall coordinate the development
and implementation of final closure plans for each confined
upland disposal facility with the DEP when the facilities are no
longer to receive dredged material.

SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING

Previously ,collected data will be used to identify contaminants
of concern, which will then be the focus of additional water
quality tests. The level and frequency of sampling and type of
testing will be determined by the working group. This testing
will include modified elutriate testing of sediment and
monitoring of effluent discharge from the’ confined upland
disposal facilities. Sampling and monitoring plans will consider
the location of dredging within the Delaware River. More
extensive sampling may be required in industrialized portions of

I the river (i.e. between Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and
Wilmin@on, Delaware) than in less developed areas such as the
lower ~ortlon of the-river and Delaware Bay. Sampling and
monitoring may also be reduced over time in areas provided that a
database is established to document that surface water quality is
not impacted.

In areas that are determined by the working group to be
sufficiently characterized, if contaminants have not been
detected, or contaminants have been detected at levels below
concern, additional evaluation will not be required at this time.
However, the full spectrum of contaminants will require periodic

testing over the life of the project, to insure that sediment
conditions have not changed.

Based on an evaluation of the previously collected data and any
additional water quality testing/monitoring, modifications to the
design and method of “operation of the confined upland disposal
facilities will be evaluated by the working group and implemented
by the Corps as needed to protect water quality. Modifications
to improve the quality of .dewatering effluent discharged from the
sites will primarily be directed to increasing the residence time
on a site, which would allow additional settling of suspended
sediment prior to the discharge.

GROUND WATER MONITORING

In consideration of previous geotechnical and hydrogeologic
investigations contracted through or conducted by the Corps,
NJDEP has agreed to allow the use of the following confined
upland disposal facilities (CDF) for disposal and containment of
sediments from the subject dredging operations: National Park,



Oldmans No. 1, Pedricktown North, Pedricktown South, 17G, Raccoon
Island, 15D, 15G, Penns Neck, Kiilcohook Nos. 1, 2
Artificial Island.

This acknowledgement is basedupon the development
water protection program (GWPP) plans that will be
Corps in coordination with DEP for all of the CDFS

and 3 and

of ground
developed by
listed above

with the exception of the facility at Artificial Island. The
GWPP plan will be developed in accordance with DEP guidelines
and include any or all of the following components:

1. A ground water classification for each Impacted aquifer in
the area of each CDF pursuant to the New Jersey Ground Water
Quality Standards, N.J.A.C. 7:9-6. This is a primary component
of each GWPP and the results”of each classification will dictate
the need for pursing the measures outlined in 2, 3 and 4 below.
Where a CDF is located within an area with ground water
classifications of III-A or III B, DEP may waive “the need for
pursing the requirements in 2, 3, and 4 below provided that the
existing use of the ground water within the area is not impaired
as a result of the operation of the subject CDF.

2. A ground water monitoring well system, consisting of
monitoring wells located in each aquifer that may be impacted by
the discharge and capable of producing uncompromised samples of
ground water quality both upgradient and downgradient of the
subject CDF. The number of ground water monitoring wells shall
be adequate to characterize and intercept any contaminant plume
emanating from the subject CDF.

3. A ground water sampling program for each ground water
monitoring well system comprised of a list of ground water
analyses, a sample collection schedule, sample preservation and
shipment procedures, analytical procedures and chain of custody
control. The sampling program shall be developed in
consideration of the quality of the sediments dedicated to each
CDF, the frequency of use of each site and onsite hydrogeologic
conditions .

4. The ground water quality data generated from each ground
water sampling program shall be subjected to appropriate
statistical analysis in order to determine whether the discharge
from any, CDF is resulting in a contravention of the ground water
quality standards.

FISHING ACCESS

When the Raccoon Island CDF is modified to eliminate the existing
road which crosses the site, a perimeter road shall be
constructed and maintained by the Corps at the facility to
provide direct access to the Delaware River, with provision for
several pull off areas along the road and a 3 to 5 acre area
suitable for boat trailer parking provided by the Corps to be
constructed by others in the future. Plan details for the road
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and parking area location shall first be coordinated with the
DEP.

OYSTERS AND RELATED ISSUES

The Corps is relying on the conclusions of Rutgers University
oyster researcher Dr. Eric Powell, a nationally recognized expert
on oyster ecology, that the range of salinity changes predicted
by the hydrodynamic model discussed model discussed in the Final
SEIS would pose no adverse impact on the oyster resource in the
Delaware River and Bay. Documentation of these conclusions, or
those of another expert in the field of oyster ecology, shall be
provided to the Department prior to beginning the main channel
deepening project. The Corps in cooperation with NJDEP, will
develop and implement, a monitoring plan to ensure that the long
term impacts of any potential salinity change due to the
deepening of the navigation channel have been accurately assessed
with respect to the oyster population in the .Delaware River and
Bay.

HABITAT DEVELOPMENT

Prior to the construction of the habitat development project at
the Egg Island Point site, the Corps shall’provide the DEP with
data validating that the material to be used will be at least 90%
sand, based on each individual vibracore. The Corps will develop
and implement a monitoring plan to assess the long-term
effectiveness of the habitat development project, and any impacts
to oysters beds proximate to the site.

COORDINATION

The NJDEP Dredging Task Force Committee will be the primary
vehicle for future coordination efforts. The Corps and NJDEP
will form a working group to develop appropriate coordination of
sediment sampling and testing, surface water discharge and ground
water monitoring plans. The cost of any additional testing or
monitoring will be considered by the working group, as it is
recognized that funding constraints will limit the amount of data
that can be collected in a given fiscal year.

The Corps and the DEP will meet at a minimum of once every 5
years to evaluate the effectiveness of this document, review the
management of the confined upland disposal facilities and
evaluate the data generated in accordance with the document.

Robert C. Shinn, Jr. Date
Commissioner, New Jersey Department

of Environmental Protection
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Robert B. Keyser Date
Lieutenant Colonel, Corps of Engineers
Philadelphia District Engineer

FISHING ACCESS

When the Raccoon Island CDF is”modified to eliminate the existing
road which crosses the site, and perimeter road shall be
constructed as part of the Delaware River Main Channel Deepening
Project and maintained by the Corps and the project sponsor.
This road could be used to provide direct access to the Delaware
River for fishing and boating activities. liny proposed plans for
these activities will be coordinated with the Corps, the project
sponsor, and DEP.


